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 Craft Books 

Easy Animal Paper Crafts by Mary Currier 
Are you looking for simple but interesting craft projects for your children to enjoy? This 
book is full of activities for young children, providing practice in colouring, cutting, 
folding, gluing, and displaying. Animals include ants, bees, cats, dogs, bears, wolves, 
tigers, turkeys and many more. While this book does not include much Biblical 
teaching, it offers clean, conservative materials that may be incorporated into Sunday 
Schools, homeschools or other children’s ministries. May be copied, reduced, or 
enlarged for personal or classroom use, but not for distribution. Paperback. 112 pages. 
Spiral bound. Size: 20.3 x 26.4cm. Christian Light Publications.  KJV 
CBCLEAP $15.20 

Bible Verse Mottoes for Christian Homes and 
Classrooms by Mary Currier 

Verses from the Bible are “framed” 
with flowers, birds, and various 
designs to colour. Can be used as 
mottoes, posters, greeting card 
covers, 
scrapbooks, etc.  
Reproducible. 
Heavy paper. 
Paperback. Spiral 
bound. Christian 
Light 

Publications.  KJV 
In the series: 
New Testament Bible Verse 
Mottoes        
(71 pages) CBCLNMT $13.75 
Old Testament Bible Verse Mottoes         
(62 pages) CBCLOMT $13.75 
 

Easy Paper Crafts by Mary Currier 
Activities for young children 
provide practice in colouring, 
cutting, folding, gluing, and 
displaying at the same time as 
teaching Biblical truths. These 
reproducible blackline masters 
permit users to make multiple 
copies for group use, but not for 
sale or mass distribution. Fifty 
activities in each book. 
Paperback. Spiral bound.  

Christian Light Publications.   KJV 
In the series: 
Book #1 (119 pages) CBCLEA1 $15.20 
 
 
 

Animal Friends Reading and Craft Book  
by Mary Currier 
Sixty-four pages of simple 
animal stories and crafts. In 
addition to telling about 
animals, the stories and crafts 
highlight character traits and 
qualities we should all want to 
have. Although not teaching 
from the Bible, these stories do 
teach important lessons. 
Paperback. 64 pages. Christian 
Light Publications. For pre-
schoolers through early 
grades. 
CBCLAFR $4.60 

Bible Verse to Color  
by Martha Rohrer 
24 Bible verse posters that can 
be coloured and used as posters 
or wall décor. Perforated pages 
allow easy 
removal. 
Heavy paper. 
Paperback. 24 

pages. Size: 20.3 x 26.7cm. Rod & 
Staff Publishers.  KJV 
In the series: 
Bible Verse to Color  Book 1 
CBRSBV1 $13.95 
Bible Verse to Color Book 2         
CBRSBV2 $13.95 
 

 Puzzle & Activity Books 

Bible Puzzles 
by Martha Fisher 
50 puzzles: crosswords, 
wordsearches, letter 
scrambles, odd one out, and 
matching puzzles.  For ages 10 
to Adult. 
Paperback. 79 pages.  
Rod & Staff Publishers. KJV 
CBRSBPZ $4.50 

Bible Puzzles to Solve  
by Keith & Rosanna Heatwole 
72 unique Bible puzzles in a wide 
variety of formats. "Animal Search," 
"Bible Passage Maze," "Bible Verse 
Chain," "A Coded Message," 
"Commands to Children," "Men of the 
Bible," "A Secret Message" are a few 

of the titles. An ideal exercise book to enrich Bible 
knowledge. For ages 10 to Adult. Paperback. 143 
pages. Rod & Staff Publishers. KJV 
CBRSSOL $5.95 

Bible Mazes by Dale Yoder 
You'll be amazed at these puzzles taken from 
familiar scenes throughout the Bible. "Noah's ark," 

"The Tower of Babel," "The Star 
the Wise Men followed to 
Bethlehem," just to name a few. 
Some are harder than others. 
Unique and challenging. 
Recommended for ages 12 and 
up. Paperback.  30 pages. Rod 
& Staff Publishers. KJV 
CBRSMAZ $3.95 

Always Do Right by Mary Currier 
You want your children to develop character, to 
become sensitive about right and wrong choices, to 
want to please their parents and God. Sometimes 
they disappoint you. But you keep 
working with them, praying for 
them, and providing activities that 
reinforce your training. This little 
book contains such activities. 
Always Do Right will remind your 
children to always do right. For 
ages 5-10. 
Paperback. 52 pages.  
Christian Light Publications. KJV 
CBCLADR $3.95 

Always Love Right by Mary Currier 
Are your children learning to love God and others? 
The activities in this book demonstrate the joy of 
loving unselfishly. Aspects of behavior covered in 
this book include: listening and answering 
respectfully; obeying cheerfully; 
sharing unselfishly; working 
willingly; playing peacefully; 
making others happy; and 
pleasing God. Includes code 
breakers, colouring pages, dot-to-
dots, wordsearches and more. For 
ages 6-10. Paperback. 53 pages. 
Christian Light Publications.  KJV 
CBCLALO $4.65 

Bible Puzzles for Young & Old  
by Martha Yoder 
An assortment of word puzzles on 
inspirational themes. Word 
searching, letter unscrambling, and 
crossword fill-ins are some of the 
puzzle types in this collection. Sixty
-four puzzles for all age levels. 
Paperback. 81 pages. Christian 
Light Publications.  KJV 
CBCLPYO $3.95 

Bible ABC Activity Pad 
A Bible-themed activity for every 
letter of the alphabet. Activities 
include word searches, colouring, 
dot-to-dot, crosswords, mazes, 
counting activities, codes, and 
more. (Includes a couple of 
pictures of angels and of Jesus). 
28 pages. Size: 124 x 175mm. 
Oriental Trading Company. NIV 
CBOTABC $0.85 

 
 

Exploring God's Word Activity 
Book 
Activity book with word scrambles, 
maps, matching game, recipes and 
more; perfect for home and Sunday 
school. For ages 8-12. Paperback. 
16 pages. Size: 135 x 210mm. Chris-
tian Tools Affirmation.  KJV 
CBEXPLO  $1.15 

Bible Puzzles For You to Do!  
by Bertha Good 
Includes: Crossword puzzles, true 
or false, fill in the blanks, matching, 
unscrambles, Bible quizzes, and 
Who Said It? 
For ages 10 to Adult. 
Paperback. 56 pages. 
Green Pastures Press.   KJV 
CBGPBPZ $5.95 

Vision Bible Crossword Puzzles    
by Frieda Thiessen 

The objective of these 
puzzles is to increase 
Bible knowledge. They 
are taken from various 
Scripture passages in 
both the Old and New 
Testaments of the King 
James Version. One is 
required to read the 
passages to find the 

correct words for each puzzle. These Bible cross-
word puzzles are designed for children and adults 

alike. 38 puzzles. Paperback. 96 
pages. Vision Publishers.  
In the series: 
Vision Bible Crossword Puzzles # 1 
CBCLCP1 $6.95 
Vision Bible Crossword Puzzles #2 
CBCLCP2 $6.95 
Vision Bible Crossword Puzzles #3
(168 pages) CBCLCP3 $10.00 

The Beginner's Bible Word 
Search and Coloring Book   
by Miriam Zook 
25 crossword puzzles to solve and 
pictures to colour. For ages 5-9 
years. Paperback. 56 pages. 
Size: 165 x 219mm. Rod & Staff 
Publishers.  KJV 
CBRSBWS $3.95 

 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Ij6fw_tY-dg/UdaWAQ5ZZrI/AAAAAAAAKq0/rJW5s4Px4d4/s196/ex.PNG
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Puzzle and Learn Series by Ros Woodman or Cath-
erine Mackenzie or Ruth Maclean 
Solve the puzzles, crack the codes and discover 
some fascinating facts about Bible characters. For 
ages 7-11. Cartoon-type illustrations. Paperback. 24 
pages. Size: 176 x 232mm. Christian Focus Publica-
tions. NIV      
 

God’s Special Tent  
by Jean Stapleton 
Do you like tents? Perhaps you've 
gone camping, staying in one place 
and then moving to another. God's 
people the Israelites lived in tents in 
the wilderness as they moved from 
Egypt to the Promised Land. God 
gave them instructions about how 
to make a special tent - where He 
could be present among His 
people. Find out about how they 

made this tent and what special furniture and curtains 
were placed inside it. How did they build the tent and 
how did they carry it from one place to another? The 
priests made sacrifices to atone for the sin of the 
people, but the tabernacle or tent of meeting was a 
place that taught the people about the one who was 
going to save them from their sin for good - Jesus 
Christ, the promised Messiah. His sacrifice would mean 
that no other sacrifices were needed and that people 
could worship God all around the world. Includes pull-
out section on how to make your own special tent. For 
ages 8-12. Cartoon-type illustrations. Paperback. 52 
pages. Size: 210 x 297mm. Christian Focus 
Publications. NIV 
CBCFTEN $10.00 

Puzzle Books 
Scripture texts and illustrations with many different puzzles including word 
mazes, word searches, crosswords, 
code crackers, etc. Paperback. 16 
pages. A5 format. Trinitarian Bible 
Society.  KJV 
In the series: 
Old Testament  CBTBPBO 
Parables  CBTBPBP 
Genesis  CBTBPBG 
New Testament Women  CBTBPBN 
             $1.95 each 

The Beautiful Bride: a puzzle 
book about Rebecca 
CBCFBRI $5.25 

 
The Desert Leader: a 

puzzle book about 
Moses CBCFDEL$5.05 

 
 
 
The Happy Harvest: a puzzle 
book about Ruth 
CBCFHAR $5.25 
 
 
The Shepherd King: a 

puzzle book about 
David CBCFSKI $5.35 

 
 
The Wise King: a puzzle 
book about Solomon 
CBCFWKI $5.35 
 

 
The Great Celebration: 

a puzzle book about 
Hezekiah CBCFGRC 

$5.05 
 
The Queen’s Feast: a puzzle 
book about Esther 
CBCFQUF $5.05 

 
 

The Man who Ran: a puzzle 
book about Jonah CBCFMRA 

$4.35 
 
 

 

 
The Greatest Rescue: a puzzle 

book about the  resurrection 
of Jesus CBCFGRE $5.05 

 

Puzzle & Activity Books 

New Testament Cross-
word Puzzles  
by Mrs John G Weaver 
A crossword puzzle for 
each book of the New 
Testament with some 
information about each 
book. Answers included. 
For ages 10 to Adult. 
Paperback. 72 pages. 
Size: 210 x 266mm. 
Rod & Staff Publishers.  
KJV 

CBRSNTC $4.35 

Genesis 
CBCFBDG 
$10.95 

 
Exodus 

CBCFBDE 
$8.60 

 
 
 

1 Samuel 
CBCFBDS 
$7.85 

 
 

Matthew 
CBCFBDM 

$7.85 

Mark 
CBCFBDK 
$7.95 
 

 
Luke 

CBCFBL 
$7.95 

 
 
John 
CBCFBDJ 
$8.50 
 

Acts 
CBCFBDA 

 $8.75 

Bible Detectives Series by Ros Woodman or Marianne Ross 
The Bible Detectives, Harry, Jess and Click the mouse are on the case, ready to investigate books of the 
Bible ... but they need your help! Are you ready? This black and white illustrated book has wordsearches 
and cryptic codes as well as spot the difference pictures, mazes and other puzzles. With these features, 
stories and background information this is an excellent way to introduce children to personal Bible study. 
An excellent church resource with the help of these books all ages can enjoy the benefits of a systematic 
approach to studying God's word. A good tool for Sunday Schools and Family Bible study times. 
For ages 8-12. Cartoon-type illustrations. Paperback. 64 pages. Size: 210 x 297mm. Christian Focus Publi-
cations. NIV/NKJV 

Old Testament Bible Word 
Searches by Sarah Cronk 
These 25 word-search puzzles 
provide an absorbing and 
interesting way to add to your Bible 
knowledge. Besides puzzles about 
men and women of Old Testament 
fame, there are some puzzles on 
animal and plant life and on the 
geography of Bible lands.   Under 
each list of words you will search for 
is a Bible verse that contains blanks for you to fill in 
the missing words. An extra challenge! Paperback. 
48 pages. Rod & Staff Publishers.  KJV 
CBRSOTB $3.95 
 
 

Big Fun Bible Puzzle Book 
Everyone can have hours and hours of puzzle fun with this 
book that includes hundreds of quick and easy ways to teach 
and learn about the Bible. See the Bible in new ways, refresh 
your memory of Bible facts, or quiz your family, friends, or Bible 
study group! Use it with kids on long trips. Great for rainy days 
too! Packed with hundreds of word searches, maze games, 
crosswords, and fast facts. Big Fun Bible 
Puzzle Book will provide hours of enjoy-
ment for everyone! Features include: Word 
searches, mazes, crosswords, and fast 
facts for a wide range of ages. 
Recommended for 7 years old to adult 
(some very challenging puzzles). Paper-
back. 448 pages. Size: 185 x 228mm. 
Thomas Nelson Publisher Most puzzles 
are based on the NKJV and KJV. 
CBKOBFB $15.15 

Bible Journeys Puzzle Books 
Word searches, word mazes, word 
scrambles, word puzzles, number 
puzzles, picture puzzles, crosswords, 
code crackers, path finders, picture 
drawing, verse matching and simple text 
colouring. For ages 8 years and up. 
Paperback. 16 pages. 148 x 210mm. 
Trinitarian Bible Society.  KJV 
In the series: 
The Patriarchs CBTPZB1 
The Exodus CBTPZB2 
Christ's Journeys on Earth CBTPZB3 
Paul's Missionary Journeys CBTPZB4 
         
$1.30 each 

NEW!                                                                   
Seek God Activity Book by Mary Currier                            

This mini book is full of mazes, puzzles, and 

activities for children. Each 

page centres around a 

simple Bible verse.  Paper-

back. 45 pages. Size: 10.8 

x 14.6 cm. Christian Light 

Publications. KJV.  

CBSEEK $4.80 
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My Bible ABC  
by Catherine Mackenzie 
This Bible activity book is full of 
drawings to colour, seek-and-
find items, activity ideas and 
exciting information about God's 
Son and how He loves us. An 
excellent introduction to the 
gospel for young readers. Ages 

4-8. Paperback. 64 pages.  Christian Focus 
Publications. NKJV 
CBCFMAB  $9.60 
 

Happy Hours With Henry 
by Lois Myer 
Bold, well-proportioned drawings 
to colour, with lessons attached. 
Dot-to-dot drawings and colour by 
number exercises are included. A 
Bible verse on every page. For 
ages 3-6 
Paperback. 49 pages. Rod & Staff 
Publishers.  KJV 
CBRSHEN $3.95 

Learning Numbers with Bible Facts  
by Hilda Barnhart 
Uses familiar and unfamiliar Bible facts to teach 
numbers 1-12 and increase awareness of amounts 

and recognition of 
corresponding numerals. 
Children will enjoy drawing the 
number of stones David 
selected as he prepared to 
face Goliath, or circling a 
numeral showing how often 
God called Samuel. 
Paperback. 56 pages. 
Christian Light Publications.  
KJV 
CBCLFAC $5.40 

TBS Colouring Books 
Scriptures texts and illustrations to 
colour. Paperback. A5 format. 14 
pages. Trinitarian Bible Society. 
KJV 
In the series: 
The Fear of the Lord CBTBFEA 
The Word of God  CBTBWOR 
Seek the Lord  CBTBSEE 
God’s Creatures  CBTBGCR 
The Lord our God  CBTBTLO 
I am the Lord  CBTBIAM 
       $1.95 each 

Bible Events Dot to Dot series  
by Carine Mackenzie 
Quality Bible story dot to dot books for ages 6-8. (No 
pictures of Jesus). 16 pages. A5 format.  
Christian Focus Publications. 
In the series: 
The Beautiful Garden (Creation) CBCFBEG 
The Ruined City (Nehemiah) CBCFBER 
The Wonderful Boat (Noah) CBCFBEW 
The Long Journey (Paul) CBCFBEL 
The Special Birthday (Jesus’ Birth)  CBCFBES 
The Very Busy Week (Jesus’ miracles) CBCFBEV 
       $2.75 each 

Colouring & Activity Books 

Bible Story Dot-to-Dots  
by Mary Currier 
Thirty-seven simple pictures 
of stories from throughout the 
Bible provide opportunities to 
practice counting and im-
prove hand/eye coordination. 
A story summary briefly 
explains each picture. 
For ages 4-7. Paperback. 40 
pages. Size: 127 x 177mm. 
Christian Light Publications. 
KJV 
CBCLBSD $4.25 

Psalm 1: Memorize and 
Color 
Colouring book of Psalm 1 
illustrated. Paperback. 24 
pages.  Size: 210 x 267mm 
Rod & Staff Publishers. KJV 
CBRSPS1 $2.95 

 
 

TBS Colouring Book Series 3 
Scriptures texts and illustrations to colour. 
Includes a Bible passage in the back for 
parents and others to read with the chil-
dren. Paperback. 14 pages. Size: 221 x 
152mm. Trinitarian Bible Society. KJV 
In the series: 
The Earth is the Lord's CBTBC19 
He Made the Stars CBTBC20 
Go Down to the Sea CBTBC21 
The Lord is My God CBTBC22 
 
   $1.95 each 
 

Bible Memory ABCs Activity 
Book by Mary Currier 
Simple Bible verses and easy 
activities to help children to 
learn Bible verses with their 
ABCs. Colouring, connect-the-
dots, mazes, and more. For 
ages 4-6 years. 36 pages. 
Size: 14.6 x 11.4cm. KJV 
CBCLBMA $3.30 

Always Behave Cheerfully  
by Mary Currier 
Practice colouring neatly, memorize 
the alphabet, and learn important 
lessons in cheerful behaviour - such 
as Ask for advice; Believe in the 
Bible; Clean your room carefully; 
Determine to do right. For preschool 
to 8 years. Paperback. 28 pages. 
Christian Light Publications.   KJV 
CBCLABE $3.95 

God Gave Us Dot to Dot Coloring Book  
by Lester Miller 

This dot-to-dot coloring book 
was prepared for beginners. 
The outline drawings are 
simple, and the pictures por-
tray to young minds the good 
things God gives to us. Paper-
back. 31 pages. 
Size: 210 x 266mm 
Rod & Staff Publishers. KJV 
CBRSGGU $3.10 

Jungle Animals 
Coloring & Activity 
Book 
This colouring book 
reflects God in nature 
and includes poetry 
and catchy phrases to 
feed the child’s inter-
est. For ages 3-8. 
Paperback with a set 
of 4 crayons. 49 pag-
es. Size: 17 x 24.8cm. 
Vision Publishers.  
CBCLJUN $6.50 

Time for Wonder! 
The creation of God is 
wonderful and shows us 
every day how great our 
God is. With this colouring 
book, children learn to 
know the creation of God. 
Many pictures to colour, 
Bible verses, stories and 
puzzles make this colouring 
book ideal for children 
between 4 and 8 years. 
Paperback. 34 pages. Size: 

210 x 14.8mm. GBV. NKJV 
CB03820 $1.25 

NEW                                                                                

Tell Me The Stories of Jesus Coloring  Book 

by  Caleb Crider, illustrated by Audrey Layman                         

This colouring book has 35 

pictures to colour and in-

cludes a description of each 

picture at the bottom of 

each page.  Paperback. 40 

pages. Christian Light 

Publications. KJV.    

CBTELL $8.40 
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God’s Animals on the Farm Colouring 

Book                                                        

Reproducible colouring book with stickers 

teaching children about farm animals and 

what the Bible says about caring for 

animals. 

For ages 3-8 years. 

Paperback. Pages: 

16. Size: 200 x 

277mm 

Standard Publishing. 

Bible Version: Inter-

national Children's 

Bible CBKOGAF 

$3.25 

Noah’s Ark Coloring Book  
by Rhoda Showalter 
Simple text and realistic, easy-to-colour 
pictures bring the story of Noah to life for 
young children. 
Includes cutouts 
for making a 
paper stand-up 
ark and stand-up 
animals. 
Paperback.  53 
pages. Christian 
Light 
Publications.  
KJV 
CBCLNAR $5.95 

Tognia  by Dorothy Grunbock 
Johnston 
Tognia is a little boy in India. His 
family are typical Indians but when 
Tognia starts to attend a Mission 
school things change. For the first 
time in his life, Tognia learns about 
the one true God and his need for a 
Saviour. Through his witness his 
family also begins to search for the 
truth. Illustration 
to be coloured 
on each page. 
For ages 6-10. 
Paperback. 32 
pages. Bible 
Truth 
Publishers.  KJV 
CBBTP5783 
$4.95 

Bible Verse Calendar 
by Mary Currier 
A make-your-own calen-
dar. Each month is 
presented as a two-page 
spread; one page for 
filling in the numerals for 
each day of the month, 
and the other page for 

colouring an illustration. Each month also includes a 
Bible verse selected to 
provide encouragement 
and promote memoriza-
tion. 32 pages. Size: 28 x 
21.3cm (unopened).  KJV 
CBCLBVC $7.25 

 

Christian Focus Colouring Books 
Paperback. 16 pages. A5 format. Scripture references given with paraphrased verses.   

God is Good  
by Sarah Womersley 
God created a wonderful 
world, and continues to 
look after all He has made. 
Discover how much He 
loves you in this book. 
CBCFGGO $2.55 

 
God Cares    

by Sarah Womersley 
Colour the pictures and 
find out how much God 

cares for you.  
CBCFGCA $2.55 

 

Thank You God  
by Sarah Womersley 
Colour the pictures and 
learn about the different 
ways we can serve God.  
CBCFTYG $2.60 
 

The Lord God Made Them All   
by Mrs Norman Kauffman 

Verses of the song "All Things 
Bright and Beautiful" are illus-
trated with familiar scenes from 
God's wonderful creation. Some 
pictures are coloUr-by-number. 
The words and the music of the 
song are included. Paperback. 
36 pages. Size: 210 x 266mm 
Rod & Staff Publishers.  KJV 
CBRSLGM $3.20 

Boys and Girls of the Bible Coloring Book  
by Lester Miller 
Pictures to colour from both the 
Old and New Testaments. 
Young Joseph, Moses, Samuel, 
Naaman's slave girl, Jairus's 
daughter, and Jesus as a boy 
are some of the children fea-
tured. Each theme is accompa-
nied by the Scripture reference 
from which it was taken. 
Paperback. 32 pages. Size:  210 
x 266mm. Rod & Staff Publish-
ers. KJV 
CBRSBGB $3.10 

Bible 
Colouring Books by Daniel Zook 
These colouring book have large, realistic drawings 
with a Scripture quote or reference at the bottom of 
each page. Paperback. Size: 210 x 266mm. Rod & 
Staff Publishers. KJV 
Animals Man Uses  
(39 pages) CBRSBCA $3.00 
Wild Animals of the Bible  
(49 pages) CBRSBCW $3.00 
The Parables  
(47 pages) CBRSBCP $3.00 
Birds & Insects of the Bible  
(39 pages) CBRSBCB $3.00 

My Animal Friends Calendar by Mary Currier 
This unique book 
provides children with 
an opportunity to 
create their own wall 
calendar by colouring 
in the picture mottoes, 
and writing the days 
of the month. Each 
month has a picture 

to colour with a motto. It 
is undated. 32 pages. 
Size: 28 x 21.3cm 
(unopened).  
CBCLMAF $7.25 

 
 

God’s Little Giants  
by Jane Taylor 
Colour the pictures and 
learn about some boys and 
girls in the Bible. 
CBCFGLG $3.30 
 
 

Jesus Loves You  
by Jane Taylor 

Colour the pictures and 
learn about some boys and 

girls in the Bible.  
CBCFPJLO $2.20 

 
 
 
God Loves Me  
by Sarah Womersley 
God has made many promis-
es. In this book, colour the 
pictures and read some of 
God's promises from the 
Bible. CBCFGLO $2.55 

Bible Treasures Coloring Book  
by Mary Currier 
Children will soak up Scripture while 
coloring in a book that is just their 
size. This mini colouring book has a 
Bible verse on 
every page and 
includes nature 
scenes, animals, 
and some poster-
type pages. 
Paperback. 44 
pages. Christian 
Light Publications.  
KJV 
CBCLBTR $3.30 

Kids' Bible Colouring Book with Stories and Pictures by 
Margitta Paul 
This coloring book presents more than 100 stories from the 
Old and New Testaments to read and colour. A Biblical story 
and a picture to colour are presented on facing pages. 
Colouring is one of the best methods 
for pre-school children to become 
familiar with the Bible. With this selec-
tion of Bible stories and the corre-
sponding pictures, children can create 
their own "Children's Bible" and adults 
can read the stories to them. At the 
end of each story there are three 
questions intended to help the children 
remember the details of the story. No 
pictures of Jesus. Read to 3-6 years; 
Read myself 6-7 years 
Paperback. 220 pages. Size: 15 x 
22.7cm 
CB03109 $9.95 

Colouring & Activity Books 

NEW! God’s Beautiful World 
Coloring Book  by Mary Currier 
Children can colour pictures of 
horses, birds, flowers, and other 
things in this small colouring book.  A 
Bible verse is on 
each page.  
Paperback. 40 
pages. Christian 
Light 
Publications.  
KJV. 10.8 x 14.7 
cm. 
CBCLGBW 
$4.80 

Home Sweet Home 

Coloring by Mary 

Currier  This make-

your-own calendar 

includes twelve pic-

tures to colour as well 

as blank calendar 

pages so children can 

fill in the days for each month. Each picture 

includes a verse or saying related to the theme 

of homes. Each month is presented as a two-

page spread; one page for filling in the numerals 

for each day of the month, and the other page 

for colouring an illustration. Paperback. Pages: 

32. Size: 28 x 21.3cm 

(unopened). Christian Light 

Publications.    

CBLHSH 

$7.25   

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-j4d7JJhOy8I/ThutQGPSw3I/AAAAAAAAAHs/BaRTkfP_SsI/s1600/Bible_Verse_Calendar.jpg
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Happy Puppy Activity & Colouring 
Book  by Mary Currier 
With a happy puppy showing the way, 
children are reminded to be patient, 
respectful, content, alert, and much 
more. Activities in this mini book 
include tracing, matching, dot-to-dot, 
mazes, and more. While this little book 
does not quote Scripture it does teach 
many important moral truths. For ages 
5-9. Paperback. 40 pages. Christian 
Light Publications.  KJV 
CBCLPUP $3.30 

Good Manners Activity 
Book  
by Mary Currier 
Helping, sharing, saying 
“thank you,” telling the truth—
this activity book is full of 
truths that little people need to 
know in ways that they will 
enjoy working with. Colouring, 
connect-the-dots, mazes, and 
more. For ages 4-7 years. 40 

pages. Size: 14.6 x 11.4cm 
CBCLGMN $3.60 

 

God’s Creatures Activity Book  
by Mary Currier 
What do camels do? Can 
you match the butterflies? 
Help the bee through the 
maze. Colour the spider. 
This activity book has all 
sorts of animals and 
insects that will delight 
children. For ages 4-7 
years. 40 pages. Size: 
14.6 x 11.4cm 
CBCLGDC $3.30 

 

Activity Books 

Jesus Guides Me Fold-Up Activity Sheet 
An activity sheet for children with colouring, word searches, 

mazes and more. Activities 
based on For it is God who is 
working in you, enabling you 
both to desire and to work out 
His good purpose. Philippians 
2:13 
 For ages 3-10.  Size: 70 x 
108mm (folded), 279 x 216mm 
(unfolded) 
CBOTJGM $0.25 

The Parable of the Sower 
Activity Sheet 
An activity sheet for chil-
dren with colouring, word 
searches, mazes and 
more. 
For ages 3-10. 

Size: 70 x 108mm 
(folded), 279 x 216mm 
(unfolded) 
CBOTSOW $0.25 

My Gospel Doodle 
Book 
Engage children with 
the Gospel message 
using this brand new 
resource. This booklet 
gives a clear, step-by-
step explanation of 
God's Good News, 

and provides space on every page to connect the 
child to the message through drawing and colouring.            

12 pages. Size: 216 
x140mm 
Moments With the 
Book 
My Gospel Doodle 
Book (KJV)  
BL996115 $0.50 
My Gospel Doodle 

Book (NKJV)  BL996116 
$0.50 

Ananias Helps Saul 
Activity Sheet 
Assorted activi-
ty sheets for children 
with colouring and 
puzzles. For ages 3-

10. 1 page. Size: 280 x 
216mm (NKJV).  
CBOTAHS $0.25 

Do right 
An activity tract for 
children, encouraging 
them to always do right. 
Puzzles on obedience, 
being kind, and other 
Scriptures that children 
should know. 
6 pages. Christian Light 
Publishers.  KJV 

CBCLDOR $0.05 

Walk His Way Ac-
tivity Sheet 
Puzzles about Daniel 
and his three friends 
who followed the 
Lord in Babylon. 
Each activity fold-up 
sheet features six 
fun-filled activities 

that fold out to reveal a full page coloring sheet on 
the other side. For 
ages 3-10. Size: 70 x 
108mm (folded), 279 x 
216mm (unfolded) 
CBOTWHW $0.25 

The Best 
Gift Ac-
tivity 
Sheet 
An activi-
ty sheet 
for chil-
dren 
about the 
best gift 
ever 
given, the 

Lord Jesus Christ, and a simple gospel message. 
Includes colouring, word search, code breaker and 
more. For ages 3-10. 
Double-sided A4 
sheet. Size: 75 x 
106mm (folded), 297 x 
211mm (unfolded). 
KJV 
CBPDBGS  $0.25 

 
 
        
  

The Shepherd Seeks His Sheep 
One day a shepherd, who has 100 sheep, recognises 
by counting his sheep that one is 
missing. Full of worries he goes on 
a quest for his lost sheep. - Who is 
this good shepherd and who is the 
lost sheep? Many pictures and a 
maze illustrate this tract. For ages 5
-9. 16 pages. GBV. NKJV 
BL03535 $0.30 

Learn About Bible 
Stories 
A children’s activity 
tract with seven dot-
to-dots and 
descriptions of Adam 
and Eve, Noah, 
Moses, Jonah, 
Daniel, Jesus.  For 
ages 4-7.  8 pages. 
Christian Light 
Publishers.  KJV 
CBCLLBS $0.05 

Snowflake, the 
Little Lost 
Sheep 
A children’s 
activity tract 
about the story 
of a runaway 
sheep. For ages 
4-7. 8 pages. 
Christian Light 
Publishers.  KJV 
CBCLSLS $0.05 

The Lord is My 
Shepherd 
A children’s 
activity tract with 
six mazes 
related to Psalm 
23. For ages 4-
7. 8 pages. 
Christian Light 
Publishers.  KJV 
CBCLLMS $0.05 

Praying to God 
A children’s 
activity tract with 
dot-to-dot 
exercises 
illustrating and 
explaining the 
Lord’s Prayer. 
For ages 4-7. 8 
pages. Christian 
Light Publishers.  
KJV 
CBCLPTG $0.05 

 Activity Booklets & Sheets 
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These workbooks are made available by the Depot as a conservative and wholesome alternative to standard preschool materials. Although not 

all of these books include a large amount of Biblical teaching, they do offer wholesome preschool educational activities from a Christian 

worldview. Use them at home or in any preschool children’s group. 

Rod & Staff Preschool Series by Martha Rohrer 
This series of workbooks is designed to awaken and shape the  four-to-five year old child's mental and motor skills.  

Adventures with Books 
Includes recognizing the 8 
basic colours, identifying 
simple shapes, and 
understanding a few 
familiar word meanings. 
64 pages. 
CBRSPRA $3.95 

Bible Pictures to Color 
Bible Pictures to Color has 
60 pictures to color, 
illustrating the 60 stories in 
Bible Stories to Read. A 
few pictures provide color-
by-number practice. 60 
pages. 
CBRSPRB $3.95 

 

Counting with Numbers 
Teaches the child to identify, 
write, and know the meaning 
of numbers 1 through 10. It 
teaches number sequence 
and simple math-related 
words. 64 pages. 
CBRSPRC   $3.95 

Do It Carefully 
Introduces discriminating 
shapes, letters, and a few 
words; writing letters and 
the child's name; and 
hearing several initial 
consonant sounds. 64 
pages. 
CBRSPRD  $3.95 

Everywhere We Go 
The 8 colors, the shapes, 
and the numbers 1 through 
10 are included, as well as 
writing the letters and the 
child's name and hearing 
several initial consonant 
sounds.64 pages. 
CBRSPRE  $3.95 

Hearing and Helping 
Uses a rain forest theme. 
Includes hearing initial 
consonant sounds and 
rhyming words; 
understanding words in 
sentence context, and 
following instructions. 64 
pages. 
CBRSPRH $3.95 

Going on Eagerly 
Uses a polar theme. 
Includes using 8 colours,  
4 basic shapes, writing 0 
through 10, identifying 
sequence, drawing 
missing parts and simple 
pictures. 64 pages. 
CBRSPRG $3.95 

Inside and Outside 
Uses a woodlands theme. 
More practice with colours 
and shapes; counting by 
2’s and 10’s; math 
concepts, seasons and 
weather. 64 pages. 
CBRSPRI  $3.95 

Just Thinking and 
Choosing 
Uses a mountain theme. 
Further practice with colours 
and shapes; counting 0 to 
30; math concepts, health 
and safety.  64 pages. 
CBRSPRJ  $3.95 

Bible Stories to Read 
Each story is intended to be read 
to the child before the 
corresponding picture is coloured 
by the child. Each story includes 
several questions and answers 
as well as a short Bible memory 
selection. Includes 60 stories. 
Small illustrations corresponding 
with the colouring book. Read to 
4-8 years. No pictures of Jesus. 

Paperback.  130 pages. BKRSBSR $7.90 

 

Keep Doing It Carefully 
Practice skills of thinking, 
tracing, writing, coloring, 
matching, cutting, pasting, 
counting, and drawing. 
Match letters and words by 
visual discrimination. 
Write capital and small 
alphabet letters; introduce 
the calendar. Learn about 
deserts and grasslands of 
the world. 64 pages. 

CBRSPRK  $3.95 

Rhyme and Color by Arlene Martin 
Pictures and poetry for 
each letter of the alphabet 
and numbers 1-10. 
For preschoolers 
Paperback. 64 pages. Rod 
& Staff Publishers.  
CBRSRHY $3.65 

Preschool Educational Activity Books 

Learning More and More 
Practice skills of thinking, coloring, counting, tracing, 
writing, drawing, cutting, pasting, and matching. 
Review and use eleven 
colors. 
Introduce mixing the three 
primary colors to make other 
colors. Count by 1s and 2s to 
100 (or more). Write numbers 
0 through 12. 
Introduce hours on the clock. 
Review six shapes: circle, 
square, triangle, rectangle, 
diamond, and oval. Identify 
sequence of shapes. Draw 
shapes and simple pictures. 
Match capital and small 
letters and words by visual discrimination. 
Trace and write a few letters correctly. 
Hear some rhyming sounds and a few initial 
consonant sounds. 
Learn about birds and animals that live in or near the 
oceans. 64 pages. 
CBRSPRL $3.95 

Finding the Answers 
Develops thinking skills 
through hearing rhymes, 
identifying sequence, 
understanding sentence 
meanings, making 
comparisons and 
associations. 64 pages. 
CBRSPRF $3.95 

Noah’s Ark Preschool Activity Book  
by Earl & Bonita Snellenberger 
The biblical story of Noah's ark becomes a won-
derful learning adventure in this unique preschool 
activity book. Colouring, tracing, writing, counting, 
solving mazes, reading, and learning new words 
are all part of this collection of six books in one that 
provides young children with preschool-level 
knowledge. 
Learn basic colours and how they help make God's 
world beautiful through 
colouring sheets. See and 
learn about opposites as 
Noah's family prepares 
for the Flood. Discover 
how the ark contains the 
numbers 1-10 and begin 
counting, reading, and 
writing these numbers. 
Learn all of the many 
shapes found in the ark 
and on the animals. Dis-
cover both uppercase and 
lowercase letters. Sing 
Noah's alphabet song, 
decode right from left, and say letters and num-
bers.  
For ages 3-6. Paperback. 98 pages. Size: 210 x 
271 mm. Master Books. 
CBKONAP $12.25 
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 Adult Colouring 

My Favorite KJV Verses to Color 
The pages of this Adult Colouring Book incorpo-
rate a variety of delightful patterns, designs, 
motifs and ink drawings that serve as a back-
ground for the free-hand drawn Scripture from 
the KJV Bible. Relax and be inspired while you 
enjoy this meditative pastime. Because the one-
sided pages are perforated, you can share the 
joyful pastime of colouring and display or share 

your artwork as a source of 
inspiration. The book is 
bound in heavy-duty stock 
with embossed text and 
design and lavish applica-
tions of spot-varnish and 
copper foil. Presentation 
page for gift-giving. Paper-
back. Size: 216 x 279mm 
CBKOMFK $12.85 

Color the Names of God 
A great resource for quiet 
meditation, creative ex-
pression, or personal 
devotion. A unique collec-
tion of beautifully rendered 
Bible verses invites to 
meditate on the names of 
God, such as El Shaddai--
God Almighty; Adonai--
Lord and Master; Jesus--

Savior; Immanuel--God With Us; Jehovah-
Raah--The Lord My Shepherd. 
Instructions are included to 
display your works of art. Scrip-
tures taken from a variety of 
versions (NASB, NIV, NKJV, 
NLT) Paperback. 80 pages. 
21.7 x 28cm.   
CBACNAM $11.15 

Bible Blessings & Promises 
Coloring Art 
An adult colouring book with 22 
perforated pages to colour. Col-
lection of intricate designs featur-
ing inspirational quotes and 
Scripture verses to provide hours 
of creativity. Easily removeable 
when finished with perforated 
pages and add a signature and 
date on the reverse side. Perfect 
for giving and framing. Paper-
back. 22 pages. Size: 230 x 278mm. Most Scriptures are 
KJV but there are a few NIV Scriptures. 
CBKOBBP $11.35 

 Audiobooks 

Animal Stories  
by Walter Wilson 
2 CDs. Interesting 
stories about 
animals, showing 
God’s wisdom and 
ways. For children 5 
years and above. 
AUB8342  $17.50 
 

But Not 
Forsaken  
by Helen G 
Brenneman 
5 CDs. Refer to 
Biographies 
for 16 Years - 
Adult 
AUCLBUT 
$32.70 

Frozen to the Boat (and Other 
Gospel 
Stories)  
by J Hyland 
9 stories 
which clearly 
present the 
message of 
salvation 
through the 
Lord Jesus 
Christ. Audio 
CD. Approx. playing time 35 
minutes. Bible Truth Publishers.  
AUB9760 $1.30 $0.36 

God’s 
Smuggler  
by Brother 
Andrew 
Unabridged. 
Refer to 
Biographies for 
16 Years - 
Adult 
MP3  
AUKOGSM $22.65 

God’s Way of Salvation  
by Alexander Marshall 

A classic 
presentation of the 
gospel giving 
responses to more 
than 25 soul 
worries.  1 CD. 
AUB6291 $1.30 

$0.36 

God Knows 
My Size!  
by Harvey 
Yoder 
2 CDs. Refer to 
Biographies 
for 16 Years - 
Adult 
AUTGGKS 
$21.95 
 

SALE! 

SALE! 

A Hive of Busy 
Bees  
by Effie Williams 
3 CDs. Refer to  
Books for 8-12 
Years 
AUB2782 $26.70 
 

The History of the English Bible  
by Angela Zehr & Dorcas Hoover 
In this audio production you will hear 
the stories of several men who risked 
their lives to bring the truth of the 
Scriptures to the common people in 
their own heart language. These 
heroes preached, translated, and 
printed the Bible even when faced with 
the danger of losing everything! 
Follows the stories of Wycliffe, Hus, 
Tyndale, and Gutenberg. 1 CD in 
envelope. Recommended listening for 
14 years to adult. Running time: 45 
minutes.  
AUTGHEB $10.50 

“Greasy” the 
Robber  
by Charles 
Lukesh 
1 CD. Refer to 
Biographies 
for 16 Years - 
Adult 
AUTG1752 

$8.85 

Ionica  
by Marie 
Yoder 
1 CD. Refer 
to  Books for 
Preschool to 
7 Years 
AUCLION 
$10.55 
 

Katie and the 
Neighbors  
by Della 
Oberholtzer 
1 CD. Refer to  
Books for 8-
12 Years 
AUCLKAT  
$10.95 

The Leopard 
Man and Other 
Missionary 
Stories  
by Margaret 
Tuininga 
2 CDs. Refer to  
Books for 8-12 
Years 
AUB5072 $18.50 
 

Little 
Pilgrim's 
Progress  
by Helen 
L Taylor 

Unabridged. 6.2 hours  (5 CDs) 
Refer to Books for 8-12 Years. 
AUKO1304 $22.70 

Mario, a Belizean Boy & Mario and 
Friends by Elizabeth Wagler 

Two books on 
one audio 
CD. Refer to  
Books for 
Preschool to 
7 Years 
AUCLMAO 
$10.95 

Messages of God’s Love Stories 
and Songs by Lorne Yade 
25 Sunday School songs and true 

stories presented 
by ‘Grampa.’ For 
ages 4-9 years. 
CD. Approx. 
playing time 60 
mins. 
AUB3658  $3.95 

$1.53 

On the Alaskan 
Trail and Other 
Missionary 
Stories by 
Margaret Tuininga 
2 CDs. Refer to  
Books for 8-12                  
Years 
AUB5376 $17.50 

SALE! 

The Pilgrim's 
Progress  
by John Bunyan 
Book and unabridged 
audiobook in MP3 
format on one DVD. 
Refer to John 
Bunyan’s Works 
BKHPPRO $16.95 

Ricky and 
the 
Hammond 
Cousins  
by Wanda M 
Yoder 
3 CDs. Refer 
to  Books for 
8-12 Years 

AUCLRIC $29.00 
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Safety, Certainty 
& Enjoyment  
by George Cutting 
What God has 
provided through 
the blood, the 
Word, and obedi-
ence. A proven 
presentation of 

the gospel which has helped many 
find peace. 1 CD. 
AUB8592 $1.30 

Story Time 
With Grandma  
by Mary 
Elizabeth Yoder  
Refer to  Books 
for 6-10Years. 
4-9 years. 3 
CDs.  
AUCLSWG 

 $24.95 
 

Through Gates of Splendor  
by Elisabeth Elliot 
The unforgettable true story of five 
men who braved Waorani (Auca) 
lances. This edition includes a follow
-up chapter that will give readers a 
unique perspective. Five men 
entered the jungle in search of a 
savage tribe . . . and never returned. 
The story of Nate Saint, Roger 
Youderian, Ed McCully, Pete 
Fleming, and Jim Elliot. 5 CDs.  
AUKOTGS $25.35 

 

The Titanic 
Tragedy by 
Arnot P 
McIntee 
She was built 
to fulfill a 
dream, but 
became the 
greatest 

nightmare in marine history. The 
year of her demise was 1912, but 
still her name excites those 
interested in her short illustrious 
career. On the 10th of April, 1912, 
she left Southhampton. Those who 
had designed and built her were 
happy when the media named her 
the "Unsinkable Ship." Sadly, she 
would prove to be misnamed in less 
than five days. Stories from the 
“unsinkable” ship with gospel 
message. 2 CDs. 
AUB9514 $17.50 
$7.20 

Audiobooks 

SALE! 

SALE! 

What Do I Get 
NOW? by R 
Bauman 
A biker gang 
hears the wonder 
of what Christ 
gives the sinner 
in this life. This 

compelling presentation of the gospel 
woven around a series of stories told 
to the Night Raiders motorcycle gang 
grips the listener. The lost soul 
discovers that a believer in Christ can 
have true peace, joy and so much 
more in this present life. A clear 
warning about the dangers of death 
without Christ for a sinner faithfully 
ends the message. Audio CD. 
Approx. playing time 50 minutes. 
Bible Truth Publishers. 
AUB9906 $1.30 $0.36 

The Wolf Dog by 
Ken Anderson 
Tooley Paggert 
had faith in his 
dog even though 
he looked like a 
wolf and 
presented with 
seeming evidence 
that he was a 
sheep-killer. What 

if his mother did as she had 
threatened and turned Gyp over to 
the police? A stirring story of a boy's 
confidence in his dog and his faith 
and confidence in God. A story with 
an important lesson. 4 CDs.  
AUGPWOL $23.95 

Books for Little Ones by Stephanie Carmichael 
The first three or four years of a child’s life are a wonderful time. Children are discovering so much about themselves and about their world. It is a delight—and often 
lots of fun—to watch the changes taking place in front of our eyes. Helping a child learn about God during these formative years is both a great privilege and a unique 
challenge. Books for Little Ones is a series of simple books written specifically for this age group (1–4 year olds). Along with beautiful photos, each book provides age–
appropriate teaching about God and us, in a way that encourages your child to take the first steps of faith—first steps on what will be, God willing, a lifetime journey of 
growing in the knowledge and love of God. Extensive tips and ideas are also provided for parents. 
Full colour illustrations on every page. Paperback. 16 pages. 15 x 15cm. Matthias Media. Bible Version: Good News Translation 

God Hears 
God wants us to 
talk to Him and 
He hears us no 
matter what the 
time and no 
matter where we 
are. I can talk to 
Him whether I 
feel happy or 
sad. I can say "thank you", "please 
help" and "sorry". 
BKKOGDH  $3.50  

God is Great 
God is different 
to us. He is 
great and he 
can do great 
things that I 
can't do. He 
made me. He 
made my 
family and my 
friends. He made everything. God's 
love is great because He sent Jesus. 
BKKOGIG  $3.50  

Thank You God 
Say "thank you" 
to God for all the 
things He gives 
us. Thank you for 
people who love 
me and for 
friends to play 
with. Thank you 
for water and food. Thank you for 
Jesus and the Bible. Thank you that I 
can talk to you and say "thank you." 
BKKOTYG  $3.50  

God Knows Me 
God loves us 
and knows all 
about us. He 
knows where we 
are and what we 
do. He knows 
what we look 
like and how we 
feel. Thank you 
God that you know all about me and 
love me. 
BKKOGKM  $3.50  

Please God 
We can talk to 
God and ask for 
His help. I can 
ask God to help 
me be kind. I 
can ask for His 
help when I feel 
sick or sad. I 
can also ask 

God to help my family, my friends, and 
lots of other people. 
BKKOPLG  $3.50  

Sorry God 
God loves us 
and He sees 
everything we 
do. I can't hide 
from God. But I 
can say "sorry" 
to God when I 
do the wrong 
thing, and I can 

also ask Him to help me do the right 
thing. 
BKKOSOG  $3.50  

God Made Me 
God made us. 
He made my 
hands and feet, 
and my eyes 
and ears. That 
means I can do 
wonderful things 
like talk, eat, 
walk and jump. 

God made me and loves me, so I can 
say "thank You God". 
BKKOGMM  $3.50  

The Bible 
The Bible is a 
special book 
because it is 
God's book. The 
Bible tells me 
lots of important 
things. It tells 
me about Jesus 
and that He 

loves me lots and lots. It tells me I can 
be friends with God. 
BKKOBIB  $3.50  

God Loves 
God not only made us, He 
loves us too. He loves my 
family, my friends, and all the 
people in my street. In fact He 
loves everyone. He showed 
His love by sending Jesus. 
Thank You God that You love 
us so much. 
BKKOGDL  $3.50  

God Made  
God made lots and lots of 
things. He made trees and 
flowers, the sun and the 
moon. God made birds and 
fish, and every sort of 
animal. God made my 
friends, my family and me. 
Thank You God. 
BKKOGDM  $3.50  

God Loves Me 
God always loves us. He loves 
me when I'm little, and He loves 
me as I grow bigger and bigger. 
He loves me wherever I am. He 
loves me whether I am happy 
or sad. God showed how much 
He loved me by sending Jesus. 
Thank you God. 
BKKOGLV  $3.50  

 Books for Ages 1-4 Years 
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 Books for Ages 1-4 Years 

Samuel’s Surprise 
BKCFSAS $4.95  

God Made the 
World  
by Una Macleod 
BKCFGMW $4.70 

God Made Time 
by Catherine 
Mackenzie 
BKCFGMT $4.70 

God Made Food 
by Catherine 
Mackenzie 
BKCFGMF $4.70 

God Made Colours 
by Una Macleod 
BKCFGMC $4.70 

God Made Animals 
by Una Macleod 
BKCFGMA $4.70 

The Baby Moses 
BKCFBMO $4.95 

Favorite Animals 
From the Bible  
by Gloria Oostema 
Simple text and 
pictures of animals 
from the Bible. 
Bible references 
given. Includes 
some pictures of 
Jesus. Board book. 

16 pages. TGS International. 
BKTGFAB $6.95 

Joseph’s Coat 
BKCFJOC $4.95 1, 2, 3 God 

Made Me  
by Pamela 
Kennedy 
Freckles, 
fingers, toes, 
and nose—this 
delightful 
counting board 

book helps toddlers recognize parts of 
the wonderful bodies God gave us. 
Count from 1 to 10, and then start 
over again, thanking God along the 
way! 
Board book. 22 pages. B&H Kids. 
NIV  
BKKO123 $9.60 

All the Colors 
That I See 
by Pamela 
Kennedy 
In this delightful 
board book, 
preschoolers  
can learn their 
colors and learn 

where they came from—God! They'll 
be encouraged to touch, tap, or pat 
colors on each page, and a 
sneaky chameleon will follow them 
along the way.  
Board book. 22 pages. B&H Kids. 
NIV  
BKKOALL $9.40 

Jonah and the 
Big Fish 
BKCFJON $4.95 

Baa! Oink! Moo! God Made the 
Animals by Rhonda Gowler Greene 
This book is set on a farm and follows 
a conversation between a mother and 

child as the child 
repeatedly asks 
"Mama, who 
made . . . ?" 
In the end, God is 
responsible for 
creating sheep, 
cows, pigs, horses, 
goats––all the 
animals on the 

farm… including puppies!  
Board book. 26 pages. Zondervan.  
BKKOBAA $9.60 

God Made Board Book series 
Show your pre-schoolers that God 
made everything around them. Well 
illustrated. Board book. 16 pages. 
Size: 14 x 10cm. Christian Focus 
Publications. Not KJV. 

Famous Bible Stories series  
by Carine Mackenzie 
Bible stories simply retold for small 
children. Board book. 12 pages. 
Size: 16 x 12.6cm. Christian Focus 
Publications. 

Famous People of the Bible series by Joy Melissa Jensen 
A series for children ages 2-5 that tells the story of some of the most well-known people from the Bible. With simple words 
and colourful illustrations, these books show the smallest kids why these biblical characters are indeed famous. Board 
book. 12 pages. Size: 8.1 x 9.9cm. Scandinavia   

Abraham Obeys God 
BKFPBAB $3.95 

Samuel Hears 
God’s Voice 
BKFPBSA $3.95 

Hannah Prays to 
God 
BKFPBHA $3.95 

Esther Saves Her 
People 
BKFPBES $3.95 

Jacob Returns Home 
BKFPBJA $3.95 

Joseph Becomes a 
Ruler 
BKFPBJO $3.95 

Joshua and the Walls 
of Jericho 
BKFPBJS $3.95 

Paul Preaches God’s 
Word 
BKFPBPA $3.95 

Learn About God series  
by Carine Mackenzie 
Do you want to learn about God? This 
series looks at some attributes of God 
so children can learn that God is 
always the same and is trustworthy. 
Board book. 14 pages. Size: 13 x 
13cm. Christian Focus Publications. 

NIV 

God is 
Everywhere 
BKCFGIE $4.70 

God is Kind 
BKCFGKD $4.70 

God is Faithful 
BKCFGIF $4.70 

God Knows 
Everything 
BKCFGKE $4.70 

God Never 
Changes 
BKCFGNC $5.00 

God Has Power 
BKCFGHF $4.70 

Daniel in the Lions’ 
Den 
BKFPBDN $3.95 

Zaccheaus Meets 
Jesus and Repents 
Include images of 
Jesus. 
BKFPBZA $3.95 

Peek-A-Boo Bible by Catherine Mackenzie 
You are never too young to learn about Jesus! During 
His earthly ministry, Jesus welcomed children of all 
ages, showing them that they were special. This 
beautifully illustrated, colourful board-book box-set is 
perfect for young children to start learning the basic 
biblical truths about Jesus. Titles in set: Jesus Saves, 
Jesus Lives, Jesus Loves, Jesus Gives 
4 board books in a box. 40 pages. 
Size: 26.4 x 26.4 x 2cm. Christian Focus Publications.  
BKCFPEE $19.60 

Ruth’s Journey 
BKCFRJO $4.95 

Sorry by Juliet 
David 
Help very young 
children explore 
their world and 
discover God's 
love for them. 
Illustrated with 
bright cheerful 

pictures of everyday scenes that 
children can relate to and one simple 
sentence per page. Padded board-
book.10 pages. Lion Hudson. 
BKKOSOR $4.00 

God Made the World  
by Emma Haines  
Soft-to-touch pages and crinkly, 
crackly covers provide a beautiful 
introduction to God's wonderful world 
in this charming first cloth book. A 
shiny mirror on the last page places 
Baby at the heart of God's creation. 
Get all Baby's senses engaged and 
involved! 
Machine washa-
ble. Full colour 
illustrations 
throughout. 8 
pages. Size: 
15.5 x 15.5cm. 
Authentic Me-
dia. 
BKKOGMW 
$13.30 
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365 Great Bible Stories 
by Carine Mackenzie 
This book has enough stories to 
last you the whole year through. 
Each reading is one page in 
length, making it perfect for meal 
time devotions or bed time 
reading with your children. 
Parents will especially appreciate 
the closing section of each story, which is titled 
either “Think” or “Pray” offering suggestions for 
discussion or prayer related to the story you just 
finished reading. Another special feature of 365 
Great Bible Stories is that the stories related to 
major themes and topics can be easily identified by 
special images.  
Read to 5-7 years; Read myself 8-12 years. No 
pictures of Jesus. 
Hardcover. 384 pages. Christian Focus Publications.  
BKCF365 $25.20 

Bible Wise Series by Carine Mackenzie 
Accurate retelling of Bible stories. No pictures of 
Jesus. Well illustrated. Paperback. 32 
pages. Christian Focus Publications. 
  
In the series: 
Barnabas - the Encourager BKCFBAR 

Daniel - the Praying Prince BKCFDPP 

David - the Fearless 
Fighter  BKCFDFF 

Elijah - God’s Miracle Man 
BKCFEGM 

Hezekiah - the King’s 
Choices BKCFHEZ $5.80 

Jeremiah - a Man with a 
Message BKCFJER 

Jesus - the Promised Child 
BKCFJPC 

Jesus is Alive - the 
Amazing Story BKCFJAL 

Jonathan - the Faithful 
Friend BKCFJOF 

Joseph - God’s Dreamer 
BKCFJGD $5.00 each 

Miriam - the Big Sister’s 
Secret BKCFMBS 

Noah - Rescue Plan BKCFNRP 
$5.00 each 

Paul - Journeys of Adventure 
BKCFPA 

Samuel - the Boy who Listened 
BKCFSBY 

Samson - the Strong 
Man’s Strength BKCFSMS 

Sarah & Abraham - the 
Wonderful Promise 
BKCFSAA$5.00 each 

Saul - the Miracle on the 
Road BKCFSMR 

 $4.70 each unless 
otherwise marked 

Bible Stories for Young Readers series  
by Martha Fisher 
Accurate retelling of Bible stories. Black & white 
illustrations. Paperback. Rod & Staff Publishers. 
Read to 3-7 years: Read myself 7-9 years 
 
In the series: 
ABC Book of Bible People 
Short stories about many people in the 
Bible. Each letter of the alphabet is 
illustrated by at least one Bible 

character. 83 pages. 
BKRSABC $5.50 
 
Bible Numbers 
Taking each number from 1 to 10, this 
book tells a Bible story centred around 
each number. 48 pages.  
BKRSBNU $4.60 
 

Bible Time 
Read about the units of time 
mentioned in the Bible and the Bible 
stories illustrating each. 40 pages. 

BKRSBTI $4.60 
 
Dictionary of Bible Animals 
Taking each letter of the alphabet, this 
book tells about the animals of the 
Bible. 45 pages. BKRSANI $4.60 
 
Children of the Old 
Testament 

A collection of Old Testament Bible 
stories about children. 40 pages. 

BKRSCOT $4.60 
 
Children of the New 
Testament 
A collection of stories about children in 
the New Testament. 39 pages. 
BKRSCNT $4.60 
 
 

Bible Songs 
God loves to hear songs of praise 
from His people. It is easy to sing in 
times of victory and rejoicing, but God 
also wants His people to sing during 
times of hardship and sadness. Bible 
Songs contains stories of God's 
people and some of the occasions on 
which they sang. 40 pages. BKRSBSN 
$4.60 

Bible Stories to Read  
by Martha Rohrer 
Bible Stories to Read is the 
storybook, corresponding to the 
lesson numbers of the child's 
colouring book Bible Pictures to 
Color. Each story is intended to 
be read to the child before the 
corresponding picture is 
coloured by the child. Each story 
includes several questions and 
answers as well as a short Bible 
memory selection. Includes 60 
stories. Small illustrations corresponding with the 
colouring book. Read to 4-8 years. No pictures of 
Jesus. Paperback.  130 pages. Rod & Staff 
Publishers. 
BKRSBSR $7.90 
Companion activity book also available: 
Bible Pictures to Colour $3.95 (see page 6) 
 

Bible Lands series by Martha Fisher 
How much do you know about the cities and towns 
mentioned in the Bible? Could you still visit these 
places today? This series gives the Biblical 
accounts, followed by more current information to 
link the long-ago names and places to modern 
towns and countries. Each chapter contains 
simple, hand-lettered and -coloured maps that are 
easy for a child to follow in creating his own with 
the blank maps provided at the end of each 

chapter. Suitable for 
children in grades 2 to 5. 
Paperback.  96 pages. 
Rod & Staff Publishers. 
  
In the series: 
Bible Lands of the Old 
Testament BKRSBLO 
$6.78 
Bible Lands of the New 
Testament BKRSBLN 
$6.78 

My Bible Story Book by 
Carine Mackenzie 
Everyone today wants to read 
more about adventures. You 
can pick up this book and read 
about adventures that 
happened in the real world to 
real people. These are 
adventures that happened to 
men and women, boys and 
girls who lived in Bible times, 

exciting times.  
Reading level: Read to 5-7 years; Read myself 7-9 
years. Hardcover. 160 pages. Christian Focus 
Publications.  
BKCFMBB $10.50 
 

 Bible Stories Retold for Children 

The Christian Focus Story 
Bible by Carine Mackenzie 
The Bible is full of wonderful 
stories but the most important 
story is the amazing truth about 
God's Son, Jesus, His birth, 
death and resurrection. In this 
book many stories are retold 
from God's Word for children. 
Illustrated. Large print. 
Features include: A section that explains about the 
character and person of God and Jesus Christ in 
each story; read by myself lines ideal for a new or 
developing reader; reading tips for adults on how to 
develop a joy of reading God's Word with their child. 
Read to 4-6; Read myself 6-8 years. No pictures of 
Jesus. Hardcover. 160 pages. Christian Focus 
Publications.  
BKCFCSB $17.50 

Books for Age 1-4 Years 

NEW! Indescribable by Louie Giglio                                                                                       

With this STEM-themed, interactive board book, introduce kids under the age 

of four to the wonders of God's creation! Perfect for little hands and motor skill 

development, it's packed with pull tabs and wheels that teach fun facts and 

Bible truths about space, earth, animals, and people---from ants on the ground 

to stars in the sky.. 

Full colour illustrations. Hardcover. 10 pages. Size: 22.93 x 16.76 cm. Thomas 

Nelson.                                                                                                                     

BKINDE $15.05  
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101 Favorite Stories From the Bible  
by Ura Miller 
Have your children heard how God 
made a path through the water for 
the Israelites, of the boy David and 
the giant Goliath, and of how Jesus 
loves the children? In easy-to-
understand words, here are 101 
favourite stories from the Bible that 
have delighted millions of children 
all around the world. Even young 
children who cannot read will love 
to look at the colourful, descriptive  and realistic 
pictures. After each story, you will find a few 
questions to encourage discussion and help your 
child remember the story. One of the most detailed 
Bible story books available which uses KJV 
Scriptures. Pictures of Jesus throughout. 
Hardcover. 216 pages. TGS International. Read to 
3-7 years; Read myself 8-12 years 
BKTG101 $16.95 
 
Also available: 
Bible Story Posters 
Beautifully detailed artwork taken from 101 
Favorite Stories From the Bible printed on high 
quality copy paper. Perfect to display in Sunday 
school rooms or for visual aids for Scripture/RE 
teaching or other children's ministries. 
28 x 43.4cm (11 x 17 inches). $3.55 each 
Please request a catalogue. 

Bible Stories Retold for Children 

Bible Alive Series by Carine Mackenzie 
Accurate retelling of Bible stories. No pictures of 
Jesus. Well illustrated. Paperback. 24 
pages. Christian Focus Publications.  
 
In the series: 
Jesus the Child 
The Son of God came to Bethlehem, 
where there was no room for Him in 
the inn... but you make room for 

Jesus in your heart. 
BKCFJCH  $4.70 
 
Jesus the Miracle Worker 
Retells the Bible’s narrative of seven 
of Christ’s miracles. BKCFJMW 
$4.70 
 
Jesus the Healer 

Jesus' power can make a difference 
to our lives. Ask Him to help you! 

BKCFJHE  $4.70 
 
Jesus the Teacher 
Jesus helps us to 
understand the truth. Jesus taught 
about forgiveness and he teaches us 
that we can be forgiven too if we ask 
God. BKCFJTE $4.70 
 
Jesus the Storyteller 
Jesus was a great storyteller. The 
storyteller told the truth... and He 
tells it to us. We must believe him. 
BKCFJST $4.70 
 
Jesus the Saviour 
Jesus the Saviour died 
and came back to life 

to show us that those who love Him 
can look forward to spending forever 
with Him - because he is our 
wonderful Saviour. BKCFJSA $4.70 
 
    

Bible Time Series by Carine Mackenzie 
Accurate retelling of Bible stories. No pictures of 
Jesus. Illustrated. Paperback. 32 pages. Christian 
Focus Publications. *(by Neil Ross) 
 
In the series: 

Esther—The Brave Queen 
 BKCFEBQ 
Gideon—Soldier of God 
 BKCFGSO 
Hannah - The Mother who 
Prayed BKCFHAN 
Jonah—the Runaway 
Preacher BKCFJRP 
Joshua—the Brave 
Leader  BKCFJBL 
Nehemiah—Builder for 
God* BKCFNEH   
Rebekah—Mother of 
Twins  BKCFRMO $5.00  
Ruth—the Harvest Girl 
 BKCFRHG 
John—the Baptist 
 BKCFJBA 
Martha & Mary—Friends of 
Jesus BKCFMMF 
Mary—Mother of Jesus 
 BKCFMMJ 
Moses - Man of God 
 BKCFMMG 
Paul - the Wise Preacher 
 BKCFPWP 
Peter—the Apostle 
 BKCFPAP 
Peter - the Fisherman 
BKCFPFI 
Simon Peter—the Disciple BKCFSPD 
 
$4.70 each  unless otherwise marked
   

I Can Read Old Testament Bible Stories  
by Kim Mitzo Thompson & Karen Mitzo Hilderbrand 
A great way to introduce the little ones in your life to 
the Bible. Full-colour book uses dozens of stickers to 
represent words and help young children read 
stories from the Old Testament. 
Rebus sentences are great for young 
children just learning to read.  
Stories included: Creation, Adam & 
Eve, Noah and the Ark, Jonah, 
Daniel, David & Goliath 
Includes over full colour 100 stickers. 
Read to 3-5 years; Read myself 5-6 
years. 32 pages. Paperback. 216 x 
279mm. Shiloh Kids 
BKKO710 $7.40 

25 Favorite Stories From the 
Bible by Ura Miller 
Nineteen Old Testament and six 
New Testament stories, taken 
from 101 Favorite Stories From 
the Bible with the same 
illustrations, questions and KJV 
Scriptures.  
Paperback. 54 pages. TGS 
International. Read to 3-7 years; 
Read myself 8-12 years 

BKTG25F $6.00 

101 Favorite Stories From 
the Bible (Revised 
Square) by Ura Miller 
The Bible story book, 101 
Favorite Stories from the 
Bible, is now available as a 
square book. The larger 
size and bigger pictures 
make it easier for children to 
hold and look at. The text 
has been revised, but the pictures are the same. 
Pictures of Jesus throughout. 
Hardcover. 211 pages. Size: 20.6 x 20.6cm.  TGS 
International. Read to 3-7 years; Read myself 8-12 
years 
BKTG101R $28.95 
 

Jesus: the Real Story by 
Carine Mackenzie 
Accurate retelling of Bible 
stories about the Lord Jesus. 
Includes all six books of the 
Bible Alive series: Jesus the 
Child; Jesus the Miracle 
Worker; Jesus the Healer; 
Jesus the Teacher; Jesus the 
Storyteller; Jesus the Saviour. 
No pictures of Jesus. Well 

illustrated. Hardcover. 144 pages. Christian 
Focus Publications.  
BKCFJRS $8.20 
 
 
 
    

NEW! Read and Share Anywhere! 75 Bible 

Stories for Busy Families on the Go by Gwen 

Ellis    Much-loved Bible stories are paired with 

Scripture verses, questions, and prayers to cap-

ture the attention of young ones and continue to 

grow their faith. Each story is easy to understand 

and great for reading out loud. With short, bite-

sized stories, this book is perfect for any family 

who is always on the move, 

and it is the perfect gift for 

any child who loves great 

Bible stories told in a way 

that is easy to understand.                                                               

Pictures of Jesus. Reading 

level: Read to 4-8 years. 

Paperback. Pages: 160 

Size: 25.40 x 19.05 cm 

Thomas Nelson                                                                       

BKRESHA $12.00 

Joshua’s Desert Diary by Ros Woodman 
We don't know if Joshua kept a diary but if he did 
he would certainly have written about his people, 
the Israelites, as they made their way from Egypt 

to the Promised Land. Bite sized 
pieces of the account will help 
children learn about a crucial time 
in the history of the people of God. 
Well illustrated with cartoon type 
pictures. Read to 5-7  years; Read 
myself 7-10 Paperback. 32 pages. 
Christian Focus Publications. 
BKCFJOS $6.10 

Stepping Stones Through the Bible Day by Day 
by Ian Rees 
A daily devotional book for children. Works 
through Bible stories in a chronological order and 
includes a little of what God has prophesied for the 
future as well as how He wants us to live as 
Christians now. Uses NKJV. Includes some 
drawings of Jesus. Includes CD-
ROM. Good resource for 
Sunday School teachers. For 
ages 8-13. 
Flexiback with ribbon marker. 
367 pages. 19.5 x 24.6cm.  
Precious Seed Publications.  
BKPSSTE $29.95 
 

Look & Find Bible Stories - Old Testament 
Adventures by Charlotte Thoroe 
Old Testament  stories retold in easy to read 
language and packed with engaging landscapes 
filled with dozens of characters, animals and objects 
for kids to find on the large full spread illustrations. 
Key items to search for are listed on the large flaps 
children can open, which also reveal extra fun and 
engaging activities. This unique Bible picture book 
appeals to a variety of different learning styles. The 
stories in this volume are: Noah’s Ark (Exodus 6-9); 
The Exodus: Escape 
through the Sea (Exodus 
14); The Walls of Jericho 
(Joshua 6); David & Goliath 
(1. Samuel 16-17); Jonah 
and the Big Fish (Jonah 1-
4). Hardcover. 20 pages 
with large full page flaps, 
400 GSM. Size: 20 x 30cm. 
Reading level: 3+ years. 
Copenhagen Publishing   
BKKOLFB $10.95 
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Amazing  
Copies of  
God’s Design 
BKAPA248 
 

 
Amazing Tails 

BKAPA149 
 
 
 
 
Amazing  
Migrating  
Animals 
BKAPA231 
 
 

 
Amazing  

Teeth 
BKAPA361 

 
 
Amazing  
Tamable  
Animals  
BKAPA132 
 
 
 

Amazing    
Dinosaurs 
BKAPA156 

 
 
 
 
Amazing  
Human Body 
BKAPA224 

God Made 
Animals 
BKAPE709 
 
 

God Made 
Plants 

BKAPE853 
 
 
 
 
God Made 
Insects 
BKAPE860 
 
 

God Made  
the World 

BKAPE693 
 
 
God Made 
Reptiles 
BKAPE009 
 
 
 

God Made 
You 

BKAPE545 
 
 
 
 
God Made  
Sea Creatures 
BKAPE047 
 
 

Stories and poems teaching 

children about the Bible, 

Christian life, character build-

ing and history. Although this 

series of books are published 

as a part of the Christian Light 

Education curriculum, they 

will be enjoyed by children 

just as a general reading 

book. The books include 

interestingly written stories 

and poetry on a graded level. 

Not all the stories and poems 

in each book have a Christian 

message or Biblical teaching. 

However, there are Scripture 

verses at the start of every 

chapter and all stories have a 

high moral standard and 

teach principles that build 

character. Hardcover. Pub-

lished by Christian Light 

Publications. 

Happy Hearts 
Grade 2 reading 
level. (Book 2) 
324 pages.  
BKCLRG22   
$17.50 

I Wonder 
Grade 1 
reading level. 
216 pages. 
BKCLRGR1  
$17.50 

Helping Hands 
Grade 2 reading 
level. (Book 1) 
269 pages.  
BKCLRG21  
$17.50 

Doors to 
Discovery 
Grade 3 
reading level. 
363 pages. 
BKCLRGR3 
$21.00 

Calls to 
Courage 
Grade 6 
reading level. 
314 pages. 
BKCLRGR6  
$21.00 

Open Windows 
Grade 5 reading 
level. 363 
pages. 
BKCLRGR5  
$21.00 

Always Face a Panther 
Stories that manage to teach 
deep life lessons while holding 
the attention of their young 
readers. Stories from earlier days 
of America. 248 pages. Reading 
level: Grades 3-8 
BKCLPAN  $17.40 

The Road Less 
Traveled 
Grade 7 reading 
level. 265 pages. 
BKCLRGR7  
$21.00 

Bridges 
Beyond 
Grade 4 
reading level. 
252 pages. 
BKCLRGR4  
$21.00 

Where Roads 
Diverge 
Grade 8 reading 
level. 301 pages. 
BKCLRGR38 
$21.00 

 Reading to Learn 

Learn To Read Series by Dave Miller 
What better way to teach children how to read than 
by using biblical concepts? The “Learn to Read” 
series is designed to provide books for children 
(ages 3-6) for the purpose of assisting them in 
learning to read, while simultaneously introducing 
them to the Creator and His creation. 
 Introduces children to God as Creator. 
 Introduces children to the animal kingdom. 
 Introduces children to simple sentence structure. 
 Introduces children to rhyme. 
 Introduces children to exclamation and question. 
 Builds vocabulary through “sight words.” 
Colour photos throughout. Paperback. 24 - 28 
pages.  
$3.95 each or $28.50 per set of 8 books 
 

Apologetics Press Readers 

Dogs, Frogs 
and Hogs 
BKAPL884 
 
 

Snails, Quails 
and Whales 

BKAPL385 
 
 
 
 
Goose,  
Moose, and 
Mongoose 
BKAPL983 
 
 

Ducks, Bucks 
and Wood-

chucks 
BKAPL990 

 
 
Bats, Cats  
and Rats 
BKAPL891 
 
 
 

Birds, Bugs 
and Bees 

BKAPL907 
 
 
 
Fish, Flies,  
and Fleas 
BKAPL976 
 
 

Sharks, Larks 
and Aardvarks 

BKAPL030 

Early Reader Series 
The Apologetics Press Early Reader Series is a set 
of books aimed at children in kindergarten through 
second grade. Depending on the age of your 
children, this series is flexible enough so that 
parents may choose to read to their children, read 
along with their children, or listen while their children 
read aloud to them. Not only will your children read 
about the sky, the trees, and the bumblebees, but 
they will also learn about the Designer who made all 
of these things. With interesting, understandable text 
and captivating pictures, your children will fall in love 
with reading and with their Creator. 
Colour photos throughout. Paperback. 32 pages.  
$3.95 each or $24.95 per set  of 7 books 
 

Advanced Reader Series 
A step up from the Early Readers, A.P.’s Advanced 
Reader Series is aimed at children in 2nd-3rd 
grades. With beautiful, full-colour pictures and 
interesting facts about God’s wonderfully designed 
Creation, your child will develop a greater love both 
for reading and for the grand Designer. 
Short Scripture quotes included in some books (not 
KJV). 
Colour photos throughout. Paperback. 32 pages.  
$3.95 each or $24.95 per set  of 7 books 
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God Made Tim 
(Step 1-A) 
46 pages. 
BKRS2881  
$4.65 
 

God Made Nuts 
(Step 1-B) 
53 pages. 

BKRS2882   
$4.65 

A Good Day 
(Step 2-A) 
55 pages. 
BKRS2883  
$4.65 
 

A Good Pet  
(Step 2-B) 
55 pages. 

BKRS2884   
$4.65 

 
Jane and Kay 
(Step 3-A) 
72 pages. 
BKRS2885  
$4.65 
 

Dale and the 
Steers  

(Step 3-B) 
72 pages. 

BKRS2886  
$4.65 

 
 
 
Fishing with  
Uncle Nathan  
(Step 4) 
63 pages. 
BKRS2887 $4.65 

Christian Light Primers 

We Discover - 
Primer 4 
Twenty-two stories. 
71 pages.  
BKCLPR4 $8.75 

Simple beginning readers with some words broken into syllables. Each primer builds on the previous primer. Beautiful pencil-drawn illustrations. Stories teach many 
lessons about creation, character-building stories and also some Bible stories. Paperback. Christian Light Publications. 

We Learn - Primer 
3 
Eighteen stories. 68 
pages.  
BKCLPR3 $8.75 

We Explore - 
Primer 2 
Thirty stories. 73 
pages.  
BKCLPR2 $8.75 

We Live - Primer 1 
Five stories. 48 
pages.  
BKCLPR1 $8.75 

 Rod & Staff Readers 

Say-It-Again Series #1 
These storybooks  tell Bible stories in a way that 
children can learn to read. Short sentences and 
much repetition. Large, easy-to-read type and 
simple, basic words help children to grasp the facts 
and to begin reading for themselves. These make 
interesting storybooks for any young child. Many 
large black & white illustrations throughout. 
Paperback. 24 -32 pages.  
$3.30 each  
Set of 7 books BKRS2390  $20.95 

 

Bread and  
Fish 
BKRS2397  
$3.30 
 

 
Daniel in the 

Lions’ Den 
BKRS2396  

$3.30 
 
 
David and  
Goliath 
BKRS2395  
$3.30 
 
 

The Good  
Samaritan 
BKRS2393  

$3.30 
 
How God  
Made the  
World 
BKRS2394  
$3.30 
 

My Book  
about  

Bartimaeus 
BKRS2391  

$3.30 
 
 
 
A Shepherd Boy 
BKRS2392 $3.30 
 
 

Say-It-Again Series #2 
These books were written to provide simple, 
repetitious stories to be read by beginning readers 
who can profit by the extra repetition, or to be read 
to younger children whose minds can more readily 
grasp the content of oft-repeated material. These 
books follow the same format as books in Series 
#1. Many large black & white illustrations 
throughout. Paperback. 32 pages.  

The Captain 
with Leprosy 
BKRS2742 
$3.30 
 
 

 
The Lame Man 

BKRS2743 
$3.30 

 
 
The Ruler’s 
Daughter 
BKRS2745 
$3.30 
 
 
 
A Storm at Sea 

BKRS2744
$3.30 

 

Stepping Forward Series 
These interestingly written stories help beginning 
readers enjoy reading independently. The books 
have durable paper covers and contain much 
repetition and many black & white illustrations. 
These books have been categorized into three 
steps: 
Step One books have extremely simple vocabulary 
for the very youngest readers. 
Step Two books have very simple vocabulary for 
very young readers. 
Step Three books reinforce long vowel concepts. 
Step Four books focus on reinforcing consonant 
digraphs.  
Paperback. 
 

God is Good Series  
This series is designed to give constructive 
reading practice for any beginning reader. Each 

book builds on the 
last book in the 
series. Many large 
black & white 
illustrations 
throughout.  
Titles in the series 
are: The Egg and 
the Chick; The 
Squirrel and the 
Nut; God Makes 
Seeds that Grow; 
God Made the 
Animals; God 
Made Me; God 

Made Us; We Should be Thankful; God Made the 
Opossum; God Made the Firefly. 
Paperback. 20-36 pages each.  
Set of 9 books BKRS2250  $28.90 

Sample page 
from The Egg 
and the Chick 

Sample page 
from The 
Captain with 
Leprosy 

Sample page 
from Bread and 
Fish 

Sample page 
from God and Tim 
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God Controls the 
Storm  
by Carey Bauman 
As a tropical storm 
pours down rain in 
Guatemala and the 
river rises, Iris learns 
to trust God for 
protection. 

BKRS2783 $3.95 

ABC Book of God’s 
Creatures  
by Mary M Landis 
An ABC book listing 
some of God's many 
creatures. Written in 
poetic form. 
BKRS2526 $3.95 

David’s New Ball  
by Janet Sensenig 
All things work out for 
good, even though 
David faces the loss of 
his new ball. 
BKRS2551 $3.95 

Charity Prays for Rain  
by Maria Krahn 
After two months without rain, the 

land is very dry, and 
the crops will fail if the 
drought continues. 
Charity's faith in God is 
strengthened when, in 
answer to her prayer, 
He sends the much-
needed rain to water 
the fields and her 
special plant. 

BKRS2781 $3.95 

Little Jewel Books 
Each book contains an appealing story or story-poem written to little children. These books teach lessons that will influence our little ones to love God. They are 
designed to give parents worthwhile books for the enjoyment and instruction of their children. Illustrated with beautiful, two-colour full-page pictures on every page. 
Heavy, flexible, full-color covers. One to eight lines of text per page. Paperback. 24 - 32 pages. Rod & Staff Publishers. 

God Gave Us Fathers and Mothers 
by Rebecca 
Newswanger 
God gives children 
parents to help guide 
them through life, and 
children who obey 
their parents honour 
God. 
BKRS2785 $3.95 

God Made the Seashore  
by Sharon M See 
This little story 
poem points out 
some of the 
fascinating wonders 
that God created at 
the seashore. 
BKRS2790 $3.95 

God’s Wonderful 
Trees 
by Mary M Landis 
A story-poem about 
many wonderful 
benefits and gifts the 
Lord has given us in 
trees. 
BKRS2527 $3.95 

God’s Wonderful 
Water 
by Mary M Landis 
Tells and shows the 
many forms, 
sources, and uses 
of God's gift of 
water. 
BKRS2263 $3.95 

A Letter for Titus by Evelyn Hege 
Randy is happy with the fish he is 

given. What 
happens when 
Randy's cousin 
Titus accidentally 
squirts some 
cleaning liquid into 
the fishbowl? Randy 
needs to learn to 
forgive even when it 
hurts. 
BKRS2791 $3.95 

Outside My 
Window 
by Samuel D Coon 
Learn about God’s 
wonderful creation 
BKRS2793 $3.95 

Peter’s Sailboat 
by Ruth Ann 
Rudolph 
Written in 
captivating, poetic 
form. Peter thanks 
God for helping him 
find the boat he had 
made. 
BKRS2776 $3.95 

Talking With Hands by Mabel Martin 
Mae cannot hear, because 
God made her that way. 
Mae likes playing with her 
cousin Beth, but they 
cannot communicate very 
well until Beth is taught 
how to use sign language 
to talk with Mae. 
BKRS2802 $3.95 

The Twins’ Birthday Gifts 
by Angela Dyck 
Twin sisters Abby and Amy celebrate 
their 5th birthday, and each girl 

receives her very 
own Bible. The girls 
are taught about 
valuing God's Word, 
and learn, the 
importance of taking 
good care of their 
Bibles. 
BKRS2792 $3.95 

Why Do I Cry? by Edith Witmer 
Written in poetic 
form, it gives 
reasons why 
children cry in 
the first part of 
the book and 
then gives 
reasons why 
children are 
happy in the last 
part of the book. 

BKRS2789 $3.95 

This is Mohan  
by Ella Grove 
A poetic visit with a 
little boy of India and 
how he and his 
family hear about 
God.. 
BKRS2437 $3.95 

Josie’s Surprise by Sharon Beachy 
A little brown hen may not be the 

most common kind of 
pet, but Sally and 
Susan mother her as 
much as their dolls. 
So when Josie 
disappears one day, 
the girls become 
quite concerned. In 
this story, children 
will learn about 

trusting God's care for us in sad 
times—and how God sometimes 
answers our prayers with a glad 
surprise.   
BKRS2807 $3.95 

When the Cows Got Out 
by Dorothy Koch 
How could Timothy get the cows back 

into the barnyard? 
Finally, Timothy 
remembered that he 
could pray, and so an 
idea came to him. This 
well-illustrated book 
can help children learn 
about dependence on 
God.  
BKRS2805 $3.95 

Molly Helps 
Mother 
by Laura Clay 
God answers 
Molly's prayer that 
she may be helpful 
during Mother's 
illness.  
BKRS2538 $3.65 

My ABC Bible Verses by Susan Hunt 
Knowing the Bible can help you know 
God better. Here is a colorful, story-
filled way for even the youngest child 
to take God's Word to heart—and 
learn the alphabet too! Easy-to-use 
story format that applies individual 
Bible verses to real-life situations. 
Illustrated book for 3- to 7-year-olds is 
perfect for reading to your children or 
grandchildren, and great for use in 
classes, home schools or any other 
children’s ministry. It can also be 
easily adapted for family devotions 
with young children. The ABCs are 
building blocks to your child's formal 
education. And 
these verses are the 
building blocks of 
the soul which can 
lead to eternal life. 
Hardcover. 64 
pages. Crossway. 
(Uses KJV and 
NKJV). 
BKKOABC $13.30 

My Friend and I by Lysanne Gray 
Step through a round doorway and 
take a peek into daily life in West 
Africa. In this world of mud huts, 
grass roofs, and outdoor cooking 
fires, two little friends enjoy each 
others company. One of the little 
girls is the daughter of missionaries, 
who love to tell their African friends 
about Jesus. As the girls share food, 
help wash clothes at the river, and 
put the baby brother to sleep, they 
also talk about God and the Bible 
stories they have heard. The author 
has illustrated the story with colour-
ful, authentic scenes from a rural 
African village 
such as the 
one where she 
and her hus-
band serve. 
Paperback. 
28 pages. 
Christian Light 
Publications. 
BKCLMYFR 
$8.60 

Let’s Explore God’s World 
by Debby Anderson 
Let’s Explore God’s World is a 
colorful and fun way to discover the 
great diversity God has given our 
planet and helps children develop a 
love for the world around them. 
You’ll enjoy each page as it points 
out animals, scenery, flowers, and 
bugs—all the while helping to instill 
the biblical principle of stewardship. 
Not only has God given us 
backyards, beaches, cities, 
mountains, and rain forests to 
explore, but He’s given us five 
senses to enjoy them with!  
(Uses 
Scriptures 
from NLT and 
the Message).  
Hardcover. 32 
pages. 
Crossway 
Books.  
BKKOLEX 
$11.35 

Books for Preschool to Age 7 

Esther Starts From Home  
by Romaine Stauffer 
Suddenly something dawned on 
Esther that she had never thought of 
before. “We live in the middle of the 
world and everybody else lives around 
us.” Everyone but Esther laughed. 
“What’s so funny?” Esther cried. “We 
do, don’t we?” “Yes, dear,” Mom said. 
“Our home is in the middle of your 
world. That’s the way it should be.” 
“You can start from home and go 
anywhere in the world—and all the 
way to Heaven too,” Daddy said. 
Appealing stories from the author’s 
childhood that grab 
attention, plant life 
lessons, and 
occasionally bring 
giggles. One black & 
white illustration per 
chapter Paperback. 
170 pages. Christian 
Light Publications. 
BKCLEST $15.65 
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All God’s Bugs 
by Laura Derico 
God made bugs! Learn about 
their amazing world in this 16-
page early reader book.  
BKHDALLG $3.50 

God Always Cares  
by Amy Beveridge 
All the time, in every way, God 
shows me that He cares.  
Level 1 
BKHDGAC $3.50 

Charlie’s “Be Kind” Day 
by Patricia Shely Mahany 
Spend the day with Charlie while 
he learns what being kind is all 
about!  
Level 2 
BKHDCHL $3.50 

Fun on the Farm 
by Robin Stanley 
God made the animals on the 
farm, and He wants us to care 
for them. Let's find out how much 
fun helping on the farm can be! 
Level 2 
BKHDFOF  $3.50 

* Be Brave, Anna!  
by Jodee McConnaughhay 
Anna learns to trust God’s 
strength when she’s scared: “The 
Lord is my helper, so I will not be 
afraid” (Hebrews 13:6).  
Level 2 
BKTYBBA $5.25 

Books for Preschool to Age 7 

A Child’s Book of Manners  
by Ruth Shannon Odor 
Having good manners means 
being kind and thinking of others 
rather than yourself---just the way 
Jesus taught us to live. 
Level 1 
BKHDCMP Paperback. $3.50 

Happy Day Books 
Illustrated with fun, full-colour full-page pictures on every page.  
Most books are graded: 
Level 1 - Pre-Readers (Familiar words, simple sentences, large type, repetition) 
Level 2 - Beginning Readers (Harder words, longer sentences, simple stories, dialogue) 
Level 3 - Independent readers (Longer stories, greater vocabulary, paragraphs, more complex subjects)  
Scriptures are not taken from KJV. Paperback. 16 pages. Tyndale Publishing 
* Have been reprinted as Faith That Sticks series. 24 pages. Includes reusable stickers and activities. 

Don’t Do That Dexter  
by Jodee McConnaughhay 
Dexter learns why it’s important to 
“Obey your parents in the 
Lord” (Ephesians 6:1).  
Level 2 
BKHDDEX  $3.50 

God Made Seasons  
by Amelia Shearer 
Fun rhymes and cute pictures 
teach about the seasons God 
made.  
Level 1 
BKHDGMS $3.50 

God’s Armor for Me 
by Amelia Shearer 
Learn about the armour God 
gives us (Ephesians 6:10-18).  
Level 2 
BKHDGAM $3.50 

I Can Pray! 
by Jennifer Holder & Diane 
Stortz 
I can tell God anything. I can 
pray to him any time or any 
place. Level 2 
BKHDICP $3.50 

My Bible Says 
by Marjorie Redford 
My Bible says that God loves 
me, He made everything, God 
is great, and much more. 
Level 1 
BKHDMBS $3.50 
 

Tell the Truth, Tyler 
by Jodee McConnaughhay 
Tyler learns it’s not always easy 
to tell the truth, but it’s always 
the right thing to do.  
Level 3 
BKHDTEL $3.50 

What is Faith? 
by Virginia Mueller 
Faith is knowing God is always 
with us . . . even though we 
can’t see Him.  
Level 1 
BKHDWFA $3.50 

God’s Boredom Buster Plan 
by Diane Stortz 
Serving Jesus by serving 
others is the way to never be 
bored! 
Level 3 
BKHDBOR $3.50 

* I Can Be a Good Sport  
by Robin Stanley 
Whether I'm on a team or just 
playing games with my family, I 
can be a good sport by choosing 
to be like Jesus in every 
situation. 
Level 2 
BKTYGDS $5.25 

* God Made You Special 
by Jennifer Holder 
Just as no two snowflakes are 
alike and no two thumbprints 
are the same, God made each 
person special. 
Level 2 
BKHDGMY $5.25 

God’s Special Rule  
by Marjorie Redford & Courtney 
Rice 
God's special rule: Do to others 
just what you'd want them to do 
to you." Based on Matthew 7:12 
Level 2 
BKTYGSR $3.50 

Scattering Sunshine 
Amy feels left out when her best 
friend leaves her, Roy learns how 
to get along with others, David 
keeps the neighbour's puppy, A 
compilation of character-building 
stories for children. Stories in this 
book will tell you about being a 
friend, learning to get along with 
others, God's love for all, wise 
investments, accepting the way 
God has made us, and many other things, relating 
each lesson to a Bible verse or principle.  
Paperback. 144 pages. Christian Light 
Publications. 
BKCLSSU $6.95 

I Can Praise God!  
by Diane Stortz 
God is powerful, loving and good! 
I can praise Him every day! 
Level 2 
BKHDPRA $3.50 

God is Better Than Trucks by Sarah Reju 
Do you love Trucks? 
Trucks are powerful, big, 
and fun, but God is better 
than trucks! From A – Z, 
find out about 
Ambulances, Bulldozers, 
and Car Carriers – and 
about how God is better 
than all of them. Full 
colour throughout and 
memory verses on each 
page. An ABC book.  
Hardcover. 48 pages. Size: 28.8 x 21.6cm. Christian 
Focus Publications. ESV. 
BKCFGBT $11.60 
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I Can Read 
Illustrated with fun, full-colour full-page pictures on every page. Great for beginning readers aged 4-8 years, learning to read on their own. Books are graded: 
Level 1 - Simple sentences that are perfect for new readers, along with simple to follow stories. 
Level 2 - Engaging stories and longer sentences 
Scriptures are not taken from KJV. Paperback. 32 pages. Zondervan. 
 

A Horse Named Bob 
by Dandi Daley Mackall 
Persist in kindness, even if you 
don’t see it returned right away. Jen 
has always wanted a horse of her 
own, but her parents can’t afford 
one. Then one day, Jen sees a 
horse in the pasture next door. Will 
Jen be able to make friends with 
this old horse … and her cranky 
neighbour? Does she want to?  
Level 2 
BKKOBOB $5.35 

A Perfect Pony 
by Dandi Daley Mackall 
A Lesson in Being Grateful. 
Jealousy robs joy. Be grateful for 
your own gifts and for God’s gifts 
to others. Jen learns how to ride 
Bob the horse. She thinks Bob is 
wonderful until she meets her 
friend’s pony. When Jen’s best 
friend Dave gets a pony for his 
birthday Jen is jealous and finds 
things wrong with her own horse! 

Will she learn what it means to be grateful for what 
she has? 
Level 2 
BKKOPER $5.25 

Double Trouble 
by Dandi Daley Mackall 
A Lesson in Honesty. Jen makes 
two big mistakes. So when Bob 
gets hurt, Jen has to make things 
right by telling the truth and 
helping him. 
Level 2 
BKKODOU $5.25 
 

Mud Pie Annie  
by Sue Buchanan & 
Dana Shafer 
Mud Pie Annie 
encourages level-one 
readers to be creative 
and do their very best. 
As a gourmet mud 
chef, Mud Pie Annie 
knows that God wants 
her to work at 
everything with all her 

heart. Level 1 
BKKOMUD $5.25 

Frank and Beans 
by Kathy-Jo Wargin 
A Lesson in Caring 
and Kindness. Frank's 
neighbour has 
puppies, and boy, 
does Frank want one! 
But by the time his 
parents say yes, the 
puppies are all gone. 
Will Frank ever get 
the dog he wants? 

Level 2 
BKKOFNB $5.25 
 

God’s Treasures on the Shore  
by Jennifer Butters 
This beautifully illustrated book of rhymes introduces 
children to beach creatures such as hermit crabs, 
starfish and several types of shells. After taking a 
walk along the shore with a family (grandparents 
too!) your child can browse a glossary with more 

pictures and in-depth descriptions 
about these fascinating treasures 
which God created on the fifth day. 
Colour illustrations. Paperback. 36 
pages. Christian Light Publications. 
BKCLGTS $6.95 

Wise Words Series by Carine Mackenzie 
Verses from the book of Proverbs, with simple, short explanations and short prayers, combined with beautiful 
illustrations.  
Hardcover. 24 pages. Christian Focus Publications. (Uses NKJV Scriptures).  
 
 

Wise Words to Follow 
Themes: caring, God's 
blessing, guidance, 
listening, learning, 
obedience, rest and 
refreshment.  
BKCFWWF $7.75 
 

Wise Words to 
Obey 
Themes: commit-
ment, obedience, 
forgiveness, friend-
ship, good news, 
wisdom. 
BKCFWWO $7.75 

Wise Words to 
Trust 
Themes: comfort, 
discipline, kind-
ness, obedience, 
safety, wisdom. 
BKCFWWT 
$7.75 

Ionica by Marie Yoder 
When Grandmother is no longer 
able to provide for Ionica and his 
four siblings, Ionica goes to live 
with Uncle Nicu and his family. 
Uncle Nicu knows about God, 
but Ionica doesn’t. Ionica learns 
God loves him, but will God 
answer his prayer? Illustrations 
on many pages. Paperback. 76 
pages. Christian Light 
Publications. 

BKCLION $8.10 
Also available: Audiobook 
 
 

From Grampa With Love  
by Lorne Yade   
"Grampa" Yade incorporates 
interesting true short stories, 
Scriptures and Scripture songs into a 
very attractive book with lots of 

illustrations. Paperback. 
184 pages. Bible Truth 
Publishers. 
BKBTP7545 $9.30 
From Grampa With Love: Volume 2 
BKBTP0657 $16.50 
 
Also available: Audiobook 

Please refer to the Audiobook section of this catalogue to find more details about Audiobook products. 

The Rag Doll by Stephanie Carmichael 
When Emily visits Auntie Sarah's house, she can't 
wait to play with her 
favourite rag doll. But 
when it's time to go 
home, the rag doll 
has to stay behind. 
Simple words and 
delightful illustrations 
bring this short story 
to life—a story about 
the clever God who 
makes us and makes 
us grow so we can 
praise Him. Colour illustrations throughout. 
Paperback. 24 pages. Matthias Media.  
BKKORAG $8.75 

Grumpy Day by Stephanie Carmichael 
Some days everything seems to go wrong and 
everyone feels grumpy. And sometimes, not even 
a hug from Mum 
can fix things up. 
This beautiful story 
contains a 
wonderfully clear 
message about the 
disappointments of 
life and the 
goodness of God. 
Colour illustrations 
throughout. 
Paperback. 24 
pages. Matthias Media.  
BKKOGRU $8.75 

The Birthday Party by Stephanie Carmichael 
It's Ben's birthday, but when he falls out of his new 
wagon and hurts 
himself, Emily has to 
think of a way to 
make the day special 
again.  This story is 
about families and 
looking after one 
another, and about 
the God who loves us 
all. Colour illustrations 
throughout. 
Paperback. 24 pages. 
Matthias Media.  
BKKOBIR $8.75 
 

Over the Fence by Stephanie Carmichael 
Luke loves nothing better than to kick his ball around 

the yard. But he 
wishes he knew more 
about what was 
happening... over the 
fence. Simple words 
and delightful 
illustrations bring this 
short story to life - a 
story about the God 
who knows each one 
of us. Colour 
illustrations 

throughout. Paperback. 24 pages. Matthias Media.  
BKKOOVE $8.75 
 

Mad Maddie Maxwell  
by Stacie K B Maslyn 
Little Maddie Maxwell is mad--
fuming, fussing, and frenzied 
over the whereabouts of her 
beloved jump rope! Who could 
have taken it? In this clever story, 
Maddie learns a lesson the hard 
way when she accuses several 
people of taking her jump rope--
only to find out it was under her 
bed all along! This delightfully 

comical tale of one little girl's misguided anger will 
help reinforce values of sharing and forgiveness. 
Level 1 
BKKOMMM $5.25 

Books for Preschool to Age 7 
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Jungle Doctor Picture Fables by Paul White 
Back in print! In these Jungle Doctor Picture Fables you’ll meet some mischievous monkeys, a wise giraffe, a grumpy hippo and many other creatures. As you read 
about their adventures in the jungle, you’ll discover that the lessons they learn can help you to understand our world and to know God better too. Beautifully illustrated 
paperbacks Full-colour illustrations on every page. 13 x 13cm. Reading Level: Read to 4-5; Read myself 6-8. 28 pages per book.  

Donkey Wisdom 
Sometimes when we are faced 
with a difficult decision it can be 
hard to make up our minds. 
Donkey can't decide which colour 
is the best colour to be! His 
friends try to help him decide, but 
which colour will he choose? 

Focuses on the importance of choosing to trust the 
Lord Jesus for salvation. 
BKKOJFP1  $4.75 

Famous Monkey Last Words 
If you want to live safely in the 
jungle, then there are three 
special rules you must 
remember. In this Jungle Doctor 
Picture Fable, Toto the monkey 
goes out to play, but will he 
remember the special rules, and 
will he stay safe? Focuses on the importance of 
obeying God. 
BKKOJFP2    $4.75 

Monkey in a Lion’s Skin 
Toto the monkey has a plan. His 
plan is to become a lion - the 
king of the beasts. But how can 
he become a different animal? Is 
imitating a lion enough to make 
him one? Teaches about the 
need to be born again. 

BKKOJFP3    $4.75 

Monkey Crosses the Equator 
There is a very special place in 
the jungle that is exactly halfway 
between the Northern 
Hemisphere and the Southern 
Hemisphere; this place is called 
the equator. Toto the monkey 
decides to cross the equator and 

go north. Will being in the north change him or will 
he just feel the same? Lesson: We are changed 
when we accept Christ as Saviour. 
BKKOJFP7  $4.75 

Sweet and Sour Hippo 
Hippo is having a terrible day. 
Everything is going wrong and, 
worst of all, he can't stop 
sneezing. His friends try to cheer 
him up, but nothing works until 
Dic-dic the antelope gets into 
trouble. Teaches about the need 
to give our problems to God. 
BKKOJFP8    $4.75 

Reflections of Hippo 
Boohoo the hippo has heard 
from a dear old monkey that he 
is very handsome, but Boohoo 
wants to see for himself. His 
friends try to help him see his 
face, but when he finally does, 
will he like what he sees? 

Teaches the lesson from James 1:23-25 
BKKOJFP4   $4.75 

The Cool Pool 
Deep in the jungle, there is a 
beautiful place called The Cool 
Pool. The Cool Pool belongs to 
Elephant, but he lets his friends 
share it with him. Koko the 
monkey makes a huge mess of 
the beautiful Cool Pool. How 
will Elephant react when he spots Koko destroying 
his beautiful place? Teaches about God’s gift of 
forgiveness and eternal life. 
BKKOJFP5    $7.50 

Monkey and the Eggs 
There are two types of eggs: 
good ones and really horrible, 
really smelly, nasty ones. The 
problem is, they look the same 
on the outside! Uncle Nyani 
shows the monkey twins the 
secret of telling the difference 

between good eggs and bad eggs. God knows our 
thoughts and we can’t hide anything from Him. 
BKKOJFP6    $4.75 

Jungle Doctor Picture Fable 
Boxed Set 
8 volumes. 
BKKOJFPB  $22.00 

Hannah is a Helper by Laverne Eby 
A picture book that describes a day in Hannah's 
life. With each picture is a 
simple, easy-to-read 
description of part of Hannah's 
day. Hannah learns valuable 
lessons in being a helper and 
in trusting God. Paperback. 24 
pages. Christian Light 
Publications. 
BKCLHAN $3.50 

Books for Preschool to Age 7 

The Six Red Roses and Other Stories 
by Maria Kauenhofen 
When Kayla finds six red roses lying on the 
ground in Mrs. Carter's garden, she picks them up 
longingly. Would it be all right for her to take them 
along home without asking? 
When his prize birthday truck is lost, Kevin digs all 
around in the sandbox and checks all the hills, 
tunnels, and roads. He even empties his pond 
and takes the plastic out. But the special truck is gone. 
Candace needs more school dresses, but she doesn't like the 
brown fabric that Grandma gives her. 
Thomas is watching the storm from the window when he sees a 
large branch come crashing onto the shed roof. 
These twenty-two stories and poems will help children 
understand how to relate to the questions, disappointments, and 
pleasures of everyday life. 
Hardcover. 217 pages. Rod & Staff Publishers. 
BKRS2407 $10.50 

The Hidden Village  
by Bonnie Rose Hudson 
When Manju acts out the story of 
Zacchaeus and the sycamore tree in 
the tallest mangrove tree, he finds a 
hidden village deep in the forest. He 
wants to do everything he can to help 
the hungry people in the little village. 
What can he do when the people in his 
village won't believe his story, and 
even wild animals and the weather 
seem determined to stop him from 
helping? Even though no one takes 
him seriously, Manju, through prayer, is determined to help 
the village people who are destitute and illiterate. He walks 
us through his experience of saving food, gathering supplies, 
finding work to help them, dealing with a protective rhinocer-
os mother, and eventually leading the hidden village people 
to the Lord using God's word. 
Short chapters with one full colour illustration with each 
chapter. Paperback. 62 pages. Size: 187 x 232mm. Journey-

God Gives Us Color  
by Sharon M See 
"God gives us colors; He 
made every hue—Yellow, 
red, orange, green, purple, 
and blue." A full-colour book 
of rhymes about God's gift 
of colour. Paperback. 38 
pages. Rod & Staff. 
BKRSGGC $5.85 

Mario, a Belizean Boy 
by Elizabeth Wagler 
Mario eats tortillas and delicious 
peccary soup. He bathes in the 
river where his father catches 
fish and his mother washes 
clothes. Mario's parents read 
the Bible and pray and teach 
him right and wrong. At night, 
Mario knows that far above the thatched roof of their 
house, far above the twinkling stars, God in Heaven 
sees him in his little wooden bed. This delightful 
story introduces life in Belize with four-year-old 
Mario and his family. 
Paperback. 49 pages. Christian Light Publications. 
BKCLMA1 $8.75 

Mario and Friends 
by Elizabeth Wagler 
Mario is back! This time he joins 
his Belizean friends to peddle pig 
meat, chase armadillos, and 
learn how to use a machete like a 
man. Action and excitement. 
That’s what little boys like. But 
can they learn the virtues of 

patience, compassion, and kindness? 
Paperback. 75 pages. Christian Light Publications. 
BKCLMA2 $8.75 
 
Also available: Audiobook  

Justin’s Jungle Adventure  
as told by Mary Currier 
Justin knew that he should never go into 
the jungle. Dangerous animals lived 
there. So when Justin built his play hut 
under the leafy bubinga tree, he thought 
he was safe. A story about obedience. 
Stunning artwork on 
every page. Recom-
mended for ages 3 to 6. 
Paperback. 24 pages. 
Christian Light Publica-
tions.  
BKCLJUS $6.95 
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Hudson Taylor: Could Somebody Pass the 
Salt? 
Young Hudson Taylor's story 
of a missing bowl of soup is 
an amusing tale from his 
childhood. In the end Hudson 
gets his soup - but that isn't 
all. Hudson Taylor learns 
about the country of China. 
One day he will go there by 
himself to tell the people of 
China about the Lord Jesus. 
BKCFLL2  $7.85 

Little Lights series by Catherine Mackenzie 
Lessons from the lives of well known Christians. Learn about God's plans for people's lives and His 
amazing provision. Beautifully illustrated hardbacks. Full-colour illustrations on every page. Reading 
Level: Read to 4-5; Read myself 6-7. 24 pages per book. Christian Focus Publications 

Amy Carmichael: Can Brown 
Eyes be Made Blue? 
The true story of Amy 
Carmichael and her looking 
glass. Amy wanted blue eyes, 
not brown eyes. Amy learns that 
God always answers prayer - 
and He always does what is best. 
BKCFLL1  $7.85 

Corrie Ten Boom: Are All of the Watches Safe? 
The true story of Corrie Ten 
Boom and little Dutch watch 
shop. While she mends watches 
she is constantly watching out for 
danger to ensure that her friends 
in the secret room are safe. Tells 
the story of God who is the only 
one who can keep us safe. 
BKCFLL3  $8.65 

George Muller: Does 
Money Grow on Trees? 
George Müller didn't like to 
work. He would cheat and 
steal and was eventually 
thrown in prison. Find out 
how God changed George 
from a thief to someone even 
children could trust. 
BKCFLL4  $10.20 

Gladys Aylward: Are You 
Going to Stop? 
Story of how Gladys Aylward 
was called by God to go to 
China as a missionary. Her 
missionary work is simply 
described and her escape 
from the Japanese army, 
leading many orphan 
children over the mountains 
to safety. 
BKCFLL12  $8.55 

Helen Roseveare: What’s 
in the Parcel? 
The true story of Helen 
Roseveare and the hotwater 
bottle. In the jungle an 
orphan baby need a hot 
water bottle. A little girl prays 
for God to send one that 
afternoon and Helen 
Roseveare wonders if her 
prayer will be answered.  
BKCFLL5  $7.85 

David Livingstone: Who is the 
Bravest? 
The true story of David 
Livingstone and his astonishing 
journeys. David did many brave 
things.  David had to be brave - 
but he was brave because he 
trusted in the bravest person of 
all - the Lord Jesus Christ. 
BKCFLL6  $7.85 

Eric Liddell: Are You Ready? 
The race begins and Eric Liddell 
thunders down the track. The 
crowd cheers him on. Eric Liddell 
has spent months preparing 
himself for the Olympics. But he 
has also spent years getting 
ready to serve God. Which is 
more important - winning a gold 
medal or honouring Jesus 
Christ? Can Eric do both? 
BKCFLL9  $8.75 

Mary Slessor: What is it Like? 
Mary Slessor was a fiery young red head who 
led a tough life. She 
travelled to the wild jungles 
of Africa. Wherever she went 
she shared the good news of 
Jesus Christ. It was hard 
work, it was dangerous - but 
it was an adventure to be 
working for God. 
BKCFLL10  $7.85 

John Calvin: What is the Truth? 
As a boy, John Calvin was 
taught many things that weren't 
true. When he discovered the 
truth about God and Jesus Christ 
it was a very exciting time for 
him. God helped him to teach the 
truth to others and he became 
one of the men who started the 
Reformation. 
BKCFLL7  $7.85 

John Know: Who will Save You? 
John Knox was a bright young 
lad who grew up to be a strong 
fighter for freedom and liberty. 
He thundered the truth that 
neither good works, popes or 
priests can save you from sin - 
but Christ alone. The Bible, the 
Word of God that was his 
standard. 
BKCFLL14  $9.60 

Martin Luther: What Should I Do? 
Martin spent a lot of time 
thinking about how to get to 
heaven and how to have his 
sins forgiven. However, as 
he began to read God's 
Word for himself, he 
discovered that the answer 
was not in doing these 
things, but by putting his 
trust in the Lord Jesus 
Christ.  
BKCFLL8  $8.75 

Little Lights Boxed Set #1 
Amy Carmichael, Hudson Taylor, 
Corrie ten Boom, George Muller 
and Helen Roseveare. Five 
volumes in box. 
BKCFLLB1  $33.60 

Books for Preschool to Age 7 

Johnny by Don Morris 
Johnny was a typical boy — always in 
trouble. His troubles, however, brought him 
to know the Lord Jesus as his own Saviour. 
This true story is well illustrated and simply 
told. Paperback. 48 pages.  
Bible Truth Publishers. 
BKBTP3397 $5.30 

Building With Daddy by Sharon L Eby 
Work and play merge together as 6 year old 
Christopher watches Daddy build and deliver 
a mini barn for Mrs. Huffman, and recruits 
sister for a barn-building project of his own. If 
he is faithful in small things, Christopher 
knows he will be trusted with bigger things 
later. Paperback. 46 pages. Christian Light 
Publications. 
BKCLBDA $6.60 

C is for Country: A Farmer’s Alphabet 
by Lorraine Hiebert 
This beautiful book gives you a glimpse 
of country life, covering a broad 
spectrum of activities as you page 
through the alphabet. Featuring large, 
full-color photos, simple rhymes, and 
interesting side notes, this book will 
appeal to children of any age. 
Paperback. 31 pages. Rod & Staff 
Publishers. 
BKRS2157 $6.50 

Jeremy’s Garden by Valerie Miller 
Seven year old Jeremy is excited to grow some seeds in 
his own garden! As Jeremy watches the seeds sprout and 

grow he learns how God makes them grow 
and how thankful he should be for God to 
provide food to eat. When God makes his 
garden grow so well that there is more than 
his family can eat, Jeremy has the thrill of 
selling some of his vegetables and giving 
the money back to the Lord. 
Paperback. 38 pages. TGS International. 
BKTGJGA $5.35 

God’s World and Johnny  
by Dorothy Westlake Andrews 
Johnny has so many questions to ask! He 
wants to know about everything about him. 
Johnny learns about creation, God's care and 
life. Paperback. 103  pages. Rod & Staff 
Publishers. 
BKRSGWJ $7.10 

The Adventures of Rusty and Ryan  
by Shari Beth Martin 
Rusty and Ryan were best friends. They did 
everything together. Being a puppy, Rusty 
has some things to learn. And so did Ryan. 
Read about the time Rusty went to school, 
and also to church. Find out how Rusty 
became a hero. As you read these twenty 
stories, you will learn lessons about 
everyday living. Paperback. 177  pages. 
Christian Light Publications. 
BKCLRUS $14.40 
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My God is So Big by Catherine Mackenzie 
Featuring a fun song for kids to learn and sing, kids 
will be reminded of the strength and greatness of 
our Lord in terms that they can understand. Based 
on the chorus "My God is so 
big!" this is a great book which 
teaches children about the 
strength and power of God. 
Colour illustrations. 
Paperback. 40 pages. 
Christian Focus Publications. 
BKCFMGB $8.75 

Manners Are Homemade Series  
by Brenda Weaver 
Children aren't born with good manners. Home is 
where manners are first taught and practiced. This 
is a series books for preschoolers portraying 
courteous speech and behavior through the lives of 
Caleb and his family. Simple but expressive 
watercolor illustrations make Caleb an appealing 
little boy for children to learn along with as he 
practices his homemade manners in everyday 
situations. 
Paperback. 28 pages. Christian Light Publications. 
 

A Birthday for Caleb  
In this story, Caleb learns that it is fun to share with 

others on his birthday. “Manners 
are homemade, and we want to 
make good ones at our house,” 
Mama often says. Caleb tries, but 
he doesn’t always remember his 
manners. In this book he learns 
the joy of sharing his fourth 
birthday with his big brothers, the 
rest of his family, and his elderly 
neighbours. 
BKCLBFC $10.40 

Red, Yellow, Black, & White  
by Dwayne & Lois Stoltzfus 
This book of  colour photos of children from places 

such as Africa, Afghanistan, 
and Haiti, illustrating their lives 
and trials will spark in children 
a compassion and a desire to 
share with those who are in 
need. Written in poetic 
narrative with only two lines of 
large print per page. 
Paperback. 56 pages. TGS 
International. 
BKTGRYB $6.95 

Someone New at Caleb’s House  
 When Caleb’s baby sister arrives, 
he gets to practice the homemade 
manners Mama and Daddy are 
teaching him. A big brother must 
be kind and gentle. 
BKCLSNC $10.40 

Caleb Finds His Treasure  
Caleb works hard to remember to say “please” and 
“thank you,” and not to ask for candy when visiting 
the neighbours. His older brothers Andrew and Ben 
each have a treasure to show Daddy. I wish I could 
find a treasure, Caleb thinks. Then he finds 

something special outside in a 
pile of leaves. He puts it in his 
pocket to keep it safe until he can 
show Daddy what he found. After 
he loses the treasure, Caleb 
thanks God when it reappears in 
a very unusual place. 
BKCLCFT $8.60 

Nature Discoveries with Uncle Mike Series  
by Mike Atnip 
Learn about God’s wonderful creation. Spectacular 
photography make these books appealing to any 
child. Reading level: Read to 4-7 years; Read 
myself 6-8 years. Hardcover. 48 pages. Size: 177 x 
235mm. TGS International.  

A Day at the Zoo 
Children can visit the 
zoo every day as they 
page through this beautiful 
book. Featuring gazelles, 
bears, gorillas, leopards, and 
many more zoo animals, this 
book is a special treat. See 
God's wonderful design in the 
creatures He made.   
BKTGZOO $13.95 

Wonders in the Sea 
Dive into the wonders of 
discovering the amazing 
creatures of the ocean. 
Uncover astonishing similarities 
of nature below the surface to 
those that “creep upon 
the earth.” 
BKTGWIS $13.95 

Books for Preschool to Age 7 

The Safe Place by Patricia St John 
 The farm is on fire and there is very little that the 
farmer or his family can do. The children watch as 
the barn is engulfed in flames. Thankfully the fire 
engine arrives in time to save the house and slowly 
but surely the family tries to get back to normal. But 
when the farmer is going over the damage he can't 
find the little white hen anywhere. Where could she 
be? A search through the burnt buildings soon 
brings to light the scorched remains of the little white 
hen - but there is new life and new hope. The little 
white hen has died but she has given her life to save 
the lives of her brood of tiny yellow chickens. 
An ideal picture of what Jesus Christ has done for us 
by giving his life for us 
on the cross.  
Full colour illustrations. 
Hardcover. 24 pages. 
Size: 21 x 21cm. 
Christian Focus 
Publications 
Bible Version: author's 
paraphrase  
BKCFSPL $11.75 

Friska My Friend by Patricia St 
John 
When Friska the dog came to 
live with Colin and his family, 
Colin thought that he and Friska 
would be friends for ever. But, 
when Friska disappears, Colin 
begins to find out what 'You are 
mine' really means, and who is 
saying those words to him.   
Large print. Several black & 
white illustrations per chapter. 
Reading level: Read myself: 6-7 
years. Paperback. 96 pages. Scripture Union. 2007. 
Not KJV 
BKKOFMF $9.40 
 
 

The Other Kitten by Patricia St John 
Mark picked up a black and white kitten with four 
white paws and a white nose. 'We'll have this one,' 
he said. 'No,' said Carol, picking up a grey tabby, 
'we're having this one, and I'll call it Fluff because 
it's so soft.' But choosing a kitten soon turns into 
an argument, and the argument nearly turns into 
disaster! Not only do Mark and 
Carol learn about sharing but 
they also learn that they can 
belong to God's family.  
Large print. Several black & 
white illustrations per chapter. 
Reading level: Read myself: 6-
7 years. Paperback. 96 pages. 
Scripture Union. 2007. Not KJV 
BKKOOTK $9.25 
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Sarah and Paul Go Back to School 
by Derek Prime 
Sarah and Paul love to ask 
questions. They are just like normal 
children. They squabble, have fun, 
spend time with their parents, go on 
outings and go to church and start a 
new school year. One of the boys in 
their class likes to laugh at the twins' 
Christian beliefs and ask them 
difficult questions but this helps the 
twins learn more about God and the 
Bible. Questions and activities follow 

each chapter. Black & white illustrations on most 
pages. Read to 5-6 years, Read myself 7-10 years. 
Paperback. 76 pages. Christian Focus Publications. 
BKCFSPS $7.85 

Sarah and Paul Go On Holiday Again 
by Derek Prime 
At last the holidays have come. For weeks Sarah 
and Paul have been planning what to 
do. As they explore the seaside, go 
on trips and have special treats, they 
also discover what it means to be a 
Christian. Questions and activities 
follow each chapter. Black & white 
illustrations on most pages. Read to 
5-6 years, Read myself 7-10 years. 
Paperback. 92 pages.  
Christian Focus Publications. 
BKCFSPG $7.00 

Sarah and Paul Have a Visitor 
by Derek Prime 
There is much excitement in the MacDonald's house 
when Robert comes to stay. He's only four years old 
so there are many things he doesn't know and can't 
do. This means lots of questions and activities for 
the family. In the middle of all the fun 
Robert and the twins can learn a few 
lessons about the Lord Jesus. 
Questions and activities follow each 
chapter. Black & white illustrations on 
most pages. Read to 5-6 years, Read 
myself 7-10 years. Paperback. 78 
pages.  
Christian Focus Publications. 
BKCFSPH $8.75 

That’s So Weird! by Kathleen Long Bostrom 
A fun and appealing look at 
the whos, whats, and whys of 
the Bible. The Bible is full of 
important and meaningful 
stories and lessons. But it's 
also home to some unusual 
and intriguing facts that kids 
may not discover in their 
normal Bible study activities. 
Geared to emerging readers 
and presented with a colourful and graphic feel, 
this book will introduce to children 100 fun and 
interesting facts about characters, places, and 
events in the Bible and will help children relate 
those facts to their own world. It's sure to motivate 
even reluctant readers to dip into the Bible.  
Paperback. 110 pages. 17.8 x 17.8cm. Worthy 
Kids 
BKKOTSW $10.95 

That’s So Weird! 100 Fun 
and Fascinating People in 
the Bible by Pamela 
Kennedy & Anne Kennedy 
Brady 
Most children are familiar 
with the stories of Moses, 
David, Jesus, and other well-
known Bible characters, but 
this book of fun and unusual 
trivia introduces the people 

of the Bible in a whole new way! Geared toward 
emerging readers, this colourful, graphically fresh 
book will introduce children to 100 fun and 
interesting facts about the people in the Bible -- 
who they were, how they lived, and what they did. 
it's sure to motivate even reluctant readers to dip 
into the Bible.  
Paperback. 110 pages. 17.8 x 17.8cm. Worthy 
Kids 
BKKOTWP $12.60 

Wild and Wacky Things in the Bible  
by April Lotempio 
The Bible, particularly the Old 
Testament, is full of stories of 
strange and unusual 
happenings. Strange because 
they are unfamiliar and 
unexpected and hard to 
understand. Frogs infest a 
palace. A donkey talks. Rivers 
turn to blood. These events 
may seem impossible, but the 
Bible says they all happened. 
This book will explore each 
weird and wacky event by looking at it through the 
lens of its cultural or theological relevance. And by 
pairing the story with engaging colourful artwork, 
this collection will draw in even the reluctant 
reader.  
Reading level: Read myself 6-12 years. 
Paperback. 
150 pages. Worthy Kids. ESV, NIV, NLT  
BKKOWWT $15.10 

Books for Ages 6-10 

Daddy on the Mend by Tina Fehr 
Daddy opened his eyes and smiled a little at 
Andrew. “God is taking care of me,” 
he said. But his voice was not the 
strong, cheerful Daddy-voice that 
Andrew was used to hearing. All 
summer while Daddy’s broken leg 
heals, Andrew and his family learn 
about God’s care, their church 
family’s love, and about being 
patient and kind. True story. 
Paperback. 84 pages. Christian 
Light Publications. 
BKCLDTM $8.75 

More Trouble Than Trouble Creek by Tina Fehr 
Splash! Andrew sucked in his breath as he felt cold 
water on his back and legs. The water wasn’t deep, 
but it was cold and muddy. He scrambled up the 
bank, his sopping shoes slipping and skidding. He 
scowled at his sister. “Megan, this is all your fault!” 
Andrew and his siblings are having trouble getting 
along. They argue, call each other names, and 
sometimes avoid each other. Daddy and Mom have 
a solution for the trouble in the family, but can nine 
year old Andrew learn to show love to his brothers 

and sisters? 
Sequel to Daddy on the Mend but 
can be read independently. True 
story. 
Paperback. 75 pages. Christian 
Light Publications. 
BKCLMTC $10.10 

These are My People 
by Mildred T Howard 
"Somehow, some way, I know the 
Lord wants me in China," Gladys 
Aylward wrote. But how was she 
ever going to get there? She had 
no education, no money, and no 
mission board to send her. The 
true story of how God led Gladys 
Aylward from London to the 
mountain ranges of the Shanshi 
province. Her steadfast faith 
touched Chinese hearts from all walks of life; her 
nursing skill saved the lives of many war-stricken 
Chinese; and her compassion led her to provide a 
home for hundreds of Chinese children.160 pages. 
Large print and black and white illustrations. Paper-
back. JourneyForth. 
BKJFMYP $13.95 

The Curious Kid's Guide to 
Heroes & Villains of the 
Bible by Laura Smith & Doug 
Powell 
Does the Bible really have 
heroes and villains? This 
exciting book answers that 
question with an emphatic 
"Yes!" as it dives into the 
courageous acts and cunning 
plots of the Bible's most 
famous and infamous 

characters. Readers can investigate each person 
as they browse through profiles packed with 
helpful stats, origin stories, summaries of the 
person's most heroic or villainous actions, and 
colourful maps and images. Full of surprising facts 
and awe-inspiring occurrences, this collection 
offers a uniquely engaging look at the Bible. 
Paperback. 112 pages. 16.5 x 23.2cm. Worthy 
Kids. NIV 
BKKOCKH $14.10 

Boys Just Like Me by Jean Stapleton 
We might think that people in Bible times were 
different from us (much braver and better than we 
are), but that isn't true. They were just like us - just 
like you, in fact! There are fifty different stories in this 
book, with Bible verses to read that 
will teach you about the boys and 
men in the Bible who trusted God. 
Find out about them and about 
yourself by discovering God's 
Word that He has written for you! 
Can be read as a daily devotional. 
A few black & white illustrations. 
Padded hardcover, ribbon marker. 
123 pages. Size: 140 x 100mm. 
Christian Focus Publications. Bible 
Version: NKJV  
BKCFBOY $10.20 

 

Girls Just Like You by Jean Stapleton 
We might think that people in Bible times were 
different from us (much braver and better than we 
are), but that isn't true. They were just like us - just 
like you, in fact! There are fifty different stories in this 
book, with Bible verses to read that will teach you 
about the girls and women in the 
Bible who trusted God. Find out 
about them and about yourself by 
discovering God's Word that He 
has written for you! 
Can be read as a daily devotional. 
A few black & white illustrations. 
Padded hardcover, ribbon marker. 
123 pages. Size: 140 x 100mm. 
Christian Focus Publications. 
Bible Version: NKJV  
BKCFGIR $10.50 

 

God’s Amazing Creatures & Me by Helen Haidle 
A creation devotional for children ages 6-10, which 
shows detailed, pen and ink illustrations of animals -
- mammals, insects, birds -- paired with a description 
of each, then an application for the youthful reader. 
In exploring God's awesome nature, it is helpful for 
children to understand God's design for them. For 
example, just as the monarch butterfly emerges from 
a cocoon to soar to heights above the clouds, so too 
can we all rest in the knowledge that God has made 
each of us special, and He has great love and a plan 
for us. More than 40 animals, 
birds, fish, and bugs display 
principles for youngsters to 
follow as they learn more about 
God's kingdom---and 
themselves! Each "meditation" 
includes information about 
God's creation, a Bible lesson, 
reflection questions, and a 
memory verse. (Uses mostly 
NKJV). Spiral paperback. 95 
pages. Master Books. 

BKKOGAC $13.10 
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 Books for Ages 6-10 

Ocean Adventures by Peter Schriemer 
Uncover the Mysteries of the Hawaiian Is-
lands. Giant humpback whales and squishy sea 
cucumbers, colour-changing lizards and spiders 
with smiley faces on their backs―they all live in a 
beautiful place: the islands of Hawaii. From the 

oceans to the seashore 
to the mountaintops, 
come discover the amaz-
ing creatures of Hawaii 
and the places where 
they live. Learn how God 
created each one special 
and with an important 
purpose.  
Colour photos through-
out. Paperback. 
40 pages. Zondervan 

BKKOOCE $8.60 

Wilderness Discoveries by Peter Schriemer 
The Wonders of the Great Lakes Region Await! 
Come explore the Great Lakes region, a place 
where hawks soar overhead, monarch butterflies 
spread colorful wings, beavers build underwater 
fortresses, and a stick might suddenly scurry away. 
Learn about the fascinating creatures God designed 

to live in a special place 
called the Great Lakes 
region, which he created 
just for these creatures. 
Find out about the amazing 
things they do and how 
God made each one for a 
purpose all its own.  
Colour photos throughout. 
Paperback. 40 pages. 
Zondervan 
BKKOWIL $6.00 

On Yonder Mountain by Milly Howard 
Sarah and her doll Emmy Lou are all alone. Every other child she 
knows is a boy, and all six-year-old Sarah wants is another girl in her 
one-room schoolhouse. How will Sarah get along with the boys on 
Yonder Mountain? Will she make new friends? Will she forgive Lijah 
and Trace for what happens to her doll? Will her prayer for another 
girl on Yonder Mountain be answered? From sugaring off the maple 
sugar, spelling bees, carding wool, and learning lessons of life, this 
Christian fiction shows Sarah learning the most important lesson of 
all—learning to trust God to answer her prayers. 
Reading level: Read to 5-6; Read myself 7-9. Paperback. 128 pages. 
Journey Forth. 
BKJFOYM $14.15 

A Home for Virginia by Patricia St John 
When an old miner is left with the job of bringing up 
the newborn Virginia he doesnt realise that it will 
change his life forever. As he cleans the dust and 
cobwebs away for the new arrival, we see that is 
also what the Holy Spirit does in our lives. He starts 
a work in our hearts and 
our lives are changed 
forever.  
Full colour illustrations. 
Hardcover. 24 pages. 
Size: 21 x 21cm. 
Christian Focus 
Publications 
Bible Version: author's 
paraphrase  
BKCFHFV $14.15 

 Answers Books for Kids (Ages 6-12) 

Kids are never short of questions—and now there are answers to some of their most difficult ones regarding the Bible and faith! Answers are important. If children 

aren’t given answers to their questions about the Bible and the history it reveals, they cannot defend their faith against a fallen world. The Answers Book for Kids series 

is a unique collection of question-answer books from Ken Ham and the creative team at Answers in Genesis that meet this need.  

The Answers Book for Kids Volume 1  
by Ken Ham & Cindy Malott 

The story of Creation 
and the Garden of Eden 
are familiar ones. But 
they also present a 
wonderful opportunity to 
share important biblical 
truths with eagerly 
questioning minds 
through answers that 
even the youngest 
believer can understand. 
In Volume 1, children get 
answers to the top 22 

questions on Creation and the Fall. 
BKAGAK1 $11.20 

The Answers Book for Kids Volume 4  
by Ken Ham & Cindy Malott 

At the heart of the 
Bible is the theme of 
sin, salvation through 
Christ, and guidance 
for living the kind of life 
that honors our 
Creator God. Since 
Adam and Eve chose 
to disobey in the 
Garden of Eden, 
questions about sin, 
salvation, and the 
Christian life have 

often puzzled us. This book gives answers 
intended to form a strong and lasting faith 
foundation in the next generation. More 
importantly, it will set the example of seeking 
answers—even for the toughest questions—in 
God’s Word, our final authority.  
BKAGAK4 $8.35 

The Answers Book for Kids Volume 3  
by Ken Ham & Cindy Malott 

Even adults struggle to 
understand our 
Creator—the infinite 
Being who seeks a 
personal relationship 
with each of us. Now 
kids can begin to 
understand both God’s 
Holy Word and the 
importance of Him in 
their lives—what He 
expects from them, 
why it is vital to follow 

His plan for their lives, and the love He has for 
them. This book will give you the opportunity to 
leave a legacy to the children in your life. A legacy 
of trust in God and His Word. 
BKAGAK3 $10.70 

The Answers Book for Kids Volume 5  
by Ken Ham & Bodie Hodge 

When kids look up at the 
stars in the night sky, 
they will always have 
questions! Take this 
amazing opportunity to 
share some of God's 
answers and help 
strengthen their faith. 
Stars can provide a 
starting point to learn 
important facts like: 
How big is our galaxy? 
What is the purpose of 

stars? How hot are the sun and other stars? 
Will the sun ever run out or blow up? In Volume 5, 
children get answers to the top 20 questions on 
space and astronomy.  
BKAGAK5 $11.20 

The Answers Book for Kids Volume 6  
by Ken Ham & Bodie Hodge 

Kids may know the 
biblical account of the 
Tower of Babel, but 
there is more to this 
important event than just 
the confusion of 
languages. And they 
may have heard of the 
Ice Age, but it seemed 
confusing. Now 
discover: 
How big was the Tower 
of Babel? In what time 

period was the Tower of Babel built? What is the Ice 
Age? How does an ice age happen? In Volume 6, 
children get answers to the top 22 questions on 
Babel and the Ice Age. 
BKAGAK6 $11.20 

The Answers Book for Kids Volume 2  
by Ken Ham & Cindy Malott 

Dinosaurs are 
fascinating creatures 
that kids simply adore, 
and even the youngest 
believer can recite the 
biblical account of Noah 
and his Ark. Now 
discover how to answer 
some of kids’ most 
interesting questions 
about dinosaurs and 
Noah’s Ark!  
Choosing the 22 hardest 

questions kids have about dinosaurs and the Flood 
of Noah, Ken Ham and the creative team at Answers 
In Genesis give understandable answers. 
BKAGAK2 $11.20 

Story Time with Grandma by Mary Eliza-
beth Yoder                                                                     
Short stories for bedtime teaching Biblical 
principles and character-building lessons. 
Includes some Bible stories. 4-9 years. 
BKCLSTO $5.20                                       
Also available: Audiobook 
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Trouble at Silver Pines Inn by Gloria Repp 
Nick visits Silver Pines Inn with high hopes for 
adventure, but he keeps getting into trouble, 
especially with his bedridden 
grandfather. Finally he meets 
Kashi, a Japanese man, and 
together they fly kites, rescue an 
injured sea gull, and attempt to 
befriend Nick's grandfather. 
Fiction. Paperback. 149 pages. 
Journeyforth.  
BKJFPIN $13.95 

A Father’s Promise by Donnalynn Hess 
When the Nazi forces invade Poland, Rudi finds out 
that he is Hitler's enemy not only because he is a 
Pole but also because he's a Jew and a Christian. 
The next few years change Rudi's life forever. With 
only his imprisoned father's promise that they will be 

reunited after the war, Rudi must 
learn how to survive in hiding, how 
to be truly brave, and how to 
overcome the hatred of his 
enemies. He must learn to die to 
himself and to trust the God who is 
mightier than any army. Fiction. 
Paperback. 262 pages. 
Journeyforth 
BKJFFAT $13.95 

The Good News Must Go Out 
Stories of God at work in Central African Republic. 
From one old woman's prayer a young girl was 
brought to faith, a missionary was sent to Africa 
and then a church was born from among the 
people of Central Africa. Missionaries from the 
West came with the message of Jesus Christ - but 
it was the men and women saved 
from cannibalism, the young boys 
who herded goats and who carted 
water who really brought the Good 
News even farther to more and 
more villages and homesteads in 
Africa ... and the Good News must 
go out.  
172 pages.  
BKCFGOO $8.60 
 

Witness Men  
Stories of God at work in Papua, 
Indonesia. In 1938, in the remote 
highlands of a mountainous island, 
explorers discovered thousands 
upon thousands of tribal people. 
Missionaries began to come, to 
bring the Good News of the Gospel 
of Jesus Christ. Little did they know 

that many of the people of the tribes were waiting . 
. . waiting . . . for someone to come and help them 
out of the darkness of their old way of life. True 
missionary stories of the gospel spreading 
throughout the highlands of Papua, Indonesia, 
from 1955 to 2010, when one of the tribes 
received their first New Testaments.  
143 pages.  
BKCFWIT $9.25 
 

The Young Refugees series by Ed Dunlop 

The exciting adventures of Hans and his younger sister, Gretchen, in numerous close calls with Nazi sol-

diers during the Second World War. Exciting historical fiction with excellent Christian teaching. Journeyforth. 

 

Escape to Leichtenstein (Book 1) 
Hans and his sister Gretchen who discover a young Jewish boy hiding from Nazi troops. 
While all three children know that Jacob will not be safe until he crosses over the Austrian 
border, Hans and Gretchen have no idea that Jacob is also smuggling something even 
more important that is valuable to him, to the Jewish people, and to the enemy.  
160 pages. 
BKJFYR1 $13.95   
 

The Search for the Silver Eagle (Book 2) 
Follow twelve-year-old Hans, his father, and his younger sister as they are pursued by the 
Nazis from Switzerland to France. In this book Hans and Gretchen not only escape to 
safety, but also help the locals resist the Germans, rescue a downed American pilot, and 
recover the prototype weapon that must not fall into enemy hands during their harrowing 
chases and narrow escapes.  168 pages.  
BKJFYR2  $13.95  

The Incredible Rescues (Book 3) 
Fourteen-year-old Hans and Gretchen assist the Swedish diplomat Raoul Wallenberg by 
delivering food, messages, and hope to the many Jewish people in various locations 
around the city of Budapest. Throughout the pages of this book, they assist Mr. Wallenberg 
in evacuating many Jewish people from Hungary during the closing days of World War II. 
Trust in the Lord is the focus of this Christian fiction book. 
176 pages.  
BKJFYR3 $13.95   

Hidden Heroes series by Rebecca Davis 
True stories of God at work around the world. The Hidden Heroes series of true missionary stories tells these true stories of the work of God through little-known 
Western missionaries and through the national Christians of the lands . . . over the last two hundred years, and up to the present day. 
Written on the upper-elementary level, but with adults in mind too, the Hidden Heroes series of true missionary stories is designed for family read-alouds and class-
room discussions. Paperback. Christian Focus Publications. 

 

With Two Hands 
Stories of God at work in Ethiopia. Why would a 
crippled old man wait by the side of the road every 
day for twenty years? Why would a slave and a 

witch doctor walk for three days to 
find a man called Jesus? Why would 
a lame man purposely walk to a tribe 
where he knew he could be killed? 
Sixteen captivating episodes from 
one Christian mission in Ethiopia 
show the power of God in the midst 
of darkness.  
172 pages. 
BKCFWTH $8.40 
   

Return of the White Book  
Stories of God at work in Southeast 
Asia. When Adoniram Judson took 
the Gospel, the good news about the 
Lord Jesus, to the people of Burma 
in 1813, he didn’t know that high up 
in the hills lived a tribe of people 
whose ancient stories and songs served as 
continual reminders that one day the White Book 
that their ancestors had lost would be brought back 
to them. Sixteen chapters tell stories of the 
transformation that the Word of God brought to the 
Hill Tribes of Southeast Asia.  
143 pages.  
BKCFRET $8.40 
 

Lights in a Dark Place 
Stories of God at work in Columbia. 
Colombia has been known as a land of 
violence—Colombian people have 
reacted to the Gospel of Jesus Christ 
by cursing  the messengers, beating 
them, kidnapping them, killing them, 
burning down their houses. But from 
those burnings have shot out sparks 

and flames and beams of light, as the gospel has 
continued to shine forth in the midst of darkness. 
God has conquered demons of darkness, delivered 
people from burning houses, healed ones who 
cursed and even rescued kidnapers. 14 stories of 
the Light of the World shining in the land of 
Colombia, South America. 
143 pages.  
BKCFLDP $8.60 
 

Living Water in the Desert  
More Muslims in Iran have come to faith in Christ in 
the last thirty years than in the thirteen hundred 
years that Islam has been in the 
country. In a land that is notorious 
for persecution, through the lives 
of missionaries and Iranian be-
lievers God's word is being 
spread far and wide. Seventeen 
chapters tell true stories of the 
Living Water of Jesus Christ 
pouring out for thirsty people to 
drink in the country of Iran. 
143 pages.  
BKCFLWD $8.60 

Sarah’s Long Ride by Susan Page Davis 
Sarah Piper and her horse, Icicle, are registered for the Bandi-
coot 100, a long distance horseback riding race. But tragedy 
strikes, leaving Sarah without a mother or a partner for the 
race. Sarah must move to a new home to live with her Uncle 
Joe and continue training for the race, learning new endur-
ance, patience, love, and understanding. Together with the 
help of Icicle, her friends and family, and God, she must find 
the endurance and strength to follow her dream. Paperback. 
173 pages. Journeyforth.  
BKJFSLR $13.95 

Peanut Butter Friends in a Chop Suey World  
by Deb Brammer 
When Amy's family moves to Taiwan to begin missionary 
work, she is determined to be a good missionary. But the 
neighbour girls laugh at her, and Sunday services at the 
Chinese church become an ordeal. It seems that the only 
place she feels comfortable is at the English- speaking 
school with her "peanut butter" friends.  Paperback. 177 
pages. Reading level: 9-12 years. Journeyforth.  
BKJFPBF $13.95 

Books for Ages 8-12 
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Summer with the Moodys (Book 1) 
This book celebrates the adventures of everyday life in a 
Christian family. Come along with the Moodys as they help a 
widowed neighbour, start small businesses for the children, 
enjoy a family fun night, live normal life, and wrap up the 
book with two special surprises! Woven throughout the book 
is the Moodys' love for the Lord and their enjoyment of time 
together. Children (parents too!) will love Mr. and Mrs. 
Moody, Max, Mollie, Mitch, and Maddie—they'll come away 
challenged and encouraged. 206 pages. 
BKTIMO01 $18.65 

Moody Family Series by Sarah Maxwell 

The Moody Family series is a set of books written about the everyday life and adventures of a Christian homeschooling family. Each book spans about three months 

in the Moody Family. While the books are fictional, the author has drawn from her own real-life experiences to make these books come alive. The books display 

positive role-models and encourage children in obedience, cheerfulness, respect and many other Biblical teachings. One black & white illustration per chapter. Pa-

perback. KJV. Titus2 

Autumn with the Moodys (Book 2) 
The Moodys begin their new homeschool year. Not only is 
Mom experiencing morning sickness, but Maple, the eleven-
week-old puppy, adds her twist of excitement. Packed into the 
book, you'll find the Moodys helping their grandparents move 
nearby, an emergency trip to the doctor's office, puppy 
training, birthday excitement, blessing neighbors, 
homeschooling--and to wrap the book up--a special 
Thanksgiving surprise! 208 pages. 
BKTIMO02 $18.65 

Winter with the Moodys (Book 3) 
This book begins with midnight excitement. Then, early in 
December, Miss Carolyn, the midwife, comes to the house to 
check on Mom and her baby. Throughout the book, friendly 
but slightly eccentric Mr. Delome pops over for a few 
unexpected visits. As Christmas approaches, the Moodys are 
busy preparing to bless others. Mrs. Bagwell invites Mrs. 
Moody and the children over to visit her one afternoon. 
Grandpa's life transformation is woven throughout the story. 
The heart-stopping conclusion contains a surprise ending that 
will thrill and delight you. 206 pages. 
BKTIMO03 $18.65 

Spring with the Moodys (Book 4) 
As the twins' birth nears, the children want to bless Mom, and 
their surprising idea for how to do that is a huge success. In 
the midst of waiting for the twins, a pet-sitting job is 
unexpectedly given to them and brings its own excitement. 
There is incredible joy when the Moody twins arrive! Mr. 
Delome, the neighbour across the street, continues to be part 
of the Moodys' lives along with other familiar characters. 208 
pages. 
BKTIMO04 $18.65 

Summer Days with the Moodys (Book 5) 
Will Max, Mollie, Mitch, and Maddie start summer 
businesses? What about Mr. Delome across the street—what 
is he like now that he's saved? Will Mr. Gibson (also know as 
Big Red) be in this book? Are Grandpa and Grandma going 
to move next door? The book begins with an unexpected 
twist and a heart-pulling event occurs near the end. Packed 
in between is helping an elderly couple, moving the twins into 
the children's room, testing time at Grandma's, celebrating 
the 4th of July in Moody style, developing more of a 
friendship with Mrs. Bagwell, and much more! 208 pages. 
BKTIMO05 $18.65 

Autumn Days with the Moodys (Book 6) 
Now that Mrs. Bagwell is saved, what will she be like? Will the 
Moodys have a “normal” few months? What will the bank and 
Mitch have in common? What excitement will happen to the 
Moodys in this book?  
The book starts with an unexpected event, and then guests 
are scheduled to come. Their visit leaves the Moodys with a 
surprise challenge. Mr. Gibson’s wife is a key part of this story 
line, and a trip to the apple orchard becomes a special family 
time. Come join the Moodys as they delight in serving the 
Lord Jesus! 208 pages. 
BKTIMO06 $18.65 

Winter Days with the Moodys (Book 7) 
How do the Moodys deal with a challenging, yet not 
uncommon, situation? What will the holiday season hold? How 
will the Moodys share Jesus with others? What is Maddie's 
special birthday gift?  A surprising event happens after a 
simple excursion to the grocery store. Then, follow the family 
as they make their Christmas season special. Later the girls 
and Mom go on a shopping trip, and Mitch pays a visit to the 
eye doctor. The weekly neighbourhood Bible study continues, 
and while preparing, Mom encounters the vacuum. Two 
chances to bless others through I-J-N (In Jesus' Name) are 
woven into the story line. 224 pages. 
BKTIMO07 $18.50 

Christmas Comes to Sunflower (Companion Volume to 
Book 7) 
A surprise encounter at Sunflower’s Post Office gives Mollie an 
idea. Christmas is a special time of year, and Max, Mollie, and 
Mitch are determined to bless Joey. Time is against them as 
they face multiple obstacles in their quest. Will they be able to 
make Joey’s dream come true in time for Christmas?  
This story is set in the Winter Days timeline, and a special 
Reading Guide is included in Christmas Comes to Sunflower, 
allowing you to read both book simultaneously. 64 pages. 
BKTIMOCH $10.20 

Spring Days with the Moodys (Book 8) 
With characteristic Moody excitement, the book opens with a 
midnight adventure, involving Max and Maple. Celebrating 
birthdays, a trip to the drive-through wildlife animal safari, a 
surprise for Max, blessing others, homeschool joy, an 
encounter with Mr. Gibson, and a special wedding 
celebration. 208 pages. 
BKTIMO08 $18.50 

Exciting Times with the Moodys (Book 9) 
jumps right into summertime adventures with this special 
family loved by children across the world. 
Aunt Olga’s invitation for the family to come to Colorado has 
created quite a stir for the Moodys. Life kicks into full swing as 
Max and Mitch start a new business, and the family begins 
their summer schedule. The Moodys also welcome the 
newlyweds back to the neighbourhood. In addition, Joey and 
his dog, Snowflake, are an important part of the storyline.192 
pages. 
BKTIMO09 $18.65 

Colorado with the Moodys (Book 10) 
The book begins as the Moodys arrive in Aspen Hollow to visit 
Aunt Olga. Come along with the Moodys as they experience 
the joys and challenges of preparing to sell Aunt Olga’s cabin, 
frequent encounters with the neighbor lady, Mrs. Tad, and a 
deer named Fred. 
In between cabin work and unexpected adventures, the 
Moodys celebrate Aunt Olga’s birthday and also take their big 
hike to Emerald Lake. Will Max, Mollie, and Mitch’s efforts to 
prepare for a difficult hike pay off? 
Colorado with the Moodys is the biggest book of the series, 
and it’s packed with adventure. 240 pages. 
BKTIMO10 $19.30 

Books for Ages 8-12 

Sunflower's Christmas Miracle (Series Finale) 
Christmas is right around the corner in Sunflower, and life is 
full of surprises.  
Some good, some not. Mr. Gibson is at the root of them, but 
what can twelve-year-old Moses do? At the town hall 
meeting, Moses is proud to watch his older brother stand up 
against opposition, but the new piece of information is 
troubling. When their Christmas season turns into a crisis, 
can Moses handle what’s before him? Sunflower’s Christmas 
Miracle will tug your heartstrings in this incredible story of 
hope and love. 96 pages. 
BKTIMOSU $13.55 
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How God Stopped the Pirates and Other 
Devotional Stories by Joel R Beeke & Diane Kleyn 
As the pirates near the helpless ship they raise their 
grappling irons and prime their cannons for battle. 

The captain stands ready to defend 
his vessel and the lives of the people 
on board. The missionaries go to 
their cabins to pray. Can anyone 
stop these pirates? God can. There 
are lots of stories in this book. Read 
about the pirates, a burglar and a 
Russian servant girl as well as many 
other stories about the amazing 
things that missionaries get up to as 
well as how God can change lives. 

Includes questions. Themes: Missionary Tales and 
Remarkable Conversions 
Reading level: Read to 6-8; Read myself 9-12. 
Paperback. 168 pages. Christian Focus Publications. 
BKCFPIR $10.20 
 

How God Used a Thunderstorm and Other 
Devotional Stories by Joel R Beeke & Diane Kleyn 
The mountains are dark and looming as the 
lightening splits across the sky. The forest offers 
shelter and in the distance the traveller spots a lamp. 
Rushing towards the door he doesn't realise that 
someone has planned this journey - there is a 
woman in the house who needs to hear about her 
loving Savior, Jesus Christ. God has sent the 
traveller to tell her about himself.  
There are lots of stories in this book. Read about the 
thunderstorm, some hidden treasure 
and a Bible in a suitcase as well as 
many other stories about how we 
should live for God and read his 
word. Includes questions. Themes: 
Living for God and The Value of 
Scripture.   
Reading level: Read to 6-8; Read 
myself 9-12. Paperback. 168 pages. 
Christian Focus Publications. 
BKCFTHU $8.75 
 

How God Sent a Dog to Save a Family and Other 
Devotional Stories by Joel R Beeke & Diane Kleyn 
Emma and Alex have had nothing to eat all day and 
there is no food in the kitchen or the store cupboard. 
Their mother has no money to buy food and all that 
she can do is pray that somehow, someone will send 
them something to eat. But in the morning something 
is scratching at the door and the children go out to 
investigate. 
Find out who or what it is and discover how God has 

answered the families' prayers. Read 
other stories too about flying bread, 
Martha's Raven and the Stolen Sleigh. 
You will find out about how God cares 
for us and about how children can 
believe in him. Includes questions. 
Themes: God's care and childhood 
faith.  
Reading level: Read to 6-8; Read 
myself 9-12. Paperback. 168 pages. 
Christian Focus Publications. 

BKCFGDO $10.20 
 

Ivan and the Moscow Circus (Book 1) 
While on a trip, Ivan meets a circus 
performer whose uncle has been 
imprisoned for criticizing the communist 
government. Read how God uses a 
Canadian journalist to help Ivan's family 
face the powerful Secret Police. 160 
pages. 

BKCFIV1 $8.50   
 

Ivan series by Myrna Grant 

The Ivan series is designed to give children a glimpse of what it means to be a believer under communistic/
atheistic rule in Russia in conditions where secrecy, fear of discovery, interrogations, and the injustice of a 
communist/atheistic society were a part of everyday living. This series introduces a different culture and 
historical period, yet Ivan and his sister Katya face some of the same struggles all children face. Do they 
want to please God more than man? Do they believe God can keep them safe? Do they believe in His 
sovereignty? The Gospel is explained in simple language, and scripture is woven throughout the books in a 
natural, not contrived, manner. Christian Focus Publications. 

Ivan and the Daring Escape (Book 2) 
God uses Ivan's skill at football to outwit 
the Moscow Secret Police and help his 
friend, Pyotr, escape imprisonment at a 
children's home. 144 pages. 
BKCFIV2 $8.50   
 

Ivan and the Informer (Book 3) 
Ivan is taken in for questioning by the police after 

he attends a secret Bible study. Thinking 
that he is now an informer, his Christian 
friends no longer trust him. Ivan knows 
there is an informer, but who is it? How 
can Ivan clear his name? What should 
he do? 128 pages. 
BKCFIV3 $8.50   

Ivan and the Hidden Bible (Book 4) 
Ivan and his sister Katya get the chance 
to work on a Lenin Collective Farm, the 
farm that once belonged to their 
grandfather. The best part? There just 
might be a hidden Bible somewhere on 
the farm! 144 pages. 
BKCFIV4 $8.50   
 

Ivan and the American Journey 
(Book 6) 

Ivan wrestles with the Christian's role in 
helping Soviet defectors. Will he tell the 
authorities about the defectors or will he 
help them even if it means risking his 
own life? 144 pages. 
BKCFIV6 $8.50   
 

Ivan and the Secret in the Suitcase 
(Book 5) 
While taking much-needed warm clothing 
back to his desperate friends, Ivan 
attempts to smuggle Bibles right under 
the noses of the suspicious government 
officials in Soviet Russia. 144 pages. 
BKCFIV5 $8.50   
 

How to be a Bible Warrior  
by CM Mackenzie 
If you were a warrior you'd have a 
sharp, shiny sword and an army of 
soldiers to fight with. There might be a 
giant to attack, or a throng of enemy 
soldiers to defeat. But is that all there 
is to being a warrior? And what does 

it mean to be a Bible Warrior? Abraham, David, 
Moses, Joshua, Gideon and Jehoshaphat are all 
men from the Bible who fought in real life battles, 
but the lessons we learn from their lives are not 
about sword skills or battle tactics, they are about 
honouring God and glorifying him. We learn about 
how God wants us to fight evil, to stand up for the 
truth and to trust in him to be our Lord and Leader, 
Defender and the Victor. You can learn from them 
and be like them too. But most of all you can learn 
to be like Jesus - the One who fought sin and won, 
who fought Satan and won and who fought death 
and won! Paperback. 128 pages. Christian Focus 
Publications. 
BKCFWAR $9.25 

Books for Ages 8-12 

Finding Change by Sarah Maxwell 
Ten-year-old Emma and her younger brother, 
Ethan, have just moved to the tight-knit community 
of Hill Top, which Emma hopes will be their home 
for a long time. Adventure is right around the 
corner, and with Taffy, Emma’s English Cream 
Golden Retriever, in the mix, there’s never a dull 
moment. But trouble brews for Dad’s job, and 
uncertain times shake their home. Meanwhile, 
Emma observes Mom and neighbor-girl Brooke’s 
faith, knowing she doesn’t have it. The bake 
contest lures Emma to church, and she’s flooded 
with memories of a tragic event 
and the bitterness it left. Emma 
again resolves that she will never 
ever forgive Aunt Nicole. Ups and 
downs and twists and turns fill the 
pages of Finding Change until a 
dreaded visit by her aunt brings 
Emma face-to-face with the 
biggest decision of her life.  
This is the first book in the Hill 
Top Adventures series - a new set 
of books written about the 
everyday life and adventures of a 
Christian homeschooling family. 
Reading level: Read to 6 years +; 
Read myself 7-12 years 
One black & white illustration per chapter. 
Paperback. 225 pages. Titus 2. 
BKTIHT01 $14.60 

NEW Learning Lessons by Sarah Maxwell 
Ten-year-old Emma’s world has taken on a new 
sparkle now that she’s a Christian. She forgives 
Aunt Shannon for the accident which took her little 

sister’s life and then learns to 
live out that forgiveness. 
Trouble is brewing with 
Landlady over Taffy. Ethan’s 
not worried, claiming Landlady’s 
all bark and no bite, and he 
teaches Taffy the game of Find 
It. Autumn days fly by for Emma 
and Ethan, with adventures at 
the coffee shop (even Lucy, the 
parrot, makes an appearance), 
helping with Hunter’s leaf 
business, a city-wide yard sale, 
and a day at the library. The 
new neighbor twins add their 
own share of surprises. All the 

while, tension builds with Landlady, and when 
Emma is faced with her biggest fear, what will she 
do?                                                             This is 
the second book in the Hill Top Adventures series - 
a new set of books written about the everyday life 
and adventures of a Christian homeschooling 
family. Reading level: Read to 6 years +; Read 
myself 7-12 years 
10  black & white illustrations. Paperback. 243 
pages. Titus 2.                                                        
BKTIHT02 $18.50 

 

How to Handle Your Life...   
by Carine Mackenzie 
Encouraging children to start a 
daily habit of Bible reading, prayer 
and meditation is important. 
Carine Mackenzie, an established 
children's Christian author, has 
compiled this collection of stories 
from her own life. Appropriate 
Bible passages are suggested for 
daily reading and prayer points are suggested. The 
book is also illustrated with some appropriate black 
and white illustrations. It is an excellent devotional 
tool for 7 to 11 years old as well as holding great 
potential for children's talks and assemblies. The 
puzzle feature really sets this book apart from the 
others and will give an extra dimension to a child's 
devotional life. (Uses NKJV Scriptures) 
Paperback. 205 pages. Christian Focus 
Publications. 
BKCFHTH $11.35 
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Jungle Doctor’s Fables by Paul White 
Monkeys who don't believe in crocodiles, a monkey who tries to rescue himself, a snake who 
gets caught and many other stories which teach children the gospel and Bible truths in a fun 
way. Fiction. Paperback. 95 pages. Christian Focus Publications. (Scriptures are not KJV) 
 
In the  series: 
Jungle Doctor Fables  BKCFJF1 $8.70 

Jungle Doctor Meets Mongoose    BKCFJF2 $8.70 
Jungle Doctor’s Monkey Tales  
  BKCFJF3 $8.70 
Jungle Doctor’s Tug-of-war  
  BKCFJF4 $8.70 
                                                                                           
Jungle Doctor ‘s Rhino Rumblings  

   BKCFJF5 $8.70 
Jungle Doctor’s Hippo Happenings  
   BKCFJF6 $8.70 
 
   

The Adventures of Heart Longing  
by Julie Klassen 
An allegory about a girl called Heart 
Longing and her quest to leave World 
City and reach Eternal City, to 
present fruit to the King. This book is 
a clever allegory which teaches many 
Biblical truths including the way of 
salvation and the fruit of the Spirit. 
Includes a glossary listing and 
explaining the people and places in 

the book (with Scripture references) and also 
includes questions on each chapter at the back of 
the book. These questions direct the reader to 
search the Scriptures and to think about the truths 
presented. Fiction. Paperback. 121 pages. 
Ridgeway Publishing. 
BKPVLON $13.95 

A Hive of Busy Bees by Effie Williams 
Don and Joyce spend the summer with their 
grandparents at the farm where they experience 
outdoor farm life, including an 
encounter with a hive of angry 
bees. Grandma tells them evening 
bedtime stories which teach 
character lessons. Black and white 
line drawings. Stories that help 
build character. Very good. Fiction. 
Paperback.  158 pages. Sure 
Foundation. 
BKPVHIV1  $9.95 
 
Also available:  Audiobook 
 

Another Hive of Bees by Beverly Solderholm 
Eight-year-old twins, Danny and Debbie, spend 
some vacation time on the farm with their 
grandparents. Each day presents exciting 
opportunities for them to experience new situations- 

especially the first day, when they 
encounter a hive of angry bees. 
From this episode grandma 
chooses stories from her scrapbook 
and skillfully develops some 
character lessons for each evening 
bedtime BEESTORY. Black and 
white line drawings. Stories that 
help build character. Very good. 
Fiction. Paperback. 192 pages. 
Sure Foundation. 
BKPVHIV2 $9.95 

The Year of Abi Crim by Sharon Hambrick 
Abi can't wait for the first day of sixth grade--Mr. 
Doyle will be her teacher, and she's certain that 
she'll be chosen concertmistress of the school 

orchestra. But Mr. Doyle is called 
away, a new girl is chosen instead 
of Abi, and worst of all, she 
discovers that some of her 
classmates have racist attitudes. 
Thanks to nurturing parents and a 
remarkable teacher, Abi rises to the 
challenge, and this year turns out to 
be the best year of all but not in the 
way she had dreamed. 
Fiction. Paperback. 118 pages. 
Journeyforth. 
BKJFABC $13.95 

Markie and the Hammond Cousins (Book 1) 
The Hammond cousins always have a great time when they get together at Grandpa 
Hammond's place... until one day they learn that Markie is going to move into their 
community. 
Markie is part of the Hammond clan, but he's different. He's mentally handicapped. And the 
Hammond cousins are certain he is going to be an embarrassing problem. 
Join this lively circle of cousins as they learn one by one that different is not always bad, that 
Markie is actually a special gift from God to them. Paperback. 124 pages. 
BKCLMAR $9.50   
 

Ricky and the Hammond Cousins (Book 2) 
The Hammond cousins are close-knit, lively, and quite normal. And they dearly love their 
Uncle Jerry. But Jerry's boy, Ricky, is a different story. He is mean. He is loud. He makes 
trouble at every turn. How can normal human beings relate to a boy who operates on 440 
volts nonstop? More than that, what is the Christian way to relate to him? Is Ricky normal, 
or is he a another "special" boy in the Hammond family? Paperback.  169 pages.  
BKCLRIC  $9.50   
Also available: Audiobook 

Hammond Cousin Series by Wanda M Yoder 

In these highly readable stories the author shows in down-to-earth style how Christian principles are to be 

applied in a less-than-perfect world. Realistic problems, unexpected twists, believable characters, strong 

family values, and the Christian faith blend into an unforgettable story. Christian Light Publications. 

 

In Memory of Michael (Book 3) 
The freshly painted crib had a new mattress. Baby blankets and a new afghan lay on clean 
sheets. Everything was ready. The excited Hammond sisters could hardly wait. It would be 
wonderful to have a new baby in the family! It was not to be. Michael's death was crushing. 
The family clung to God. The clung to each other. And they each struggled with their grief 
alone. Family and friends offered sympathy and support. Serving a neighbor in need was an 
opportunity that brought special blessings. In time the pain softened, healing came, and joy 
returned to the Hammonds. 
Paperback.  176 pages.  
BKCLMEM $7.50   

Some Summer! by Jean Vandevenne 
Charlie Scott tells the gang that he has a great 
idea for the summer - building a clubhouse! Then 
his Aunt Essie comes for a long visit. She has 
plans of her own, and a clubhouse for Charlie and 
his friends doesn't fit in with any of 
them. With so much to think about 
and so much to do, Charlie can see 
that it's going to be some summer 
at his house!  
Fiction. Paperback. 170 pages. Bob 
Jones University 
BKJFSSU $11.95 

Please refer to the Audiobook section of this catalogue to find more details about Audiobook products. 

Katie and the Neighbors by Della Oberholtzer 
Times are hard in more ways than 
one for Katie's family. Troubles 
include a gruff neighbor, a sick 
mother, a fire, a storm, and a smart 
dog that gets caught in a fence. In 
the whirlwind of these events, 
twelve-year-old Katie is caught 
more than once wondering where 
God is and what she ought to do. 
As Katie faces these questions, 
she learns some important lessons 
about trust and Christ-like love. 
Paperback. 93 pages.  

Christian Light Publications. 
BKCLKAT $6.95 
Also available: Audiobook 

Aurie’s Wooden Leg by Lionel A Hunt 
A story about faith and Christian love, Aurie's 
Wooden Leg tells about Tony and Valerie Johnson 
and their hard life with the Davis family. The 
adopted twins are unloved and unwanted--but not 
by Jesus. A fire, an orphanage, a flight up the Peace 
River, a dangerous criminal, a 
thrilling manhunt--all these are part 
of their story. Through all these 
adventures, Valerie discovers 
Jesus to be an all sufficient friend 
and protector and freely shares Him 
with those she meets. Will Tony 
ever find a way to believe in 
Valerie's Friend too?  
Fiction. Paperback. 160 pages. AB 
Publishing. 
BKPVAUR $13.45 

Look Out! 
Snake smuggling, a fire in the 
barnyard, and much more action! 
True stories of children, mainly 
boys, aged 7 to 12. Each story 
includes Bible lessons which 
teach the need of salvation and 
the need to walk to please the 
Lord. Black and white drawings/
photos. Paperback. 141 pages. 
Bible Truth Publishers. 
BKBTP4757 $7.95 

Books for Ages 8-12 
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Anita and the Driftwood House by Margaret A Epp 
10 year old Anita and her parents are going to live in 
a little shack on her grandparents’ farm, after Father 
quit his job because of poor health. 
What will the future hold? A classic 
fiction story of mystery and suspense 
where the Lord uses circumstances 
to teach Anita spiritual lessons. 
Paperback. 128 pages. AB 
Publishing. 
BKABANI $12.55 
 

The Only Sister by Dorcas R Mast 
Carrie Seymour finds herself in a family of six 
boys, with herself as the only sister. No, hers is not 
a boring life, but being the only sister brings its 
own special challenges. Go with ten-year-old 
Carrie as she fills her place in the daily life of the 
Seymour family. Learn with her about God's 
perfect plan for her life. Meet her six brothers, who 
keep her life interesting—and sometimes make it 
hard. Peek into the windows of the Forgotten 
House, and get to know the snippy new neighbor, 
Mrs. Berridge. Meet Carrie's friends at church and 
at school, and learn with them 
about friendships. The Only 
Sister will take you into the 
everyday life of a busy, lively 
family. The Seymour parents 
guide their family in a godly way, 
and their children learn by both 
their words and their example. 
Fiction. Hardcover. 293 pages. 
Rod & Staff. KJV 
BKRSONL $14.85 

Adventures of an Arctic Missionary by Gloria Repp 

True-to-life fiction for ages 10 and up. Journeyforth. 

 
Mik-Shrok (Book 1) 
The year is 1950 and Alaska Territory is still a vast, unsettled wilderness. Steve and Liz 
Bailey arrive at the Eskimo village of Koyalik with troubling questions. What has happened 
to Peter, the missionary they had come to help? They don't know this primitive area. They 
can't speak the language. How can they continue the work that Peter began? 
If only they had a dog team of their own! They could use it to haul their wood and water 
and perhaps travel to other villages. 
Steve and Liz pray for a good team of huskies, and the Eskimos watch to see what the 
white man's God will do. 133 pages. 
BKJFAM1 $15.50   
 

Charlie (Book 2) 
Missionaries Steve and Liz Bailey have come to Alaska Territory to tell the Eskimos about 
a God who loves them, and each day seems to bring new problems. Steve risks frostbite 
in treacherous journeys, Liz tries to befriend a disturbing newcomer, and Mik-shrok's life 
is threatened. But it is Charlie, their clever, skilled, impressionable young friend, for whom 
they fear the worst. With God's help they battle the powers of evil and Charlie's stubborn 
will, in hopes that he will find the truth. 147 pages.  
BKJFAM2  $15.50   

77 Zebra (Book 3) 
Steve and Liz Bailey continue to bring God's word to troubled Eskimos with the help of 
their new airplane, 77 Zebra. They face drunkenness and fear, a life-threatening 
emergency for their friend, Nida, and Alaska's daunting cold. But Steve's greatest hope 
becomes his greatest struggle when he and young Charlie are trapped in a brutal storm.  
156 pages.  
BKJFAM3 $15.50   

The Leopard Man and Other 
Missionary Stories by Margaret 
Tuininga 
In this fascinating book, the leopard 
man, who was a cannibal, found 
the joy of sins forgiven and peace 
with God. Other stories from India, 
Africa, Mexico China and many 
other countries tell of the love of 
God to sinners. Paperback. 64 
pages. Bible Truth Publishers. KJV 

BKBTP3859 $5.55 

On the Alaskan Trail and Other Missionary 
Stories by Margaret Tuininga 
These nine exciting stories of 
missionary activity in various parts of 
the world will entertain as they teach 
valuable lessons. Learn about other 
people and other cultures as you learn 
about the Lord's love and care.  
Paperback. 72 pages. Bible Truth 
Publishers. KJV 
BKBTP2761 $5.30 
 
Also available: Audiobook 

 

Please refer to the Audiobook section of this catalogue to find more details about Audiobook products. 

Secrets of the Old Barn by Nancy Kever 
Ten-year-old Jan was filled with anger against 
Quang. How could he act that way? Why had he 
been lurking behind the old barn? Hadn't he been 
the one to make her fall off her bike? Her twin Julie 
seemed to be able to forgive and 
have peace in her heart but not Jan. 
What made the difference? The barn 
held many secrets stretching back 
more than a century, but Jan and her 
friends had a much more important 
set of lessons to learn than the barn 
could ever teach—secrets of the 
heart. Clear gospel message and 
Bible truths. Paperback. 130 pages.  
Bible Truth Publishers. 
BKBTP4031 $7.95 

Concord Cunningham Mystery Series by Mat Halverson 
Concord investigates a new mystery in each chapter of this fun series. Though Concord always cracks the case, he never gives away the solution. Instead, at 
the end of each chapter, Concord reveals a Bible verse, and see if you can crack the case!  
Reading level: 7-12 years.  Paperback. 95 pages. Christian Focus Publishing. 

Concord Cunningham the 
Scripture Sleuth #1 
The concordance is a topical 
index of key words that lead a 
scholar to appropriate Bible 
verses. It is a valuable tool to 
finding answers in the Word of 
God. Concord Cunningham is a 
boy who has discovered this tool 
and uses it to solve mysteries in 
his community. His success 

brings him 
acclaim, 
and a repu-
tation as a 
Scripture 
Sleuth. 
BKFPCC1 
$13.95 

Concord Cunningham Returns #2 
Who sabotaged the school play? Is 
the bigfoot picture real or a fake? 
Did Mr. Morrison really find Mur-
dock's lost gold mine? There’s only 
one way to find out: Grab a Bible 
and get ready to Scripture Sleuth 

with Concord Cunningham! 
BKFPCC2 $13.95 

Concord Cunningham On the Case #3 
Who stole the lumberjack statue? Is a 
peanut butter sandwich really powering 
the digital clock, or is it just a science fair 
scam? Why is there a mysterious skydiv-
er in Pine Tops? Concord Cunningham 
can crack all the cases, but can you? 
BKFPCC3 $13.95 

Concord Cunningham Coast to 
Coast #4 
Concord is back with twelve more 
brain twisting mysteries, and this 
time he's cracking cases all across 
America! Is the restaurant in Mon-
tana serving stolen fish? Did some-
one cheat in the Great Turtle Race 
in Indiana? What will go terribly 
wrong in the parade in Maryland? 
BKFPCC4 $13.95 

Concord Cunningham Pursues the 
Clues #5 
A gift from outer space is about to be 
stolen. Cheaters are about to win the 
Pine Tops Marathon. A fancy wedding 
is seconds away from disaster unless 
someone can reach a runaway ring. 
Who can stop these crimes and solve 
these puzzles before it’s too late? 
BKFPCC5 $13.95 

A Horse Called Willing by Rebecca Martin 
When Lady's carefree gallop across the pasture 
ended in disaster, the family needed another horse. 
That's how Willing arrived at 
their farm. Willing was a model 
of . . . stubbornness. Through 
the adventures, struggles, and 
surprises that followed, Joel 
learned about willingness, 
getting along with others, and, 
most important of all, that God 
does all things well. 
As an Amish boy living on a 
small farm, Joel's life is different 
from many. Yet, many of his 
experiences and troubles are 
similar to most children - loneliness, sadness, joy, 
fun, chores and school. Joel and his brother face 
challenges and learn how to live to please God. 
Paperback. 165 pages. Christian Light Publications. 
BKCLHCW $13.10 

Books for Ages 8-12 
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Stories for Every Season  
by Verna M Martin 
52 short true stories for young 
readers which teach Christian 
character and truth from the 
Word of God. Line drawing 
accompanies each story. 
Paperback. 266 pages.  
Christian Light Publications. KJV 
BKCLSES $10.85 

The Fisherman’s Daughter  
by Mary Zook 
Living by the seashore brings many 
varied and exciting experiences for 
Gatty. Although wild storms over 
the water are always a threat to life 
and property, still Gatty loves her 
seaside home and thrives on each 
facet of a fisherman's life. Gatty's 
daily responsibilities include caring 
for Elsie, her crippled sister. But 
most days also find her playing outdoors with the 
salty sea breezes in her face or exploring the 
dismal dungeons near the old outbuildings. 
In the dungeons one day Gatty meets an 
unexpected surprise that eventually brings about a 
joyful change in her family's circumstances. 
Learn and grow with this God-fearing family as 
they endeavour to live by Father's motto: "Whether 
therefore ye, eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do 
all to the glory of God." Fiction. Hardcover. 101 
pages. Rod & Staff. KJV 
BKRS2240 $9.65 

Flying Hooves and Dangerous Kisses: Uncle 
Bill’s Animal Stories by William Prorok 
All children love animals. This book is full of stories 
about animals of all descriptions. In every story the 

gospel message is woven 
throughout - the love of God, 
warnings of coming judgment, 
warnings about Satan's lies, the 
reality of sin and a wonderfully 
suitable Saviour. Exciting and well-
written stories with illustrations. 
Paperback. 206 pages. Bible Truth 
Publishers. 
BKBTP9791 $9.30 

Little Miriam of Galilee by Edith Martin 
Miriam loves her home near the Sea 
of Galilee. But when the harvest fails 
and taxes are due, it seems as 
though her family will lose their 
house. “Jehovah will provide,” 
Father says. Will He? Miriam 
wondered. A story rich with the life 
and culture of Bible times. (This 
story does not invent extra details to 
‘fill-in’ Bible stories). Fiction. 
Paperback. 121 pages. Christian 
Light Publications. 
BKCLLIM  $10.50 

Grandma’s Goose by Mary Martin 
On that lovely spring morning, life was as normal at 
Grandma's house—until Polly barked. Then 

Grandma had a surprising 
interruption that changed her 
summer. 
Was it possible for Grandma to 
raise a wild baby goose? 
Grandma didn't know, but she 
decided to try. So the little goose 
wholeheartedly joined Grandma's 
household, and the summer that 
followed was an unforgettable 
experience of frustration and 
delight. 

Reading this true story about Sophie will open your 
eyes to the incredible wisdom of God in the details 
of His handiwork. 
Read to 6-7 years; Read myself 7-10 years. 
Hardcover. 188 pages. Rod & Staff Publishers. 
BKRS2592 $12.10 

Jenny Wren by Dawn Watkins 
Jenny Wren, a welfare child, comes to stay with an 
old farmer and his wife despite the 
misgivings of some officials. At 
first silent and distrustful, Jenny 
warms to the Logans, learning 
from them about logging, farming, 
and love. The story of a foster 
child who has moved from one 
home to another all of her life. She 
has never belonged to anyone, 
and she hasn’t wanted to. But the 
Logans are different. Their quiet 
care and kindness gradually earn 
Jenny’s trust, and for the first time 
in her life, she realizes she has found a place where 
she wants to stay. But will she be able to? 
Paperback. 144 pages. Journey Forth. 
BKJFWRE $13.95 
 

The Long Ride Home  
by Susan R Lawrence 
Bert and his sister, Emma, take a 
long train ride from New York to 
Iowa, where there are families 
willing to adopt orphans like them. 
Bert may need to face separation 
from his sister in order to work on 
a farm. He has a lot of lessons to 
learn about living on a farm, but 
more important than milking cows 
and collecting eggs, he has to 
learn about kindness, bravery, and family. Will he 
find a home in Iowa or will he take the long ride back 
to New York? 
Several black and white illustrations. Paperback. 140 
pages. Journey Forth. 
BKJFLRH $10.40 

Two Sides to Everything by Deb Brammer 
Going to New Zealand while his mother recovers 
from an accident seems like a simple enough choice 
to Josh. After all, New Zealanders speak the same 
language he does. But after he arrives, Josh begins 
to have doubts even about that, and he is concerned 
about the exclusion, bullying, 
resentment, and fear he sees in 
his classmates. Working on the 
sheep farm doesn’t prove to be 
the haven he had hoped either. 
Slowly Josh realizes that his own 
heart is the soil in which the first 
seeds of change will have to be 
planted.  
Paperback. 160 pages. Journey 
Forth. 
BKJFSTE $14.15 

Mrs Monty and the Birds  
by Marian Schoolland 
Mrs Monty is not pleased when her holiday 

neighbours arrive. Gus and Marcia (12 & 10 years) 

stay in a holiday cottage near a lake with their 

parents. Their neighbour, Mrs Monty, is surprised 

to find that Gus and Marcia are not the usual unruly 

children who love to scare away the birds she 

loves. The children learn to appreciate Mrs. Monty, 

as she teaches them many things about birds and 

in turn, the children and their parents help Mrs. 

Monty rediscover that only 

through God do we find peace 

in our hearts. The stories in 

this book are taken from the 

author's experiences with birds 

and give a true picture of bird 

life. Paperback. 108 pages.                                               

BKGPMRS $11.95 

When They Killed the Moon  
by Aunt Theresa Worman 
These nineteen amazing stories, gathered by the 
author from her own travels and culled from other 

sources, are filled with very refreshing 
looks at the Lord's care for young 
children around the world. Every story 
is believed to be true and are told from 
a child's perspective. 
Paperback. 228 pages. Bible Truth 
Publishers. Illustrated. 
BKBTP8801 $10.65 

Carmi of Judea by Naomi Rosenbury 
Black-eyed, twelve-year-old Carmi knew his father 
planned to hire him out to some merchant in Hebron. 
He hoped it wouldn’t be to Tiras, the potter. Carmi, a 
lad of Palestine at the time just prior to the birth of 

Christ, lived with his devout Jewish 
parents and siblings. His cousin 
was his best friend. The two spent 
time together whenever possible. 
Carmi of Judea presents valuable 
insights into Jewish home life and 
worship just prior to the events 
recorded in the New Testament. 
Fiction. Hardcover. 206 pages. 
Rod & Staff. 
BKRSCAR $12.25 

Lost on the Trail by Kenneth Taylor 
Two boys overcome their differences 
when they lose their way on a hike 
along Long Trail. Bill is a serious boy, 
kind, considerate, and a Christian. 
When an invigorating hike turns into 
a nightmare, it is Bill who leads the 
staggering, exhausted group to 
safety. This episode makes him a 
hero, and the bitter enemy of Art. Art 

Smith is a coward and a bully. Because of his 
cheating, lying, and stealing, the others ostracize 
him. Hatred swells in his heart and he develops a 
cunning plot — a plot to get even with Bill. Fiction. 
Paperback. 112 pages. Ridgeway Publishing. 
BKGPLOS $9.95 

Books for Ages 8-12 

Silent Road to Rescue by Denise Williamson 
Historical fiction based on an actual rescue made by 
missionary Eric Liddell and an unnamed Chinese 
carter in 1939. Kwei Er and his family have fled their 
burning village and have gone to live with Uncle Ma 
Chuang Fu and his wife in this Christian fiction story. 
But even in the remote town of Nan Kung, the 
fingers of war can touch them. Kwei Er begins 
helping his uncle and Eric Liddell as they transport 
wounded Chinese from the surrounding villages to 
the mission hospital in Siaochang. 
The work is dangerous, and every 
time Kwei Er leads his mule out of 
town onto the empty road, he 
wonders if he will live to come home. 
This is the story of a boy and his 
search for the source of true 
courage. One black and white 
illustration per chapter. Paperback. 
105 pages. Journey Forth. KJV 
BKJFSRR $9.95 

Cicada Summer by Janet Sensenig 
Many other experiences besides the arrival of the 
seventeen-year cicadas made this particular 
summer different from any previous one for the four 
Bender children who lived on Weeping Birch Farm. 
Besides the usual work the summer days always 
brought, this year Father had a new and special 
project that they all looked forward to with eager 
expectancy. When some unusual things began to 
happen on Weeping Birch Farm, the Benders 
became puzzled, and found themselves wondering if 
someone might be holding an 
antagonistic spirit against 
them. 10 year old Nathan was 
all for solving the mystery, but 
Father had some cautions for 
him. The summer turned out to 
be full and satisfying, with more 
than the usual amount of new 
and pleasurable experiences.  
Fiction. Hardcover. 264 pages. 
Rod & Staff. 
BKRS2178 $13.95 
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A Home at Last by Marilyn 
Friesen 
It is 1943, and Russia is at war. 
When Daddy is taken away, 
Mamma flees to Germany, but 
they are captured and hauled 
back to Russia. Then Mamma 
dies. At the orphanage, Paul & 
Suzanna are not allowed to talk 
about God, but they pray to Him. 
Will they ever have a home? Is 
their Daddy still alive? True 
story.  Paperback. 160 pages. 
AB Publishing. BKABHOM 
$15.45 

Amazon Adventures by Horace Banner 
Find out what lessons we can learn from the 
wonderful and amazing animals of the Amazon. 

Even the little white butterflies can 
teach us something about life and 
the love of God. Discover what it's 
like to actually live in the rain forest. 
Join in the adventurers and 
experience the exciting and 
dangerous life of a pioneer 
missionary in South America. 
Paperback. 96 pages. Christian 
Focus Publications.  
BKCFAMA $10.50 

John Wesley for Young Readers  
by Teri Smith 
One day some angry men brought 
a bull into the crowd gathered 
around John, hoping the bull would 
upset the table on which he was 
perching. They did not know that 
God commands even the animals, 
so when the bull got close to the 
table, it stood very quietly, not 
moving at all! This made the men 
even more angry. How were they 
going to stop the preacher? Or 

could they? Read this new story of John Wesley’s 
life, written especially for young readers, and find out 
how mightily God used His fearless servant. 
A new story of John Wesley's life, written and 
illustrated for young readers. Let your children learn 
how God cared for this boy and then saved and used 
him as His fearless servant. 
Paperback. 48 pages. Bible Truth Publishers. 
BKBTP6591 $5.30 

With Daring Faith  
by Rebecca Davis 
Amy Carmichael was a brown-
eyed bundle of energy. No one 
realized that this young British 
girl's spirit would one day be 
used of the Lord to care for 
thousands of Hindu children on 
the other side of the world. 
Paperback. 187 pages. 
Journeyforth 
BKJFWDF $15.15 

David Livingstone: African Adventures  
by Margaret C Charles 
A poor Scottish boy, working in a cotton mill at 10 
years old; going to Africa, attacked by a lion, 
exploring unmapped areas, meeting slave traders, 
missing for years in the jungles; telling the message 
of the gospel. All this and more! Christian 
missionary, doctor, explorer; David Livingstone - a 

life serving Jesus Christ. 
State of the art stunning 
visuals that will capture the 
attention of any reader. Full 
colour illustrations 
throughout. 
Paperback. 59 pages. 21.1 
x 21cm. Day One 
Publications 
BKKODLV $13.95 

Books for Ages 8-12 

Outback Adventures  
by Jim Cromarty 
A fascinating book about Australia 
and how we can learn about God 
when we think about His creation.  
Paperback. 93 pages.  
Christian Focus Publications.  
BKCFOUT $11.35 

Shadow of His Hand  
by Wendy Lawton 
The story of Anita Dittman growing 
up as a young girl and teen during 
the rise of Hitler's Nazi Germany 
and the Holocaust. Young Anita 
Dittman's world crumbles as Hitler 
begins his rise to power in 
Germany, but because she's a 
Christian and only half-Jewish, 
Anita feels sure she and her family 
are safe from the "final solution." 

She couldn't have been more wrong.  
Inspirational historical fiction based on the real-life 
story of  a Holocaust survivor. It follows her struggle 
against Nazi persecution and her growth in her 
relationship with God through the worst of times. 
Paperback. 150 pages. Moody Publishers. NIV. 
BKKOSHH $9.40 

God's Smuggler (Young Reader's Edition)  
by Brother Andrew 
The exciting narrative follows the 
dangerous true-life mission of 
Brother Andrew, a Dutch factory 
worker who goes undercover to 
transport Bibles across closed 
borders. The courage of this 
young man will thrill a new gener-
ation of readers. They will meet 
one of the heroes of the faith--and 
discover the miraculous ways in 
which God provides for those who 
trust him. Through its pages they 
will grow in knowledge of the mission field and 
understand more clearly what it means to risk every-
thing to follow God's heart. 
Black and white illustrations. Paperback. 219 pages.  
Chosen Books.  
BKKOGSY  $18.35 

Frances Ridley Havergal: A Poet for the King  
by Eileen M Berry 
A biography of the famous 
English hymn writer and her 
surprisingly ordinary life. This is 
the story of a young woman who 
came to know and love God so 
deeply that His glory spilled out 
into the everyday moments of 
her life and into the poetry she 
wrote. Short chapters in free 
verse. Some black and white 
illustrations. Large print. 
Paperback. 144 pages. 
JourneyForth.  
BKJFFRH $14.25 

Dragons: Legends and Lore of Dinosaurs  
by Bodie Hodge & Laura Welch 
Almost every culture on earth has tales of the 
monstrous, scaly reptiles we know as dragons. 
Today, such stories as viewed as fictional, but this 
book seeks to show how they preserve authentic 
memories of the dinosaurs that God created to 
share the earth with humans! A fascinating 
presentation on dragons and their biblical 
connection will shed light on the truth of their 
existence and connection to the last living dinosaurs. 
Powerful, fire-breathing, fantastic beings that have 
left their legacy on this world and can now only be 
found in the pages of ancient texts. Full colour 
original illustrations, 
envelopes, fold-outs, 
gatefolds, and more! 
24 pages and 11 
spreads of substantial 
quality, unique 
content. Size: 27.3 x 
31.2cm. Master 
Books. NKJV 
BKAGDLD $15.15 

Dinosaurs for Kids by Ken Ham 
Peek inside a dinosaur 
egg, discover what 
dinosaurs really ate, and 
learn how dinosaur tracks 
are made - all in this 
awesomely illustrated 
book! Within these pages 
kids will uncover the facts 
about dinosaur history 
from the Creation to recent 
discoveries. From where 
dinosaurs lived to what 
scientists assume they 
know about these great 
creatures, dinosaurs have never been this 
exciting, revealing and simply amazing! Also learn 
the truth behind museum exhibits and flawed 
evolutionary timelines! Full colour illustrations. 
Hardcover. 64 pages. Size: 22 x 28.5cm. Master 
Books. NKJV 
BKAGDFK $17.45 
 

Bugs: Big & Small God Made Them All  
by Will Zinke 
Insects are small signposts to God’s brilliant 
creativity. With their alluring beauty, incredible 
design features, and limitless variety, they are a 
living testament to an all-wise, wonderful Creator. 
Children will see the world’s largest insects, insects 
designed with camouflage, the most beautiful 
insects, the weirdest insects, and more. What you 
will see, page after page, are these creatures doing 
just what they were designed to do, and doing it 
well. God is amazing!                                                   
Children will discover God’s purpose for creating 
insects, and the corruption caused by sin                         
Includes a variety of perforated insect cards with 
images and details about these diverse, amazing 
creatures.                                                                       
Discover gigantic beetles, leaf-mimicking bugs 
disguised so well they fool 
each other, and butterfly wings 
that only reflect one colour - 
none of these by accident!                                            
Full colour pages with 
spectacular 
photography. Hardcover. 80 
pages. Size: 22 x 28.2cm. 
Master Books. 2014. Bible 
Version: NKJV                      
BKKOBUG $16.95 
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School Survival  
by Louise House & Catherine House 
School is fab... well sometimes it is. Friends are 
great too - most of the time but we can have 
problems and life can be difficult and often it's a fight 
just to survive! The whole friendship and getting on 
with people thing is a challenge. However, reading 
this book will help you think about those challenges. 
There is loads of advice and input and from people 
your age too - but God has some advice as well. 
The words and stories from the Bible are God's 
guidebook for our lives. We can always turn to God's 
word for encouragement. This book 
will point you straight to those parts 
of the Bible that will help you tackle 
tricky friendship issues, life and 
school. God's word has the best of 
everything in it to help you cope 
with school, life and beyond. 
Includes puzzles and activities. 
Great for kids moving school or 
preparing to begin high school. 
Paperback. 93 pages. Christian 
Focus Publications. (Uses NIV, 
CEV, NEV) 
BKCFSSU $7.85 

The Tanglewoods' Secret by 
Patricia St John 
Ruth and her beloved brother 
Philip find solace in the expanse 
of the Tanglewoods' property. 
There they escape into bird 
watching, climbing, and general 
misadventures with their friend 
Terry. But life with their Aunt is 
harsh, and Ruth suffers from an 
incorrigible temper. Just when 
she thinks she can't take it anymore, she learns a 
very special secret about a very special Shepherd. 
When a dreadful accident hurts one they love, 
Ruth and Philip learn that the Tanglewoods' Secret 
isn't meant to be kept a secret.   
Paperback. 160 pages. Scripture Union. 
BKKOTGS $11.50 

Treasures of the Snow  
by Patricia St John 
A story of vicious revenge and 
hard repentance.  Annette and 
Lucien are enemies. After 
Annette gets Lucien into trouble 
at school, he decides to get back 
at her by threatening the most 
precious thing in the world to her: 
her little brother Dani. But 
tragedy strikes. Annette is so 
filled with rage that she sets out 
to alienate and humiliate Lucien at every turn. As 
Lucien seeks to repent and restore, light floods both 
of their dark hearts and Christ proves that He makes 
all things new.  
Paperback. 228 pages. Moody Publishers. 
BKKOTOS $11.10 

Whistle-Stop West (Book 2) 
Nine-year-old Ethan Cooper has managed to keep his family 

together for a year in a Pennsylvania orphanage. Now he and his siblings are boarding 
a train headed west. He can’t help but worry: Mr. and Mrs. Rush in Nebraska have 
agreed to adopt all four Cooper children, but what if they change their minds? In the 
meantime, Ethan and his siblings encounter their first dust storm, explore train cars, 
and watch friend after friend leave with new parents. The children dream that soon 
they will have a new ma and pa too. This book reminds us that God never leaves us, 
no matter how far we journey to find home.  
BKKOBOT2  $10.20 

Beyond the Orphan Train Series by Arleta Richardson 
Based on the story of a real family, this series tells of the adventures of four children in search of a true 
home in the early 20th century. Paperback. 192 pages each. David C Cook. 

Looking for Home (Book 1) 
With his mother dead, his father gone, and his older brothers and sisters unable to 
help, eight-year-old Ethan Cooper knows it’s his responsibility to keep him and his 
younger siblings together—even if that means going to an orphanage. Ethan, Alice, 
Simon, and Will settle into the Briarlane Christian Children’s Home, where there’s 
plenty to eat, plenty of work, and plenty of talk about a Father who never leaves. Even 
so, Ethan fears losing the only family he has. How can he trust God to keep him safe 
when almost everything he’s known has disappeared? 
BKKOBOT1 $10.20   

Prairie Homestead (Book 3) 
With their new family in Nebraska, the kids discover that life on a farm is full of 
challenges. Ethan learns how to drive a plow, watch for snakes, and deal with bullies 
at the country school. Alice learns to slop the hogs and live with a big sister who isn’t 
exactly welcoming. Will seems to be the only one of the four that their new mother 
likes. And Simon disappears—again. 
BKKOBOT3  $10.20  

Across the Border (Book 4) 
Life on the Rush farm in South Dakota is not easy. Even so, over 
the past four years, Ethan Cooper and his siblings have grown to 

feel they belong with their adoptive family. Then Chad Rush makes an unexpected 
announcement. The family is moving again—this time to Mexico! Ethan is scared. 
What dangers will they face in another country? What will it be like to live on an oil 
homestead instead of a farm? And what about his dreams of getting an education? He 
can’t leave his siblings after he’s promised they would stay together—can he?  
This book reminds us that the same God who is with us from the start never lets us go. 
BKKOBOT4  $10.20 

Books for Ages 8-12 

The Mystery of Pheasant 
Cottage by Patricia St John 
Lucy has lived with her 
grandparents at Pheasant 
Cottage since she was a little 
girl, but she has dim memories 
of someone else. Who was it? 
What are her grandparents 
hiding from her? Lucy is 
determined to find the answers 
but it turns out to be harder than 
she expected. 
Paperback. 127 pages. Scripture 
Union. 
BKKOMPC $9.50 

Rainbow Garden by Patricia St John 
When Elaine leaves her home 
in London to stay with the 
Owen family in Wales, she 
feels miserable and left out. 
Then, trying to find the end of 
the rainbow, she discovers a 
secret garden which makes 
her decide that life in the 
country isn't so bad. However, 
something happens to change 
all that. 
Paperback. 141 pages. 
Scripture Union. 
BKKORGN $8.95 
 

Star of Light by Patricia St John 
Hamid rubbed the light from his eyes and looked 
again. He was not dreaming; it was his stepfather! 
The man watched Kinza as a snake might watch a 
baby rabbit at play, waiting for the moment to strike. 
And for one breathless moment Hamid was sure that 
he would reach out and snatch 
her away. Hamid does not want 
his little blind sister, Kinza, to be 
sold to a beggar by their 
stepfather, so he decides to 
rescue her. Together they escape 
from their mountain village to a 
town where there may be a new 
home for Kinza. But this is only 
the start of their adventures. Will 
Kinza be safe? What will happen 
to Hamid, who dares not go back 
home? Set in North Africa. 158 
pages. Moody Publishers. NKJV 
BKKOSOL $10.70 

Little Pilgrim’s Progress by Helen L Taylor 
Fifty-five years ago, Helen L. Taylor took John 
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress and simplified the 
vocabulary and concepts for young readers, 
while keeping the storyline intact. The result 
was a classic in itself, which has now sold 
over 600,000 copies. It's both a simple 
adventure story and a profound allegory of the 
Christian journey through life, a 
delightful read with a message 
kids ages 6 to 12 can 
understand and remember. A 
new look and fresh illustrations 
for today's children enlivens the 
journey to the Celestial City. 
Paperback. 323 pages. Moody 
Publishers. 
BKKOLPI $12.60 
Also available: Audiobook 
 

Pictorial Pilgrim’s Progress 
by John Bunyan 
John Bunyan's timeless allegory on the 
Christian life comes alive through this 
unique pictorial edition. Now readers of all 
ages can appreciate and enjoy the story 
of Christian's remarkable journey to the 
Celestial City. This edition contains 
corresponding sketches on each page. 
Paperback. 256 pages. Moody 
Publishers. 

BKKOPPI $8.95 

Pilgrim's Progress  
by John Bunyan (retold by Tim Dowley) 
Share the adventures and perils of Christian as he 
sets out on the journey of his life. On the road he 
meets terrifying monsters, horrible giants, a cruel 
judge, raging lions, and scary dark places. But he 
also makes good friends and, at last, reaches 
journey’s end―the Celestial 
City. This retelling of John 
Bunyan’s classic story helps 
children understand the perils 
and pitfalls of the Christian life. 
Illustrated throughout using 
contemporary figures. Paper-
back. 80 pages Candle Books.  
BKKOPPR $8.40 

Please refer to the Audiobook section of this catalogue to find more details about Audiobook products. 
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Prudence and the Millers 
Join the Miller children as they learn 
about health, safety, and 
courtesy...from the Bible! Each story 
includes a Scripture passage and 
illustrates various aspects of prudent 
living. 
Read about a foolish joke that ended 
in tragedy; the embarrassing 
consequences of not getting enough 
sleep; how Timmy gets lost in a big 

store, and the Mother's Day fire! Scripture lessons 
and stories on courtesy, safety and health. 
Paperback. 190 pages. Read myself 7-14 years.  
BKGPPRU $10.35 

School Days with the Millers  
Here comes the Miller family again, with another set of stories 
which apply Biblical truths to everyday living! Read about Peter and 
the In-Thing (peer-pressure), The Five Dollar Glove (keeping 
agreements), My Heart Says Amen (death of a classmate), The 
Wrath of Man (God's power over an angry witch doctor) and many, 
many more! 
Paperback. 157 pages. Read myself 7-14 years.  
BKGPSCH $16.50 

Missionary Stories with the 
Millers 
Experience thrilling adventure as 
the Christian missionaries on 
these pages meet witch doctors, 
disease, drought, hate-filled 
guerrillas, a Bible thief and killer 
cats! 
Best of all, each one of these 
stories is based on an actual 
happening from lives of real 
people. Follow these missionaries 

as they respond to God's call. Some of them 
miraculously escape danger, while others face 
martyrdom for Christ--but the soldiers of cross 
always win in the end! 
Paperback. 205 pages. Read to 6-8 years; Read 
myself 8+ years.  
BKGPMIS $10.30 

Growing with the Millers  
Gather around the table with Sharon, Peter, Timmy, Laura and 
Beth Miller, and read about how Timmy saves an elderly 
neighbor's life, Sharon teaches summer Bible school, Peter shoots 
the wrong deer, Sioux Indians return good for evil, and much more! 
As always, each "Miller" story is based on true incidents and 
illustrates verses from Scripture. Paperback. 141 pages. Read 
myself 7-14 years.  
BKGPGRO $16.50 

Storytime with the Millers  
Amos and his brothers learn a 
valuable lesson about returning good 
for evil in the story "The Indians and 
the Cookies." Paul, a 3-year-old farm 
boy, nearly loses his life through 
disobedience. Betty learns the hard 
way, that being bossy is not much fun! 
Each story in this book written in a 

lively, interesting style. Respect, responsibility, 
obedience, kindness, and humility are taught in a 
refreshingly direct and enjoyable way in this book 
Paperback. 110 pages. Read to 4-8 years; Read 
myself 7-8 years. Large print, sketches throughout. 
BKGPSTO $16.30 

Wisdom and the Millers 
Make Proverbs come alive for the 
children! Here is a character 
building collection of lively, 
inspirational stories. Each chapter 
explains and illustrates a passage 
from the book of Proverbs, along 
with a story based on true life 
experiences. Follow the four 
"Miller" children as they learn great 
truths of life and wisdom; 

sometimes through their parents' stories, and 
sometimes the hard way! Will a father's prayer 
keep his family safe from the burglar? Why did 
Timmy get a bloody nose at the family reunion? 
And what is the sad story behind their mother's 
wooden stool? Read about these, and twenty two 
other exciting stories. 
Paperback. 159 pages. Read myself 6-13 years. 
Sketches throughout. 
BKGPWIS $10.35 

The Miller Family series is written by Mildred A Martin for  children to learn about  Christian values, using the King James Version of the Bible. Most of the books are 
about a fictional Amish/Mennonite family named "The Millers." They are a caring family that is made up of a mother, a father and their children. Most of the books have 
beautiful sketches throughout and all of them have a strong Christian message. Published by Green Pastures Press. 

Colorful Characters 
A colouring book with a page to 
colour for every character 
quality in Character Companion 
for the Miller Family Series. 
Colouring books are a time-
honoured, enjoyable way for 
small children to practice their 
fine motor skills. With this book, 
your child can spend many 
pleasant hours colouring... and 
learn valuable character 

qualities at the same time! Whimsical drawings of 
animals allow God's creation to teach timeless 
lessons about faithfulness, honesty, obedience, 
resourcefulness, kindness, and many more. 
Paperback. 52 pages.   
CBGPCCH $5.75 

Make & Do with the Millers  
Creativity and coloring for 
preschoolers. Instructions are 
included in the back of the book. 
Thirty unique activity sheets 
provide hours of coloring, cutting 
and pasting fun, with simple craft 
items commonly found in the 
home. Each page accompanies 
one of the stories from the Miller 

Family Series, and reinforces the lesson theme. 
Paperback with plastic comb binding. 32 pages. 
Ages 4-7 years. 
CBGPMND $8.10 

Working with Wisdom 
Working with Wisdom is a 
companion book for Wisdom and 
the Millers. Help your child learn 
wisdom's ways with this enjoyable 
workbook. Puzzles, short stories 
and simple exercises reinforce the 
character-building lesson from each 
chapter of Wisdom and the Millers. 

Working with Wisdom is also designed to build 
your child's reading comprehension, vocabulary, 
language and writing skills at approximately the 
third or fourth grade level. 
Paperback. 76 pages. Ages 7-10 years. 
CBGPWOR $8.25 

Character Companion for the 
Miller Family Series 
This workbook is a companion to 
the storybooks in the Miller Family 
Series. It is designed to help 
children of all ages apply the truth of 
God's word to their daily lives. You 
can make this workbook adaptable 
to various ages by using some or all 

of the activities. 
50 character qualities to instill into your child's life 
with related Bible verses and stories from each of 
the Miller Family books to reinforce the character 
quality. 
Paperback. 60 pages. For ages 6+ 
CBGPCCO $8.10 

Prudence and Your Health 
This workbook is designed to be 
used with Prudence and the 
Millers. Read the story chapter 
before doing each lesson. Join 
the Miller children as they learn 
about health, safety and 
courtesy, from the Bible and from 
real-life experiences! Prudence 
and Your Health is designed to 

provide a basic understanding of the parts and 
systems of the human body, and how to keep them 
healthy as our Creator intended. Recommended 
for grades four to six. 
Paperback. 84 pages. Ages 9-12 years. 
CBGPHEA $8.25 

Miller Family Series 

 Messages of God’s Love Bound Volumes 
Collections of Sunday School papers full of true stories with clear gospel teaching and Biblical truths. Over 100 stories, Bible stories and nature studies, all true and all 
with Scriptural applications. Well-illustrated. Simple explanations of basic truths of Scripture. Includes lessons from creation and people's lives. Scripture memory vers-
es included. Read to 3-6 years; Read myself 7-14 years. Approx. 200 pages each volume. Full-colour. Paperback. Published by Bible Truth Publishers. 

Snatched 
From the 
Jaws of 
Death 
BKBT41757 
$9.30 

Joy in 
Heaven 
BKBTP0231 
$9.30 

The Lifeboat 
Captain that 
Wouldn’t 
Quit 
BKBTP0227 
$9.30 

The 
Tornado 
BKBTP0229 
$9.30 

The Treasure 
Chest 
BKBTP4061 
$10.65 
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 Classic Fiction: Tales From Yesteryear 

Little Faith by Mrs OF Walton 
Faith, a young orphan girl is brought up but a 
Christian couple but when hardship comes, she 
responded by running away--away from the comfort, 
love, and protection of John Robinson, her devoted 
adopted father, and away from the 
dreaded Mrs. Gubbins who had no 
patience for children. As she ran, 
she poured out her troubles to her 
Great Friend, Jesus. This compelling 
story shows how true faith in the 
Lord Jesus carries the believer. 
Read to 7-8 years. Read myself 9-
13. 
Paperback. 144 pages. Christian 
Focus Publications.  
BKCFLIF $8.85 

Sunshine Country by Kristina Roy 
Palko, in the care of strangers and not knowing a 
thing about his real parents, finds peace and 
security in the Lord Jesus. In his Czechoslovakian 

"sunshine valley" on earth, he has 
the joy of pointing Father Malina to 
the "sunshine country" above. This 
heart-touching story (based on 
actual events) has been Roy's 
most popular story for almost a 
century, because of its sweet and 
simple presentation of the gospel. 
Read myself 9-14 years. 
Paperback. 144 pages.  Bible 
Truth Publishers 
BKBTP2513 $6.50 
 

The Three Comrades by Kristina Roy 
Those who learned to know Palko in Sunshine 
Country will enjoy reading more 
about him in this story of how 
Palko and his friends share the 
gospel with others. A charming 
story set in Eastern Europe and 
filled with lessons to encourage 
each of us in our service for our 
Lord and Saviour. Palko and 
Ondrejko learn what service to the 
Lord is as they serve their 
neighbors. 
Read myself 9-14 years. 
Paperback. 144 pages.  Bible Truth Publishers 
BKBTP2937 $6.50 

  

Peep Behind the Scenes by Mrs OF Walton 
Rosalie, who is 12, acts in a travelling theatre 
within a fair and is worked hard by her father. 
Others thought that living in a carnival would be so 
exciting. All the bright colors and fun that go with a 
fair would be pure joy. But no one knew the 
heartache behind the scenes. One day Rosalie 
receives a picture of a shepherd holding a lamb 
and hears about the Good Shepherd. Read how 

she reacts to this message of 
hope and cheer and how she 
found the joy and peace in 
Christ that cannot be found in 
the world and its amusements.  
Read myself 8-13 years.  
Paperback. 220 pages.  AB 
Publishing. 
BKBTP3185 $12.40 

Probable Sons by Amy Le 
Feuvre 
Sir Edward Wentworth's days 
are filled with his estate and his 
fortune, but then his small 
orphan niece Milly comes to live 
with him. Her faith and her love 
for the story of the welcome the 
prodigal son received make a 
real difference in her uncle's 
life.  
Read myself 8-13 years. 
Paperback. 94 pages.  
Inheritance Publications. 
BKBTP2615 $10.60 

Saved at Sea by Mrs OF Walton 
Twelve-year-old Alick does what 
many boys only dream of doing  - 
he helps with the rescue attempt 
when a ship strikes the rocks near 
his island home. Only one person 
is saved -  a two-year-old named 
Timpey. The story of how the 
islanders learned the importance 
of building on Christ who is the 
rock, makes this a fascinating 
book. 
Large-print. Read myself 9-14 

years. Paperback. 124 pages.  Bible Truth 
Publishers 
BKBTP2509 $6.70 
Also available: Audiobook 

Teddy’s Button by Amy Le Feuvre 
Teddy is a boy with a fertile imagination and a 
great story teller. His favourite story is that of his 
father's last battle. One day as Teddy so proudly 
displays his button that was from his father’s 
uniform who died in the war, the new little girl in 
town shows much contempt for him and his 
“story.” Infuriated, Teddy feels hatred for her in his 
heart. Always into mischief, Nancy becomes his 
enemy and a few scraps occur. 
The pastor, a wise man of 
God, counsels Teddy on how 
to be a soldier for Christ. As 
God works in Teddy’s heart, 
those around him see Christ 
begin to shine through Teddy 
in his successes and his 
failures.  
Read to 6-8; Read myself 9-
12. Paperback. 220 pages.  AB 
Publishing. 
BKBTP2653 $16.00 

Please refer to the Audiobook section of this catalogue to find more details about Audiobook products. 

A Basket of Flowers by C Von Schmid 
Mary lives with her father who teaches her 
important lessons, like humility, purity, and 
forgiveness. But these lessons do not ultimately 
protect her from the envy and hatred of others. 
When an envious maid steals a 
ring, she passes the blame on to 
Mary. Mary and her father are 
imprisoned for the crime and 
exiled, but this experience has 
Mary learning to trust in God 
completely in spite of hard and 
difficult times. 
Read to 7-9 years. Read myself 9-
14. Paperback. 129 pages. 
Christian Focus Publications.  
BKCFBAS $8.75 
  

Rose, Robin and May  
by Mary Emma Drewson 
8 year old Rose, with her little 
brother Robin and baby May are 
left orphans when their mother 
dies. Their uncle takes them in 
but his wife is not so happy about 
the arrangement. However, the 
servant, Susan takes pity on the 
children and continues teaching 
them about the Lord Jesus Christ as their mother 
had wished. As they learn, their love for the Lord 
shines out to those around them softening their 
aunt's heart toward them. Read myself 9-14 years. 
Paperback. 128 pages.  Bible Truth Publishers 
BKBTP4759 $6.70 
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Elisabeth Elliot: Do the Next 
Thing by Selah Helms 
Although she is best known for 
her time on the mission field in 
Ecuador, Elisabeth Elliot went on 
to become a vibrant role model for 
valiant, godly women all over the 
world. Follow her journey from the 
jungles of the Amazon, where she 
faced the tragic death of her first 
husband, to the lecture halls and 
radio shows of the culture wars, 
where she stood as a strong defender of God’s 
Word. 160 pages. KJV, Amplified Version, Philips, 
NIV. 
BKCFELE $9.20 

Trail Blazers & Torch Bearers Series 
Narrative biographies of some of the most famous and influential Christian writers, missionaries and leaders throughout the history of the Church. Books feature a 
timeline for historical context, and topics for further reflection and discussion (along with prayers) are listed by chapter, maps included in some books.  
The series presents godly examples of past saints for readers to learn from and imitate. Readers are directed constantly toward Christ and righteous behaviour, while 
enjoying often adventurous stories about beloved heroes of the faith. No illustrations. Paperback. Christian Focus Publications. Reading level: Read to me: 8-9 years; 
Read myself: 9-14+ years (enjoyable for teens and adults) 

Corrie ten Boom: The Watchmaker's Daughter  
by Jean Watson 
The story of Corrie ten Boom has 
inspired millions of people all over 
the world. This book traces the life 
of this outstanding Christian woman 
from her childhood in Haarlem, 
through her suffering in Nazi 
concentration camps, to her world-
wide ministry to the handicapped 
and underprivileged. 
192 pages. KJV. 
BKCFWAT $7.85  

Hudson Taylor: An Adventure 
Begins by Catherine Mackenzie 
Hudson Taylor was a sickly child. 
But God chose him to evangelise 
the Chinese. Hudson Taylor left the 
United Kingdom to sail half way 
round the world to China to tell the 
Chinese people about the good 
news of Jesus Christ and to give 
them a message of hope. 176 
pages. KJV. 
BKCFHTA $10.20  

Adoniram Judson: Danger on the Streets of Gold 
by Irene Howat 
Even when Adoniram abandoned 
his belief in God and travelled far 
from him loving family, God had 
plans to bring him home and then 
send him to the other side of the 
world - to Burma. He was to 
become America's first overseas 
missionary - a story brimful of 
romance, intrigue and some 
dangerous pirates. 160 pages.  
BKCFDSG $8.60  

Amy Carmichael: Rescuer by 
Night by Kay Walsh 
Jeya was only four years old and 
was terrified as she tried to peer 
about the dark and gloomy temple.  
However, the God of love had sent 
a woman to rescue these children 
from destruction - Amy Carmichael. 
Amy's story is one of bravery and 
adventure in saving the lives of 
children from destruction and 
showing the love of God to India. 
176 pages.  
BKCFAMY $7.85  

Jim Elliot: He is No Fool by Irene Howat 
Jim Elliot had a loving wife, a beautiful little girl, and 
a reason for real joy. God had called him to bring the 
good news of Jesus Christ to the 
Auca Indians. The love of Christ not 
only thrilled him but also gave him 
peace. Jim would spend the rest of 
his life bringing Jesus to the lost 
Aucas ... but the rest of Jim's life 
was only a matter of months. Jim 
Elliot and four other young men died 
in the middle of doing God's work. 
But that wasn’t the end of the 
story… 153 pages.   
BKCFJIM $9.40 

Frances Ridley Havergal: The Girl who Loved 
Mountains by Lucille Travis 
As a little girl, Frances (Fanny) loved to climb 
trees, enjoy the countryside and 
to run about with her spaniel. The 
mountains of Switzerland inspired 
her and she loved hiking on the 
steep slopes. She became a 
hymn writer and singer, longing to 
share the love of her Saviour. 
Books flowed from her pen at a 
later stage, often beginning as 
bedtime stories for her nephews 
and nieces. 176 pages. KJV 
BKCFFRH $9.20  

Charles Spurgeon: The Prince of Preachers  
by Christian Timothy George 
Charles Spurgeon was a simple 
country lad who went on to become 
one of the best known preachers in 
London, Europe and the world. 
Charles spoke words that touched 
the hearts of rich and poor alike. 
His fame became so widespread 
that it is reputed that even Queen 
Victoria went to hear one of his 
sermons. Charles was more 
concerned about the King of Kings 
- Jesus Christ. 140 pages. KJV 
BKCFCHS $7.85  

Helen Roseveare: On His 
Majesty's Service by Irene Howat 
Helen Roseveare qualified as a 
doctor, packed up her life in 
England and set off to be a 
missionary in the Belgian Congo. 
Although living through a rebellion 
and being taken captive for several 
months, Helen's faith remained 
strong and she returned to Africa to 
serve the Lord by working with 
people there. 176 pages. KJV 
BKCFHRV $10.20  

Fanny Crosby: The Blind Girl's Song  
by Lucille Travis 
Fanny Crosby is credited with 
writing at least 9,000 hymns in the 
course of her long life. Blind from 
infancy, Fanny had a remarkable 
feel for poetry, and using her gift 
for memory, was able to compose 
poems and hymns quickly without 
forgetting them. Once she decided 
to follow Christ with her life, Fanny 
Crosby not only dedicated herself 
to writing popular hymns, she also 
spent her life speaking to society's downtrodden. 
175 pages. 
BKCFFCR $7.85  

David Brainerd: A Love for the 
Lost by Brian H Cosby 
Life on the American frontier in the 
early 1700s was very difficult - 
continually threatened by disease, 
attack, and brutally cold winters. 
The English and Native Americans 
lived side by side, which often led to 
conflict. David Brainerd arose as a 
compassionate and fearless 
missionary to the various Indian 
tribes in America. Riding on his 
horse across rivers, over mountains, and through 
towns, Brainerd carried the gospel of Jesus Christ to 
the lost, the hurting, and the broken. 156 pages. KJV 
BKCFDBR $9.30 

George Whitefield: The Voice that Woke the 
World by Lucille Travis 
George Whitefield's voice was the 
envy of many a professional 
actor. He could hold a crowd's 
attention like no other. But 
although he had wanted to be an 
actor as a young boy George's 
voice was used for greater things. 
After coming to know the Lord 
Jesus Christ as his personal 
Saviour George went on to 
preach to many people in the 
United Kingdom, America and the world. He was 
the first to preach to the slaves of the United 
States. 192 pages. 
BKCFGWH $8.40  

James Chalmers: The Rainmaker's Friend  
by Irene Howat 
The South Pacific was a dangerous 
place to be with violent tropical 
storms and cannibal tribes on the 
march - but James knew where 
God wanted him to be and why. 
James Chalmers was able to share 
the news of the Rainmaker - the 
one true God who had come to 
save His people - even cannibals. 
But James knew that in the middle 
of such hostile tribes he may only 
be a heartbeat away from death. He knew the 
dangers, he knew the cost - but he was still willing. 
157 pages. 
BKCFJCR $10.70 

John Bunyan: The Journey of a 
Pilgrim by Brian H Cosby 
There was no way John Bunyan 
was going to settle for a boring 
life... but over time the thirst for 
excitement was replaced with a 
longing for something more. When 
John learns that Jesus Christ is the 
only way to God, the real 
excitement begins. A prison cell 
awaits him but so do opportunities 
to share the good news of Jesus 
Christ. John Bunyan became one of the world's 
favourite Christian writers. 191 pages. KJV 
BKCFJBN $10.20  

Biographies for Older Children 
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John Newton: A Slave Set Free by Irene Howat 
The man who wrote the song 
'Amazing Grace' began his career 
as the captain of a slave ship. 
When God changed his heart and 
his life, he began to free the people 
he kept captive. This is the 
amazing story of how Newton 
found 'amazing grace' and became 
a champion of the faith and 
abolition.  
160 pages.  
BKCFSSF $7.85  

Trail Blazers & Torch Bearers Series 
Narrative biographies of some of the most famous and influential Christian writers, missionaries and leaders throughout the history of the Church. Books feature a 
timeline for historical context, and topics for further reflection and discussion (along with prayers) are listed by chapter, maps included in some books.  
The series presents godly examples of past saints for readers to learn from and imitate. Readers are directed constantly toward Christ and righteous behaviour, while 
enjoying often adventurous stories about beloved heroes of the faith. No illustrations. Paperback. Christian Focus Publications. Reading level: Read to me: 8-9 years; 
Read myself: 9-14 years (although enjoyable for teens and adults) 

John G Paton: South Sea Island 
Rescue by Kay Walsh 
The Warrior Chief of Tanna was 
taking revenge on the mission man 
who threatened his power and the 
hold he had over the ordinary 
people of the island. John has to run 
for his life! In the heat and humidity 
of the South Sea Island, John G 
Paton is far away from his Scottish 
home. And as he runs for his life he 
is thinking of rescue... a rescue for himself from the 
dangers all around and a rescue for the thousands 
of South Sea Islanders who still don't know about 
Jesus Christ and the love of God. 158 pages  
BKCFJGP $7.85  

Paul Brand: The Shoes That 
Love Made by Lucille Travis 
Paul Brand grew up in the Kolli 
Malai hills in India. He was 
determined never to leave India 
and never to be a doctor like his 
father - especially to lepers. Paul 
came back to India with a medical 
degree and there were patients 
waiting for him - leprosy patients. 
From then on he devoted his life 
to their care ... even to the point 
of making them special shoes! Paul's faith in God, 
his love for mankind and his medical abilities gave 
those who suffered from leprosy a new life - and 
hope. 176 pages. 
BKCFPBR $12.50  

Mary of Orange: At the Mercy of 
Kings by Linda Finlayson 
Mary was a young girl born to 
privilege, from the Royal line, heir to 
the throne of England, Scotland and 
Ireland - and destined to reign 
herself and change her country. She 
was brought up to believe in the 
God of the Bible rather than the 
fabricated teachings of priests. It 
was this personal faith that would be 
her strength as she left her 
homeland to marry and eventually to rule. 175 
pages. ESV  
BKCFMOR $10.20  

Titanic: The Ship of Dreams by Robert Plant 
The ship that could never sink became a ship of 
nightmares as it sank beneath the 
freezing Atlantic Ocean. 1,517 
people perished that night but 
there was at least one man who 
was focused on saving souls 
amidst the horror. As the icy 
waters brought the life of John 
Harper to a close he still had the 
energy to call one final person to 
come to Christ. This is a story of 
tragedy but it is also a story of 
faith and courage and eternal 
hope. 174 pages. KJV 
BKCFTIT $10.80  

Samuel Rutherford: The Law, the Prince and 
the Scribe by Catherine Mackenzie 
When Samuel Rutherford picked 
up his pen he changed lives, 
maybe even across continents. 
His book Lex Rex was burned on 
a pyre but his notes of comfort 
and wisdom were cherished by 
those he cared to guide and 
counsel. Accused of treason he 
died of illness before there was 
time to make him a martyr. 139 
pages. KJV  
BKCFSRU $8.60  

Martin Luther: Reformation Fire 
by Catherine Mackenzie 
What made an ordinary monk 
become a catalyst for the 
Reformation in Europe in the 
1500s? Why was Martin Luther's 
life in danger? How did his 
apparent kidnapping result in the 
first ever New Testament translated 
into the German language? 
Discover how a fresh 
understanding of the Scriptures not 
only transformed his own life but had a huge impact 
upon Europe. 151 pages. KJV 
BKCFMLU $10.80 

Robert Murray McCheyne: Life is an Adventure 
by Irene Howat 
Robert Murray McCheyne 
travelled far and wide throughout 
his short life. He even went as far 
as Israel and started a mission in 
Hungary. But you don't have to go 
far away to be a missionary and 
make a difference... and that was 
one of the earliest lessons that 
Robert learned in his Christian life.  
As he stood and stared at the 
looming tenements of Edinburgh 
he saw what would become a large part of his 
life's work throughout his own country of Scotland. 
And that was what Robert Murray McCheyne was 
- an emotional, passionate preacher for Christ - a 
young man who longed to bring others to the 
Saviour who had loved him and died for him. 156 
pages.   
BKCFRMM $9.40  

The Two Margarets: Danger on 
the Hill by Catherine Mackenzie 
Margaret, Agnes and Thomas are 
not afraid to stand up for what they 
believe in but it means that they are 
forced to leave their home and their 
parents for a life of hiding on the 
hills. If you were a covenanter in 
the 1600's you were the enemy of 
the King and the authorities. But all 
you really wanted to do was 
worship God in the way he told you to in the Bible. 
Margaret wants to give Jesus Christ the most 
important place in her life, and this conviction might 
cost her life. 144 pages. KJV   
BKCFMAR $10.80 

William Tyndale: The Smuggler’s 
Flame by Lori Rich 
William Tyndale lived a life of 
adventure and danger, dodging the 
king’s men, fleeing from his 
enemies and meeting with 
smugglers in the dead of night. 
Tyndale wanted other English 
speakers to be able to read God’s 
word in their own language but 
there were many who tried to put a 
stop to that. However, Tyndale’s 
work was God’s work and it would not be stopped – 
even after Tyndale’s death. One day there was a 
translation of the Bible in the English language and it 
lit a fire in people’s hearts that would not be put out. 
160 pages.  
BKCFWTS $8.60  

Robert Moffat: Africa's Brave 
Heart by Irene Howat 
The story of a Scottish minister 
and his wife in Africa - the 
precursors to David Livingstone. 
With a sword, a shovel, a Bible, 
and great courage, Robert used 
the skills he had learned growing 
up in a Scottish village to translate 
the Bible into Tswana and to 
share God's love with Africa. 172 
pages. NIV 
BKCFRMA $9.20  

Michael Faraday: Spiritual 
Dynamo by Derick Bingham 
Michael Faraday was a British 
chemist and physicist who 
contributed significantly to the study 
of electromagnetism and 
electrochemistry. But there was 
something more important in 
Michael's life. He deeply loved and 
followed the Lord Jesus. Faraday 
believed that his great purpose in 
life was to read, as he put it, "the book of nature ... 
written by the finger of God". 176 pages. KJV 
BKCFFRH $9.40  

Biographies for Older Children 
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The Twila Stories by Johnny Ruhl 
Not so long ago but far, far away 
there was a godly young woman 
named Twila who loved the Lord. She 
lived in a country called Bolivia near 
the village of Santa Rosa del Sara. 
Twila lived by herself in a small house 
next to one of the elders. She had 
cows and chickens and a horse 
named Good-Boy. Twila's life wasn't 

about milk and eggs or her horse. It was about 
loving God, serving people, and finding God's 
answers for her concerns. Paperback. 125 pages.  
Christian Light Publications. 
BKCLTWI $11.30 

Danger Follows by Goerky Smith 
Jill Wyman's trip with her parents across the South 
Pacific begins as an exciting sailboat 
adventure. But once they are 
underway, a series of mysterious 
incidents makes their voyage more 
and more hazardous. Who is following 
them, Jill wonders. And why? Jill and 
her parents must rely on God’s 
protection as more and more 
mysterious things occur. Paperback. 
98 pages. JourneyForth. 
BKJFDAN $13.95 

Careful Enough? by Dillon Forbes 
Seventeen year old Daniel goes to 
China to make friends and share his 
personal relationship with Christ with 
them. He encounters Chinese culture 
and has to balance respect for 
government with obedience to God. 
Although fiction, this book is very true-
to-life and will be enjoyed by anyone 
over 10 years of age. Paperback. 193 

pages. JourneyForth. 
BKJFCAF $13.95 

The Earth is Round by Margaret Epp 
Thirteen year old Cornelia and her family leave their 
Russian homeland because the Czar had broken his 
promise, and an entire colony of Russian 
Mennonites was moving to Canada. Homesteading 
in Canada was difficult and meant struggling with 
harsh, primitive conditions. Deaths of loved ones left 
Cornelia shaken and bitter, her heart searching for 
peace. Despite the fact that her parents and 
grandmother had found the truth of salvation 
through faith in Jesus Christ, Cornelia struggles to 
understand and believe. This is a 
sad story of material wealth eroding 
spiritual fervour and conviction but 
also a story God's faithfulness, and 
restoration and hope, with a 
sobering reminder—our time of 
peace and prosperity could quickly 
change. Paperback. 218 pages. 
Christian Light Publications. 
BKCLTER $12.50 

Elisha: God’s Messenger of Grace 
by Mrs OF Walton 
While the young farmer followed his oxen and plow 
across the field, the old prophet walked up to him, 
took off his cape and cast it over the shoulders of 
young Elisha. Then he walked on without speaking a 
word. Why did he do that? Elisha understood. God 
was calling him to leave eveything. He was to leave 
his farm, his family and his friends to follow the 
prophet and become God's messenger of grace to 
those in need. 
This excellent book takes the reader down the dusty 
roads of Israel in the time of Elisha. Walk down the 
dusty roads of Israel with Elisha and see the land 

and the people as he saw them. Learn 
how God used him to show grace to 
the wayward people He loved. Much 
fascinating historical and geographic 
information of the era is included in 
this narrative that teaches spiritual 
lessons as it informs. Paperback.  192 
pages. Bible Truth Publishers. 
BKBTP8647 $9.30  

The King’s Cupbearer 
by Mrs OF Walton 
This carefully written account of 
the life of Nehemiah not only 
draws lessons from his life but 
also draws you into his life in 
Artaxerxes' palace, in the desert 
and surrounded by enemies at 
Jerusalem. This excellent book, 
by Mrs. Walton, gives much 
historical and geographical 
information which enhances the 
story of Nehemiah and his 

building of the wall of Jerusalem. Paperback.  144 
pages. Bible Truth Publishers. 
BKBTP6485 $9.30  

The Martyr of the Catacombs 
Every eye was fixed on Pollio. He only needed to 
pour the libation on the altar. It was a simple act, 
but — -"I will never be false to my Saviour" he 
stated. For a moment the hall was silent, until the 
chief magistrate spoke. "Then you must die."  
Marcellus eagerly examined the scroll from the 
emperor. It appointed him to a higher grade, and 
commissioned him to search out and arrest the 
Christians in their hiding 
places, mentioning particularly 
the catacombs. Finding the 
task unpleasant, he 
nevertheless obeys. But as he 
learns more of these 
Christians, he becomes more 
convinced that they have the 
truth. Tension mounts as 
persecutor becomes the 
persecuted. 
This story from Ancient Rome 
is one which should challenge 
us to greater faithfulness to the 
Lord Jesus. Paperback. 155 
pages.  Christian Light Publications. 
BKCLMOC $12.15 

Mary Jones and Her Bible by Mary Ropes 
Heartwarming, real life story of Mary Jones, a young 
girl living in rural Wales in the late 1700s. Mary was 
a popular girl who loved her parents, worked hard 
and was keen to learn but most of all she longed to 
have a Bible of her own. But Mary knew that Bibles 
were hard to come by and if she could find one, it 
would be expensive so her dearest wish looked as if 
it would be an impossible dream! 
But, after six years of saving hard 
she sets off to walk a round trip of 
50 miles on her bare feet, in the 
hope that she will be able to buy a 
bible and bring it home. Mary's 
dream comes true and her 
dedication to God and 
determination to get a copy of His 
word inspires the setting up of the 
'British and Foreign Bible Society'. 
An inspiring story of a young girl's 
commitment to God and love for 
His word. Paperback. 160 pages. 
Christian Focus Publications.  
BKCFMJB $10.20  

A Young Person’s Guide to Knowing God  
by Patricia St John 
This book was especially written for all young people 
who want to learn about God and get to know Him 
for themselves. Every chapter deals with a basic 
Christian belief and tackles some of the most 
searching questions, including: Who is God and 
what is He like? Why is there so much suffering in 
the world? Wasn't I born a Christian? Does Jesus 
care about me? Can I really know God?  

Through enjoyable real-life stories, 
prayers and thought-provoking 
questions, the reader will discover 
what Christians believe and what 
friendship with Jesus can mean in 
their lives.  
Paperback. 229 pages. Christian 
Focus Publications. (Scriptures are 
not King James Version) 
BKCFYPK $13.10   

Books for Ages 12-15 

Escape From the Island of Occupation  
Jerry lived on a farm with his parents 
and when he heard that Hitler was 
coming to Jersey, a decision was 
made to travel 100 miles across the 
English Channel in a small boat to 
warn the Government of the plan. A 
thrilling adventure began - a difficult 
and dangerous voyage across one 
hundred miles of sea with vital 
information. 219 pages.  
BKKOEIO $7.85 

Return To the Island of Occupation 
In this thrilling sequel they must 
return to their island home as their 
family is in danger and a French 
resistance worker is going to be 
shot. They embark on a dangerous 
journey to get back before things at 
home turn very nasty. Can they 
make it in time through dangerous 
waters and is God really able to 
help them? 208 pages.  
BKKORIO $7.00 

Island of Occupation Series by Robert Plant 
A fictional series of bravery and adventure based on the occupation of the Island of Jersey by the Germans. 
Jerry and Linda, two young people in their early teens, find their island home invaded by German soldiers 
during World War II. Starting from a base of unfamiliarity with the Bible and no awareness of God, the story-
line introduces the need for salvation and how it can be found through faith in Christ alone. 
Paperback. John Ritchie Ltd. 

I Needed A Neighbor by Patricia St John 
The refugee camp is crowded 
with sick and starving people. 
Two new arrivals, a teenage girl, 
Mehrit, carrying her little brother 
on her back, wait their turn 
patiently. What will happen to 
them? Will they ever find their 
parents again? A strong story of 
a family in a famine-stricken 
African country. Paperback. 121 
pages.  Scripture Union. 
BKKOINN $10.80 

Nothing Else Matters by Patricia St John 
A powerful and moving story 
based on real events in the 
Lebanese civil war in the 1980’s. 
Lamia and her family are caught 
up in the fighting, with tragic 
consequences. Lamia struggles 
with the hatred that threatens to 
destroy her, until she grasps that 
forgiveness and love are the most 
important things. Nothing else 
matters. Paperback. 173 pages.  
Scripture Union. 
BKKONEM $10.80 
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The Bible Smuggler  
William Tyndale wants to translate the Bible into English. He feels the common people of 
16th-century England should be able to read the Scriptures for themselves. The church and 
government violently disagree with him. Collin Hartley, an English boy, works with Tyndale 
on his dangerous project. They have to flee to Europe where Tyndale manages to complete 
and print the translation before smuggling them into England. This book explains William 
Tyndale's work of translating, printing, and distributing the Scripture, focusing on Tyndale's 
helper, Colin, who begins his work as a carrier boy smuggling in a copy of Luther's New 
Testament to Tyndale. Paperback. 139 pages. 
BKHESMU $11.95  

The Beggar’s Bible 
Thirteen-year-old Arnold Hutton wanted to go to college. How could he go without money? He 
had to earn his living some way. Should he work in the fields or beg for the church? In 
Oxford, young Arnold Hutton hears John Wycliffe teach and is inspired by Wycliffe’s ideas 
that everyone should be able to read the Bible, even those who can’t read Latin. But 
Wycliffe’s enemies are gathering evidence against him. Join Arnold, Timothy, and Lucy as 
they uncover the plot against Wycliffe and help to entrust the Holy Bible into the hands of the 
beggars. Paperback.  135 pages.  
BKHEBEG $ 11.95 

Through Thick and Thin by Anna Malison 
While playing in an old barn with her siblings, 14 
year old Becky, is seriously injured. While their two 
younger brothers go for help, 12 year old Amy is left 
with Becky. As she waits for the paramedics, Amy’s 
mind goes back to the many things she and her 
siblings had learnt in the past year. A crazy aunt, 
neighbourhood bullies, arrogant 
cousins, humiliating accidents, as 
well as vivid imaginations ensure 
an exciting and eventful life. 
Through thick and thin Amy has 
learnt that the awful experiences 
of life are fresh opportunities to 
rely on the Lord for courage, 
wisdom and help. Fiction. 
Paperback.  129 pages. Gospel 
Folio Press. 
BKGFTTT $10.35 

Paula the Waldensian by Eva Lecomte 
Into the home of an interesting but self-centred 
family in France comes Paula, an 
orphaned cousin. Paula had been 
brought up to know and love the 
Lord Jesus. Her Lord and His 
Word are the centre of her life. 
This causes many complications, 
for her cousins’ home is one 
where “religion” is a forbidden 
subject and Paula soon is 
forbidden from reading her 
precious Bible. Paula’s loving 
obedience, friendliness and charm, her overflowing 
love for everyone she meets, wins the hearts of all, 
family and neighbours alike, and causes many a 
change in the village. Paperback. 191 pages. AB 
Publishing. 
BKABPWL $11.80 

Church History Series by Louise A Vernon 
In these highly readable biographies the author recreates for children, events and figures from church histo-
ry, placing a fictional child on the scene with the historical character and involving them in an exciting plot. 
Herald Press. 

Trouble of Northwest Territory  
by Katherine Greegor 
Trouble, Jeremiah’s pet raccoon, 
is his companion in the North 
West Territories. Neighbours 
move in and twelve-year-old 
Jeremiah is glad for a friend, but 
sixteen-year-old Jedd does not 
like Indians. Can he show Jedd 
the way of love? Many adventures 
follow, before the boys learn many 
Christian principles and Jedd 

accepts the gospel message. Fiction. Paperback. 
100 pages. Promise Land Publishers. 
BKGPTRO $9.30 

Twig the Collie by Craig Massey 
Gordon was arrested and sent to his cousin's farm 

for a deed his denied committing. 
There he met a neighbour who 
helped change his life. This book 
has been a favourite for 
generations. It clearly and 
attractively teaches our need to 
accept God's forgiveness and to 
forgive others. Highly 
recommended.  
Fiction. Paperback.  108 pages. 
Moore Books. 
BKGPTWG $9.50   

Traveling the Way by Drusilla McGowan 
Life for 12 year old Cleon as the 
slave of Marcus Vitruvius was no 
joke. Marcus Vitruvius was noted 
for his terrible temper. Running 
away did not turn out quite as 
Cleon had expected. A home is not 
a home unless one is loved and 
accepted there. Could Cleon find a 
home? And if he could, would he 
win the love of the family he found? 
Along with the racial prejudices 

that Cleon came up against, was the choice of a 
religion. Pagen, Jew, Christian—they were all 
mixed up. Who was right? Although this is not a 
true story, it shows clearly the struggle the Jews 
faced to overcome their ideas about how the 
Messiah would come and to realize that Christ 
came for all men—both Jew and Gentile.  
Hardcover. 152 pages. Rod & Staff Publishers. 
BKRSTRV  $10.95 

Stand By, Boys! by Klaas Norel 
Teenage boys Len and Art with Art’s 
sister, Coba, and their families lived in 
Zeeland, a part of the Netherlands 
which had been reclaimed from the 
sea. Dikes had been built to keep the 
sea back and everyone thought they 
were safe. During a storm, Len and Art 
become heroes when they sound the 
alert about a potential breach in the 
dike on the north side of the island and 
help with stopping the breach. However, the south 
dike is broken and half the island is flooded. Will all 
members of both families survive? A message of 
peace and safety through the Lord Jesus Christ.  
Paperback. 88 pages. Bible Truth Publishers. 
BKBTP2799 $5.75   
 
Also available: Audiobook 

  

Hugo and the Condors by Teri Smith 
Hugo lay on his back and 
watched as the condors circled 
lower and lower. Suddenly he 
wondered if they were closing in 
on him! Read about Hugo and 
his Latin American friends as 
they learn about the love of the 
Lord Jesus. A collection of 35 
fascinating true stories.  
Paperback. 128 pages. Bible 
Truth Publishers. 
BKBTP6029 $7.95  

Please refer to the Audiobook section of this catalogue to find more details about Audiobook products. 

Under the Scaffold by Faith Cook  
Tom, grew up in very hard times with long hours of 
work to help your family have the basic essentials. 
Disease and death are all around you—even the 
death of young children. Early events in his life left 
deep scars and many unanswered questions. Is 
there really a heaven? Does God 
hear prayer? How can I ever 
forgive? Tom’s life was typical of 
the days in which he lived, and 
has been drawn from many true-
life events. He comes into contact 
with William Grimshaw, the fiery 
curate of Haworth with a burning 
desire to teach God’s truth and 
care for his flock. We see what 
happens to Tom, living ‘under the 
scaffold’. Historical fiction. 
Paperback. 156 pages. Evangelical Press. 
BKEPUTS $13.95 

Books for Ages 12-15 
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Where the Road Divides by 
Diane Yoder 
In second century A.D. 
Smyrna, seventeen-year-old 
Laurentia lives during a 
fearful era for followers of 
Christ. Wanting a happy and 
safe life, she resists her 
family’s urging to choose the 
narrow road of Christianity, 
looking instead for another 
path. Join Laurentia as she 
decides what her eternal 
inheritance will be. Historical 
fiction. Paperback. 139 
pages. Ridgeway Publishing. 
BKTGWRD $11.85 

Books for Ages 12-15 

 

Jungle Doctor Series by Paul White 
Paul White was an Australian 
missionary doctor in East Africa. In 
this series he relates adventures and 
experiences of himself and African 
fellow-workers often very dramatic but 
clearly teaching the gospel and 
Biblical truth. (Scriptures are not 

KJV) 
Paperback. 
135-174 
pages. 
Christian 
Focus 
Publications. 

Jungle Doctor and the Whirlwind BKCFJD01 
Jungle Doctor on the Hop BKCFJD02 
Jungle Doctor Spots a Leopard BKCFJD03 
Jungle Doctor’s Crooked Dealings BKCFJD04 
Jungle Doctor’s Enemies BKCFJD05 
Jungle Doctor in Slippery Places BKCFJD06 
Jungle Doctor’s Africa BKCFJD07 
Jungle Doctor on Safari BKCFJD08 
Jungle Doctor Meets a Lion BKCFJD09 
Eyes on Jungle Doctor BKCFJD10 
Jungle Doctor Stings a Scorpion BKCFJD11 
Jungle Doctor Pulls a Leg BKCFJD12 
Jungle Doctor Looks for Trouble BKCFJD13 
Jungle Doctor Operates BKCFJD14 
Jungle Doctor to the Rescue BKCFJD15 

Jungle Doctor Attacks Witchcraft BKCFJD16 
Jungle Doctor Goes West BKCFJD17 
Jungle Doctor Sees Red BKCFJD18 
Jungle Doctor’s Case Book BKCFJD19 
   $10.20 each 
 
 

Books for Teens 

The Hired Man's Clock by Dale S Marshall 
A fictional story demonstrating how the life of one 
simple, but godly man, even after his death was 
used by the Lord for His glory. The book is not a true 
story; it is from the author’s imagination. But it could 
be factual because most of the incidents were based 
on happenings he had experienced or had heard of.  
Consisting of a series of stories, each chapter is 
complete in itself yet each has connections with the 
others. In every chapter, some details which seem 
insignificant become meaningful in others. May the 
Lord be honoured and may He be glorified through 
the story of The Hired Man’s Clock. The story is set 
in Canada and covers over 80 
years, showcasing events and 
times of different people's lives who 
all are connected to the clock. This 
book is a hard-to-put-down read, 
very well written and bringing in 
important Biblical truths and 
practical Christian living without 
preaching at the reader. Very 
enjoyable for youth and adult alike. 
Reading level: 12 years to Adult. 
Paperback. 544 pages. Gospel 
Folio Press. 
BKGFHMC $28.50 

Stronger Than the Sword by Faith Cook 
Though the characters are fictitious, they represent 
the truth. Their lives are interwoven with historical 
figures, such as John Bunyan. Set during a time of 
great persecution, the focus is on a typical family 
living in Somerset at that time. 
The lesson is clear: we do not 
fear those who kill the body, but 
must have faith that is ‘stronger 
than the sword’. A farmer, 
searching the moors at night for 
his son, missing after a skirmish 
in the English Civil War, 
stumbles across a Royalist 
soldier lying severely injured in a 
ditch. His decision to help the 
man will have surprising 
repercussions in years to come, 
both for his own family and for 
the stranger whose life was saved at great personal 
cost to his rescuers. 
Set in times when to refuse to conform to the forms 
of worship imposed by the state was to risk fines or 
imprisonment, The circumstances of the lives of the 
central characters are set in the context of these 
stirring historical events. 
These people are representative of the countless 
numbers of Christians worldwide who, down the 
centuries, have demonstrated a faith in the living 
God which is stronger than the sword – a faith that 
prevails even though a civil power may attempt to 
crush and annihilate it. As such, their example 
challenges Christians today to remain faithful to the 
truths of Scripture, cost what it may and however 
subtle the forms in which persecution may be 
presented. 
Historical fiction. Paperback. 190 pages. Evangelical 
Press. 
BKEPSTS $15.15 

The Shining Sword by Charles G Coleman 
"For the King!" Such is the battle cry of the royal 
army as soldiers in the service of the King of kings 
and Lord of lords set out to wage war against the 
forces of evil. Lanus, a new recruit, finds he has 
much to learn - about obedience, about failure, 
about victory. And about the vital importance of 
putting on the full armor of the King. In this 
fascinating tale of spiritual warfare, the story of 
Lanus vividly illustrates the Christian's conflict with 
Satan. Come along as a new convert trains for 
conquest by skillfully wielding the ultimate weapon 
of righteousness, the Sword of the 
Word of God...  
An allegorical portrayal of the 
Christian's conflict with Satan and 
the importance of the Word of 
God.  
Reading level: 10-18 years. 
Paperback. 156 pages. Zeezok 
Publishing. 
BKB3381 $25.95 

Nothing Daunted by Gloria Repp 
Up and up they followed the trail…. At the top they 
halted to catch their breath, and Isobel gazed 
longingly across a sea of cloud-draped mountain 
peaks and shadowy canyons. Through one of those 
dark gorges flowed the Salweek River, and by its 
side lived the Lisu people. In 1922 Isobel Miller was 
a senior at the University of British Columbia--
beautiful, talented, popular--and so miserable that 
she wanted to die. In her despair she began a 
search that was to last a lifetime: the search to know 
God. Her investigation led to the Bible and to Jesus 
Christ, and one day God gave her the desire to 
share what she had learned with the Lisu tribe in 
southwest China. Ten years passed before Isobel 
and her husband were finally sent to the Lisu's 
mountain wilderness. She grew to 
love the people dearly, and in her 
adventurous life she experienced the 
challenges of pioneer living, the 
perils of war, and the joys of proving 
the faithfulness of God. The 
biography of a devoted missionary. 
Paperback. 167 pages. 
JourneyForth. 
BKJFDAU $13.95 

Zoli’s Legacy by Dawn L Watkins 
Historical fiction for Christian teens based on the 
true story of Zoltán Gaal who 
escaped from Hungary in the years 
between the two world wars. In this 
Christian fiction novel Zoli’s story 
begins with his childhood veiled in 
despair. Zoli becomes a diligent 
student in hopes that academic 
knowledge can dispel this darkness, 
but not until he is given a copy of 
the New Testament does a true 
miracle begin. Even as Zoli’s 
beloved country is torn apart, he 
sees the lives of those he loves put back together 
one by one. Paperback. 302 pages. Journey Forth. 
BKJFZOL $15.95 

Not Regina by Christmas Carol Kauffman 
The 1500s were stirring times in Europe. Luther 
nailed his ninety-five theses to a church door in 
Germany, exploding a powder keg of unrest that 
seethed for decades. Against this background, 
Regina Strahm found herself caught between two 
religious factions in Switzerland. Her parents 
repeatedly warned her against the Anabaptist 
heresy, but why then did Zwingli's 
official religion fail to satisfy? And 
why were the Anabaptists willing to 
die for their faith? Regina discovered 
why, and found a joy she had never 
before known. 
Historical fiction. Paperback. 230 
pages. Christian Light Publications. 
BKCLREG $17.40 
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Morning Star of the 
Reformation  
by Andy Thomson 
When young John of Wycliffe 
arrives at Oxford University, he 
finds it a fascinating and perilous 
place. With his friend, Sebastian 
Ayleton, John experiences the 
terrible plague, and he becomes 
involved in clashes between 
university factions as well as riots 
among the townspeople. 
Whenever he can find time away 
from his studies, John's favourite 
place is the inn of 
the Kicking Pony. 
There he and his 
companions 
discuss the 
political and 
religious issues 
of the day, and it 
is with his friends 
that he first 
shares his 
growing vision of 
an English Bible for all 
Englishmen to read. In the 
darkness of medieval England, 
John's pursuit of truth gleams like 
a solitary star: the morning star 
that promises the sunrise to 
come. He paved the way for the 
theologians of the next century 
and opened hearts in preparation 
for the great Reformation itself. A 
fictionalized biography of John 
Wycliffe (1328–84). Paperback. 
146 pages. JourneyForth. 
BKJFMSR $13.95 

Books for Teens 

Children of the Storm by Natasha Vins 
School-aged Natasha finds herself caught in a country 
filled with contradictions and determined to bully her 
into denying the existence of God and embracing the 
State as her head. She receives pressure from her 
teachers to give her unquestioning allegiance to the 
Soviet State. Anti-Christian sentiment dogs her family's 
life as well. The Vins family faces imprisonment, 
humiliation, court trials, and loss of jobs 
as part of the persecution waged by 
their government. In her teen years, 
Natasha begins to see that doors close 
to those who remain faithful to Christ. 
Now she must count the cost and decide 
for herself if she wants to pay the price. 
Paperback. 135 pages. Journey Forth. 
BKJFCTS $13.95 

Caught in the Web by Faith Cook 
What was it like to be a Christian in England in the 
turbulent times from the close of the reign of Henry VIII, 
through Edward VI, the nine days of Lady Jane Grey 
and the persecution under Bloody Queen Mary? In this 
gripping novel, Faith Cook takes real characters and 
events and blends their stories with others to give a 
realistic picture of those days. The 
childhood home of Lady Jane Grey 
provides the background to an 
account which includes authentic 
historical figures and their recorded 
words. Readable for teenagers and 
adults alike, this book will challenge 
and encourage Christians living 
under the pressures of the twenty-
first entury. Paperback. 262 pages. 
EP Books. 
BKEPCIW $25.55 

Fountain of Life  
Eli had heard about Jesus' profound teachings 
and amazing miracles, but he had never seen 
Jesus. The more he heard, the more he was 
awed by this man. Was Jesus the Messiah who 
would deliver the Jews from Rome's 
oppression? Could he heal Eli's crippled 
father? How Eli longed to meet Jesus! But he 
soon learned his admiration was not shared by 
all. Even some of his own family hated Jesus 
bitterly. Eli never did see Jesus on earth. But 
long after the dark days of the cross and the 
tomb, Eli discovered something even more wonderful--that 
Jesus could be found anywhere, any time, by anyone open to 
receive Him. 198 pages.  
BKCLFOL $13.10 

Fountain of Life Series by Rebecca Martin 
Set in New Testament times and including a wealth of 
information about Jewish life and customs, this series not only 
conveys a feel for the times but also the truth of the gospel. 
While the story is in harmony with the Biblical account, there is 
no interaction between the book characters and the Biblical 
people. Paperback. Christian Light Publications. 

Living Tabernacle 
Who should Sharon believe? Father warns that Jerusalem and 
its temple are destined for destruction. But her 
brother Adam declares that God will never let 
His temple fall. Is Adam right? Or does Father 
speak truth when he says that believers are now 
God’s living tabernacle? Set in the time of the 
apostles, this story vividly portrays both the 
turmoil and the deep peace devout Jews 
experienced as they grappled with the reality of 
Jesus the Messiah. 215 pages.  
BKCLLIV $15.65 

 

The Girl in the Mirror by Michelle Grover 
This Bible study 
compares and contrasts 
two different women from 
the book of Proverbs—
the praiseworthy woman 
and the problematic 
woman.  
You’re invited to a 
pageant—one that 
involves no crash dieting, 
no facelifts, and no 
designer costumes. 
Because this contest isn’t 
about beauty but about 
character. You’ll be the judge. At the end of 
the show you get to decide which kind of girl 
you want to be. Discover a wealth of 
practical advice about speech, relationships, 
appearance, and more. Learn how to apply 
that truth to your life so that when you look 
in the mirror of Scripture, you’ll see the right 
kind of girl. Includes questions. 
Paperback. 88 pages. JourneyForth. KJV 
BKJFGIM $14.95 

The Man You Could Be 
by Paul W Downey 
Thirteen lessons drawn from the 
life of Joshua—the leader of 
ancient Israel who took over when 
Moses died. To complete this 
study, the only things you will 
need besides this book are your 
Bible, some time, and a 
willingness to be honest with 
yourself and God. Spending about 
one hour a week will give you 
time to answer the questions, 
memorize the verses, work on the projects, and think 
about how the material can be applied in your life. 
Through studying how God worked in the life of 
Joshua, you can learn to become The Man You 
Could Be. Paperback. 102 pages. JourneyForth. KJV 
BKJFMAN $14.95 

What’s Stopping You? by Nathan D Thomas 
Sin, fear, and discouragement often prevent 
Christian youth from moving forward for God. They 
stumble over the same obstacles again and again; 
and though they ask for forgiveness every time, they 
become discouraged, afraid to move forward lest 
they fall. This book helps Christian 
teens recognize problem areas, 
become proactive in fighting 
temptation, and seize the truths of 
Scripture to get closer to God. If 
you're a teen frustrated with your 
own spiritual inaction, make a 
choice today to change the status 
quo and step out for God. Includes 
questions. Paperback. 102 pages. 
JourneyForth. KJV 
BKJFWST $14.95 $5.60 

Bible Study for Teens 

Young Christian’s Introduction to the Bible  
by Charles C Ryrie 
An excellent resource for children and 
young people ages 10 and up to get a 
bird's eye view of the parts and the 
whole of God's Word. Chapters 
include: "What is the Bible?," "How did 
we get the Bible?," and "What Each 
Book of the Bible is all about." 
Paperbook. 54 pages. Scripture 
Memory Fellowship. KJV 
BKSMFYC $6.90 $2.57 

No Matter What You Can Rejoice 
by Michelle Grover 
Sometimes life gets ugly; and maybe, once in a while, 

your attitude does too. But one Person is always kind, 

loving, and amazing, no matter what. He gives each of 

His daughters the chance to be like 

Him. Takes a tour through creation 

with the psalmist and discovers all 

the amazing things that nature can 

tell us about God. A powerful God 

like the Creator will never let a teen 

girl down-no matter what. Includes 

questions. Paperback. 115 pages. 

JourneyForth. KJV 

BKJFNMT $13.95 

$5.00 
SALE! 

SALE! 

SALE! 
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Christian Heroes: Then and Now Series by Janet & Geoff Benge 
The series chronicles the true stories of ordinary men and women whose trust in God accomplished extraordinary deeds for His kingdom and glory. Written specifically 
to challenge readers with the powerful lives of missionaries who have profoundly shaped history, these books answer today's call for positive role models and for op-
portunities to see how God works through the lives of those who follow Him. The exciting life stories of these heroes will inspire the readers as they witness the drama 
of faith and character being tested under the most extreme circumstances. Readers of all ages love these fast-paced adventures that take them to the heart of a na-
tion, an era, and what it means to live a life dedicated to serving God and those He loves. No illustrations. Maps included. Paperback. YWAM Publishing. Reading 
level: Read to me: 8-9 years; Read myself: 10-100 years 

Samuel Zwemer: The Burden of Arabia 
The spiritual needs of the Muslim world, long 
neglected by Christian missionaries, came to the 
world's attention again when Samuel Zwemer 
dedicated himself to the advancement of the gospel 
in Arabia. It was a tremendous 
task, but a pledge the young 
American kept despite opposition, 
difficulty, and death. 
Zwemer founded the Arabian 
Mission in Bahrain to serve 
Muslims through medical care, 
Christian literature, and preaching. 
With a heart on fire for Muslim 
people, he relentlessly shared his 
vision worldwide, calling many to 
action. 200 pages. KJV. 
BKCHZWE $10.80  

Betty Greene: Wings to Serve 
As a young girl growing up on the shores of Lake 
Washington, Betty Greene had two passions: a 
love for Christ and a love of flying. As a young 
World War II WASP pilot, Betty dreamed of 
combining her two passions by 
using wings to serve God. 
Betty's dream became reality 
when she helped found the 
Mission Aviation Fellowship. Her 
faith-filled adventures and faithful 
service helped create what is 
today a global ministry that 
operates over eighty aircraft in 
nineteen countries.  
195 pages. KJV. 
BKCHBGR $10.80  

Jonathan Goforth: An Open Door in China 
As a poor Canadian farm boy, Jonathan Goforth 
had no idea that he would spend most of his life 
braving disaster, danger, and disease to share 
God's love with the people of 
China. But when God led him to 
do just that, nothing, not even the 
violent Boxer Rebellion, would 
stop Jonathan and his family from 
answering God's call. 
Making their home in China, the 
Goforths opened their doors to as 
many as five thousand visitors a 
month, all of whom heard the 
gospel message. 208 pages. KJV. 
BKCHGOF $10.20  

William Carey: Obliged to Go 
William's amazing journey to India 
would prove to be just the 
beginning of a missionary quest 
filled with hardship and heartache 
as well as tremendous victories. 
Often referred to as "the father of 
modern missions," William Carey 
displayed a single-minded 
determination to set his face like a 
flint to the task of bringing the 
gospel to those lost in darkness. 
His life of service and sacrifice is a 
guidepost to Christians of all generations. 214 
pages. KJV. 
BKCHWCY $10.80  

Richard Wurmbrand: Love Your Enemies 
Richard Wurmbrand, founder of Voice of the 
Martyrs, was once a young atheist determined to 
experience everything the world had to offer. Yet he 
regretted that God did not exist, wishing that a heart 
of love beat somewhere in the universe. 
When the Romanian found that heart of love in 
Jesus Christ, he had the courage to serve Christ 
unswervingly even as his homeland 
sided with the Nazis and then sank 
into the new horrors of post-war 
Communism. Stubbornly 
respecting the worst enemies as 
fellow human beings and repaying 
hatred with love, the beloved pastor 
would spend years as a prisoner of 
the state, tortured and beaten, for 
preaching the gospel of peace  
208 pages. KJV. 
BKCHRWL $10.20  

Ida Scudder: Healing Bodies, Touching Hearts 
Ida Scudder was sure she would never follow in 
the footsteps of her medical missionary father. But 
when she witnessed Indian women dying because 
their religious beliefs didn't allow male doctors to 
treat them, Ida heard herself pray, "God, if You 
want me to, I will spend the rest 
of my life in India trying to help 
these women." 
Serving for nearly sixty years, Dr. 
Ida Scudder lived out the truth 
and compassion found in Christ. 
She pioneered a first-rate medical 
school and hospital, brought life-
saving health care to rural people, 
and left an inspiring legacy that 
still touches millions of people 
each year with healing and hope.  
192 pages. KJV. 
BKCHIDA $10.20  

Wilfred Grenfell: Fisher of Men 
Adventurous Wilfred Grenfell was no stranger to 
danger. As a new Christian, this English doctor 
ministered to fishermen on the deadly North Sea. 
And when he heard about the appalling poverty and 
injustice across the ocean in Newfoundland, he went 
to work among the desperately 
poor fishing communities of the 
wild, remote Labrador coast. There 
Dr. Grenfell pioneered life-saving 
hospitals, schools, orphanages, 
and fishermen's co-ops as he 
shared the hope of the gospel with 
people whose lives had offered 
only despair.   
192 pages. KJV. 
BKCHWGR $10.80  

John Williams: Messenger of Peace 
The thousands of islands scattered across the 
Pacific Ocean were home to fierce warriors and 
cannibals who sacrificed their children to the 
many gods they worshiped. A few islands had been 
dramatically transformed by the gospel, but many 
more were waiting for someone to come and teach 
them about the one true God. John 
Williams dedicated his life to 
bringing the message of Christ's 
love and peace to these brutal 
islands. In the face of constant 
danger, he discipled and inspired 
Polynesians to go as missionaries 
to their neighbours, ultimately 
giving his life to see the gospel 
spread across the vast Pacific. 197 
pages. KJV. 
BKCHJWL $11.35  

Isobel Kuhn: On the Roof of the World 
As a fourteen-year-old intent on living a “modern” 
life, the last thing Isobel Kuhn wanted to grow up 
to be was a missionary. But as it turned out, this 
young agnostic’s life was redirected—from crisis 
and doubt to hope and strength. 
Convinced that God wanted her 
to preach the gospel as a China 
Inland missionary, Isobel bravely 
served among the Lisu people in 
remote mountainous regions of 
China and Thailand. After twenty 
years of ministry Isobel returned 
to the United States, writing 
stirring stories of faith and 
inspiring generations of readers. 
219 pages. KJV. 
BKCHISO $10.80  

Eric Liddell: Something Greater Than Gold 
Eric's refusal earlier that week to 
run on Sunday in the Olympic 
100m race had stunned the world. 
Now his incredible victory in the 
400m race further strengthened his 
belief in God's promise, "He who 
honours Me, I will honour." Years 
later, Eric Liddell would be tested 
far beyond mere physical ability as 
a missionary to China. His 
character, perseverance, and 
endurance are a challenging 
example for all who would obey the call to bring the 
gospel to the nations.  
201 pages. KJV. 
BKCHELD $10.80  

Rowland Bingham: Into Africa's Interior 
At age twenty Rowland Bingham committed himself 
to serving not only in Africa, known as the 
white man's grave, but in Africa's Sudan interior, 
where few missionaries had ventured and those who 
did soon died of disease or retreated in defeat. 
Experienced missionaries told 
Rowland that his dream was 
impossible. But when he found 
himself the sole surviving member 
of the fledgling Sudan Interior 
Mission, he didn't give up - neither 
did God. In an amazing story of 
vision and faith, God used this 
willing servant to open a way for 
the gospel's light to shine on 
millions of people once thought 
beyond reach. 183 pages. KJV. 
BKCHRBG $11.35  

Mary Slessor: Forward into Calabar 
For thirty-nine years, Mary Slessor laboured in love 
among the unreached, often treacherous, tribes of 
Africa's Calabar region in Nigeria. Braving sickness, 
danger, and death on all sides, Mary became the 
cherished "White Ma" to entire tribes. Her faith, 
steadfastness, and pioneering spirit brought her 
beloved adopted people their first brilliant, 
contrasting example of the life and 
freedom found in Jesus Christ. 
Mary Slessor's story in an ageless 
epic of a woman who would stop at 
nothing to reach the lost with the 
life-giving gospel of Christ. 204 
pages. KJV. 
BKCHMSL $10.20  

Biographies for Older Children to Adults 
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One Boy’s Battle  
by Christmas Carol Kauffman 
Millard couldn't understand why his 
father seemed to resent him. But 
his mother loved him; he tried not to 
be bitter. When God called, her 
influence helped him choose Christ. 
Then he overheard his father 
disparage his commitment. Bitter 
and discouraged, he vowed never 
to serve God until he understood 
why. In the following years, he turned his back on 
his mother's teaching to join the army. In the thick of 
battle, he turned to the Lord in repentance. A true 
story, Millard's letters home and the diary of his soul
-struggles will challenge you to deeper faith in 
Christ. 
Paperback. 186 pages. Pathway Publishing.  
BKBTPONB $12.20 

God’s Smuggler by Brother Andrew 
This adventure-packed true story tells of Brother 
Andrew's journey from humble beginnings to a 
worldwide mission to bring Bibles to Christians cut 
off from the church. As a boy he dreamed of being a 
spy - undercover behind enemy lines. As a man he 
found himself undercover for God. Brother Andrew 
was his name, and for decades his life story , 
recounted in God's Smuggler, has awed and 
inspired millions. This bestseller tells of the young 
Dutch factory worker's incredible efforts to transport 
Bibles across closed borders - and the miraculous 
ways in which God provided for 
him every step of the way.  This 
updated edition contains a new 
prologue and a complete new 
chapter which includes the 
revelation that the book was 
required reading in the KGB, and 
introduces Andrew's latest 
challenge, taking the gospel to 
Islam. Paperback. 290 pages. 
Hodder & Stoughton 
BKKOGSM $17.50 
 
Also available: Audiobook 

Please refer to the Audiobook section of this catalogue to find more details about Audiobook products. 

Charles Haddon Spurgeon: The People’s 
Preacher by J Ritchie 
Charles Haddon Spurgeon occupied a unique 
position among preachers of his era for more than 
thirty years. He delighted to speak of his 
conversion in a Primitive Methodist chapel in 
Colchester on Sunday morning, December 15th, 
1850 from the text “Look unto me, and be ye 
saved, all the ends of the earth”. C.H. Spurgeon 
later wrote, “Oh, I looked until I could almost have 
looked my eyes away, and in 
heaven I will look on still in my 
joy unutterable”. His spoken and 
his written ministry have proved 
to be, in the language which he 
often used, “like apples of gold 
in pictures of silver”. He was 
marked by a strong vivid faith 
and large hearted benevolence. 
Paperback. 330 pages. John 
Ritchie Ltd 
BKRTCHSP $13.00             

Ann Judson: A Missionary Life for Burma  
by Sharon James 
Previously published as My Heart in His Hands, this 
book is fully revised and updated and is the best 
modern biography of Ann Judson available. If you 
only read one biography this 
year, read Ann Judson: a 
missionary life for Burma. If you 
are going through trials or 
suffering you need to read this 
book and find out that trials are 
always for a purpose rightly 
understood they glorify God 
and build us up in the faith. 
Sharon James uses the 
sources carefully to bring Ann 
(and Adoniram) Judson's piety 
and hard work for the Lord to 
our attention, not to venerate 
them but to challenge us to 
deeper commitment and service to the Lord.  
Paperback. 286 pages. EP Books. KJV.  
BKEPANN $15.45             

From Darkness to Light by Horia Azimioara 
Teodor Popescu, grew up in the early traditions of 
Christianity, studied theology and became an 
Orthodox priest in Bucharest, Romania. He 
experienced the turning point of his life when he 
found God. However, as he studied the Scriptures 
and the light of the gospel according to the Word 
of God became clear to him, he experienced 
increasing resistance from the church until he was 
forced to leave the Romanian 
Orthodox Church. This 
biography of Teodor Popescu 
shows the dynamic power of 
the Word and Spirit to enlighten 
the sin-darkened soul. This 
“power of God unto salvation” is 
as available today as ever. 
Black and white photos. 
Hardcover. 140 pages. Gute 
Botschaft Verlag. 
BKG03855 $8.80       

Jungle Pilot: The Story of Nate Saint  
by Russell T Hitt 
In 1956, pilot Nate Saint and four other missionaries 
were killed in Ecuador by the Waodani (Auca) 
Indians they had come to serve. Jungle Pilot is the 
gripping story of Nate's faithful service and enduring 
legacy for Christ and His kingdom. 
This new edition tells the original story and then 
brings it up to date through the 
epilogue and time line written by 
Nate's son, Stephen, who recently 
returned to the jungles of Ecuador 
to see and record the remarkable 
progress in the work pioneered by 
Nate and his missionary friends. 
Black & white photographs. 
Paperback. 293 pages. Discovery 
House.  
BKKOJUN $21.00 

Biographies for 16 Years to Adult 
Trapped in Hitler's Hell  
by Anita Dittman with Jan Markell 
Anita Dittman was just a little girl when the winds of 
Hitler and Nazism began to blow through Germany. 
Raised by her Jewish mother, she first heard about 
Jesus when she was just six years old. By the time 
she was eight, she came to believe that He was her 
Messiah. Within two years, the war had begun. The 
true account of holocaust horror but also of God's 
miraculous mercy on a young girl 
who spent her teen-age years 
desperately fighting for survival 
yet learning to trust in the One 
she had come to love. You will 
never read another story like this 
one, and you will be changed 
forever through the life of this 
courageous and lovely young 
woman. This is a story of hope, 
survival, and God’s 
miracles. Includes back and white 
photos. Paperback. 206 pages. WND Books. KJV, 
NASB 
BKCBTHH $20.15             

Lucy Winchester by Christmas Carol Kauffman 
As a girl, Lucy yearned for spiritual fellowship. Her 
father, however, stood foursquare against religion 
of any sort. This true story of Lucy's lifelong 
spiritual quest is set against the backdrop of two 
difficult marriages and many sorrows, broken 
promises, sickness, infant deaths, alcoholism, and 
poverty. From the unspeakable joy of learning to 
know Christ as her Saviour, Lucy 
stumbled through years of 
spiritual ignorance and despair 
until she found peace in Christ 
again. Her story reflects the 
goodness of God, patiently 
leading the thirsty to living water. 
Paperback.  476 pages. Christian 
Light Publications. 
BKCLLWI $17.50 

But Not Forsaken by Helen G Brenneman 
Hans leaned against the wall for support, surveying 
the scattered possessions and the rumpled bed on 
the floor. Something was very wrong. He buried his 
face in his hands, fighting despair . . . Who might 
know where his family had gone? Hans and Maria 
Penner, separated by the Communists in East 
Germany, continue to travel west 
toward freedom, each fearing the 
other slain. This is the story of a 
family distressed, persecuted, and 
separated, but not forsaken. True 
tales of refugees fleeing Russian-
occupied East Germany. 
Paperback.  256 pages. Christian 
Light Publications 
BKCLBNO $13.80 
Also available: Audiobook 

Light from Heaven by Christmas Carol Kauffman 
Joseph Armstrong's father showed little concern for 
his wife and children. Work came 
first. Praise was a foreign language. 
All the while, he portrayed himself 
as flawlessly pious to those outside 
the family, making his home a 
potential hotbed for bitterness. But a 
devout mother bridged the gap—
loving, teaching, and praying for her 
children. Her prayers were heard. A 
heart-warming  and heartrending 
true story. Paperback. 458 pages. 
Christian Light Publications 
BKCLLIG $12.95 

For One Moment by Christmas Carol Kauffman 
Herbe Engelhardt is sucked into a swirling vortex of 
emotional confusion when his parents divorce. As a 
result, Herbe is driven by insecurity and a hunger for 
something missing in his pseudo-
religious training, joining Hitler's 
promising regime. Bitter, fighting a 
God he doesn't know or 
understand, Herbe comes to a 
moment of crisis, and in that one 
moment, his destiny is determined.  
Based on the real struggles of a 
boy who grew up in the emotional 
turmoil of a broken home and the 
political turmoil of Nazi Germany.  
Paperback. 344 pages. Christian 
Light Publications. 
BKCLONE $12.95 

Hidden Rainbow by Christmas Carol Kauffman 
A true story about a forbidden 
New Testament that shattered 
the calm of a Yugoslavian 
village. John and Anna Olesh, 
raised in a solid Catholic 
community, face severe 
censure when John leaves his 
family for a time to make money 
in America. Even more 
hardship—and persecution—
stands in their way when they 
befriend an evangelical 
missionary, accept a New 
Testament, and come to know God. But through 
all their trials, they learn that when God moves, 
nothing can stand in His way.  Paperback. 392 
pages. Christian Light Publications 
BKCLHDR $12.95 
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Out of the Shadows by Faith Cook 
Nine short, inspiring biographies of 
lesser-known Christians who made 
a difference. Perhaps best known is 
Patricia St John (the final chapter) 
to whom Mrs Cook pays a personal 
and moving tribute to someone who 
showed such kindness. Paperback. 
155 pages. Evangelical Press. 
BKEPOOS $12.20 

Singing in the Fire by Faith Cook 
In fourteen short biographies Faith Cook brings 
home the reality of the faith which 
carries Christians victoriously 
through trials. 
Faith Cook's subject is familiar to 
Christian literature but these 
pages have several factors which 
make them arresting and 
captivating. Instead of meeting 
with well-known names, here is a 
portrait gallery which includes a 
number who lived far from the 
public notice. These pages are full 
of moving records from the old 
and the modern. 
Biographies include: John Bradford, Wang Ming-
Dao; Susannah Spurgeon; Margaret Baxter; 
Thomas Hog; John Oxtoby; Edward Payson. 
Paperback. 208 pages. Banner of Truth.  
BKKO844 $13.95 

Sound of Trumpets by Faith Cook 
Peer pressure is very hard to resist. So many are 
affected by the views and values of their social circle 
and largely conform to what others 
think, say and do, as well as to 
what they eat and wear. But this is 
not new. While the Bible does not 
speak of peer groups and the 
pressure they exert, it does point to 
the course of this world and warns 
Christian believers not to be 
conformed to its thought patterns or 
to the ignorance of God which they 
betray. But the Scriptures do more. 
They give us examples of those 
who have, by the grace of God, lived and died in 
faith, saying to us, "Whose faith follow." 
Paperback. 176 pages. Banner of Truth.  
BKKO780 $13.95 

The Bible in the Wall by Ralph Bouma 
True story of Antonio who rejected the Bible and 
determined to destroy it. Read how this very Bible 
was saved and later used to bring him to Christ and 
begin a revival.  This book is the 
true story of a man who repeatedly 
rejects the gift of a Bible, which 
God, in turn, repeatedly brings 
back across his path. The story is 
set in the beautiful Swiss Alps and 
northern Italy, in the 1800s. 
Surviving intact despite a 
destructive fire, this Bible, 
disdainfully cast off three times, 
becomes the tool used by God to 
transform a man's life. Paperback. 
48 pages 
BKBIWALL $7.05 

50 Years in the “Church” of Rome  
by Charles Chiniquy 
Conversion Testimony of a Former Catholic Priest 
As a child, Chiniquy memorized scriptures at his 
mother's knee and developed a deep love for God. 
Becoming a priest, he wanted desperately to place 
full trust in his "church", but was hit by waves of 
doubt as his "church" claimed adherence to the 
Gospel, yet violated it at every turn. His jealous 
superiors falsely accused him, 
but Abraham Lincoln, a young 
lawyer from Illinois, defended 
him and saved his reputation. 
Chiniquy proves that it was the 
Jesuits who later killed Lincoln, 
and explains why. 
Finally, after twenty-five years as 
a priest in the Roman Catholic 
Church, his bishop demanded 
that he give up his precious 
Bible, and pledge blind 
obedience to the "church. After a 
dark night of struggle, he emerged gloriously 
saved, and led almost the entire Catholic 
population of St. Anne, Illinois to trust in Christ 
alone. Here is the finest work ever written to show, 
from the inside, what Catholicism really is. You will 
feel Chiniquy's broken heart for Catholics, even as 
he clearly refutes Catholicism's errors. Now, 
abridged from the 1886 edition, it is even more 
readable than before! 
Paperback.  368 pages. Chick Publications. 
BKCK180  $19.95   

Samuel Rutherford and His Friends  
by Faith Cook 
A man may be known by the 
company he keeps. Samuel 
Rutherford's friends give us a 
fresh look at the man who has 
long been held in such high 
affection by Christian people 
around the world.  
The days in which Samuel 
Rutherford (c.I600-I66I) lived 
were ones in which 'a man must 
sin or suffer', and most of 
Rutherford's friends chose the 
latter course. Two were martyred, two exiled and 
all paid a high price for allegiance to the truth. The 
primary aim of these short biographies is to cast 
light on Rutherford's genius as a faithful counsellor 
and spiritual guide. We are introduced to the depth 
and beauty of his Letters and brought to share in 
the wisdom and consolation of his pastoral 
ministry. Paperback. 183 pages. Banner of Truth.  
BKKOSAM $13.35 

Fine Gold From Yorkshire by Faith Cook 
What does the man who took the gospel to China's 
millions have in common with the creator of 
Wensleydale cheese, or with the inventor of the 
Crow's Nest, or the man responsible for the 
abolition of slavery throughout the Commonwealth, 
or with a member of the famous 
Bronte family? Each one (along 
with all twenty-one major 
subjects of this book, plus 
others) was trusting in Jesus as 
their Lord and Saviour and they 
were all from Yorkshire. The 
county is rightly famed for its 
dales and moors, its cricket and 
its tea, but primarily Yorkshire is 
known for down-to-earth 
characters. Fine Gold from 
Yorkshire introduces Christians 
from the county whose lives have impacted millions 
across the world. Read it and smile, be inspired and 
stirred, but most of all look to the God of these 
people: the God who loves people from every 
county and country. Paperback. 160 pages. 
Evangelical Press. 
BKEPFGY $13.95 

Stars in God’s Sky by Faith Cook 
In her typically engaging and enthralling style, Faith 
Cook shows us how God graciously works in 
individuals’ lives. Here are ‘short 
biographies of extraordinary 
ordinary Christians’. Among 
others here we find the 
encouraging and challenging 
short stories of John Foxe, John 
Gifford, Peter Greenwood, 
Jonathan Maskew and Fanny 
Guinness. ‘Those who turn many 
to righteousness shall shine like 
the stars of heaven for ever and 
ever’ (Daniel 12:3). Paperback. 
160 pages. Evangelical Press. 
BKEPSGS $19.15 

Surprised by God by Faith Cook 
There is no change more radical in the life of any 
person than that which comes 
about when they come to faith in 
the Lord Jesus Christ. Every Part 
of their being is touched, and at 
the deepest level. In these 
accounts, Faith Cook takes 
individuals from the sixteenth to 
the twentieth century and tells the 
story of how they were each in 
their turn 'surprised by God.' 
Paperback. 192 pages. 
Evangelical Press. (NKJV) 
BKEPSUR $12.20 

Pilgrim Path: John Bunyan's Journey  
by Faith Cook 
A well-paced and accessible biography that will 
appeal to every reader. Inevitably it is more than just 
a biography: this is a story told so that the Lord 
Jesus Christ is glorified and the reader can find 
encouragement for their own pilgrim 
path. Bunyan suffered in many ways 
and his own words express best the 
message this book brings: (God) 
can make those things that in 
themselves are most fearful and 
terrible to behold, the most 
pleasant, delightful and desirable 
things. He can make a gaol more 
beautiful than a palace... He can 
so sweeten our sufferings with the 
honey of his word... and make them 
so easy by the spreading of his feathers over us that 
we shall not be able to say that in all the world a 
more comfortable position can be found. Paperback. 
188 pages. Evangelical Press. 
BKEPAPP $15.75 

The Story of John Wesley by Frances Bevan 
A simple, interesting and instructive biography of 
John Wesley whom God raised up to bring 
thousands in England from the depths of moral and 
spiritual darkness to the feet of the Saviour. This 
inspiring book recounts not only the 
marvellous ways in which God 
preserved John Wesley from angry 
mobs, but shows the goodness and 
grace of God who raised up such a 
man to preach the gospel.  
 Paperback. 360 pages. Bible Truth 
Publishers. 
BKBTP2663 $9.30 

Greasy the Robber by Charles Lukesh 
A Russian family is on their way to Siberia when the 
parents succumb to cholera, leaving 
the two children to fend for 
themselves. The boy is picked up by 
robbers, joins the band, and helps kill 
two Christian travellers, finding a 
New Testament in the loot. The 
results of the gang reading the Word 
of God shows the power of the 
gospel. Pamphlet. 24 pages.  
BKBTP2747 $2.25 
Also available: Audiobook 

Answers to Prayer by George Mueller 
Prayer was the vital component of George Mueller’s 
nineteenth-century ministry to England’s orphans. 
Through his narrative account, Mueller reveals how 
powerful and spiritually rewarding prayer can be in 
your life. 
George Mueller (1805-1898), evangelist and 
philanthropist in England, was a man of prayer and 
strong faith who depended wholly on 
God for his temporal and spiritual 
needs. As founder of several 
orphanages, he handled more than $8 
million, although his own worldly 
possessions were valued at about 
$800 at his death. Paperback. 126 
pages. Moody. 
BKKOATP $11.15 
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God Knows My Size! by Harvey Yoder 
Is there really a God? This is the question 13 year-
old Silvia faced. Her teachers 
laughed at the mere idea of God. 
Yet her parents and pastor not only 
believed in God, but served Him 
devotedly. Which of them was 
right? So Silvia decided to find out 
for herself if God was real. She 
asked for three things - a pair of 
shoes, a sweater and a coat. God 
answered her prayer in a way far 
more beautiful than she expected! 
And the truth He showed her then 
sustained her years later as she faced persecution 
and even prison for God's sake. Paperback.  251 
pages. TGS International. 
BKTGGKS $17.95   
Also available: Audiobook 

  

They Would Not Be Moved by Harvey Yoder 
For young Anya, the red tie (a symbol of 
Communism) was so much 
associated with denying God that 
she grew up hating it as the 
equivalent to a ticket to hell.  She 
decided that, no matter what the 
consequences would be, she 
would never wear the red tie. This 
true story and the 14 others in this 
book are encouraging and faith-
building. Paperback.  206 pages. 
TGS International. 
BKTGMOV $14.95 
 

Too Hard For God? by Charles Marsh 
Charles Marsh was convinced that the Holy Spirit 
was leading him to Algeria. To win the respect and 
love of Muslim men and women was no easy task. 
This is the incredible story of a young couple who 
attempted the impossible. They witnessed the 
dawn of a movement for Christ which continues to 
this day and prove for us there is 
NOTHING TOO HARD FOR 
GOD. Serving with his wife for 
37 years, Charles was 
undaunted by the hardness of 
the work and the 
unresponsiveness of most of his 
contacts for he knew that it was 
God's work and he was just the 
servant. Paperback.  223 pages. 
OM Publishing (Scriptures from 
RSV and Phillips Translation) 
BKOMTHG $15.65 
 

One Woman Against the Reich by Helmut W Ziefle 
The extraordinary true story of a Christian mother's 
struggle to keep her family faithful 
to God during the enormous 
pressures and alluring charisma of 
Hitler's early regime. This is a 
powerful example for parents 
fighting to raise Christian children 
in a post-Christian culture. 
Paperback. 189 pages. Kregel 
Publications. 
BKKOOWA $26.10       

Zvi: The Miraculous Story of Triumph Over the 
Holocaust by Elwood McQuaid 
The story of a World War II waif in Warsaw, Poland. 
As a 10-year-old Jewish boy, Zvi was separated 
from his parents and forced to face 
the trials of survival in Adolph 
Hitler's crazed world. How he 
triumphed against all odds and 
found his way to Israel and faith in 
the Messiah is one of the greatest 
stories of our time. This is a book 
you will find difficult to lay down. 
Paperback. 352 pages. Friends of 
Israel. 
BKFOIZVI $10.50 

Biographies for 16 Years to Adult 

Elena by Harvey Yoder 
Growing up in a Christian home 
in communist Romania brought 
suffering for Elena. As she grew 
older, Elena found her niche in 
running. The Christian teaching 
she received at home faded in 
the background as she trained to 
become the fastest runner in 
Romania. Her goal seemed 
close, when God's loving call 
changed her life's course. 
Escape, prison and much 
hardship followed but Elena found that God can 
use trials to strengthen His children and increase 
their faith in Him! Elena was friend of Silvia of "God 
knows my size." Paperback.  240 pages. TGS 
International. 
BKTGELE $17.95 

Angola Beloved by T Ernest Wilson 
Africa, land of mystery…cruelty…fear…darkness…
sounds and smells… In the heart of this fascinating 
continent lies the country of Angola. Read of 
Angola's history, culture and customs, witchcraft, 
and folklore as well as T. Ernest Wilson's experience 
with learning a new language, starting indigenous 
churches, the gospel in the diamond 
mines, incredible journeys on foot, 
hardships and joys, frustrations and 
fruitfulness in the pioneer missions 
field. This autobiography is told with 
humor, warmth, and insight from 
forty years' experience. Paperback.  
216 pages. Gospel Folio Press 
BKGFANG $30.75 
 

The Autobiography of George Muller  
by George Muller 
What can be accomplished in an ordinary man who 
trusts in an extraordinary God? George Muller 
discovered the endless possibilities! These excerpts 
from his diary allow Muller to tell his 
own story. Join him on his journey 
from a life of sin and rebellion to his 
glorious conversion. Share his 
struggles and triumphs as he 
establishes orphan homes to care 
for thousands of English children, 
depending on God's response to his 
prayer of faith to supply all things. 
Paperback.  237 pages. Whitaker 
House. 
BKWHAGM $11.10 

Please refer to the Audiobook section of this catalogue to find more details about Audiobook products. 

The Search by Lorna Simcox 
This is the poignant, true account 
of a Jewish woman's quest to find 
the ultimate answers about faith, 
God, and life after death. Once 
you start reading, you won’t be 
able to stop! A wonderful book for 
all who think their good deeds will 
get them to heaven. You will long 
remember Lorna’s true story and 
the heartwarming stops on a 
journey that brought this Jewish 
woman to undeniable truth about faith, God, and life 
after death. Paperback.  177 pages. Friends of 
Israel. 
BKFOIB83  $11.35   

Not My Will 
by Ghislaine Spence 
On the voyage of life we’re often fearful, con-
fused, and question the Lord’s dealings with us. 
Ghislaine Spence—a wife, mother and grand-
mother, has felt the same. Not My Will is the 
author’s autobiographical account of her journey 
on the pathway of life. Beginning with her early 
childhood in Quebec, it traces her upbringing, 
relationships, life experiences, and times of grief 
and tragedy. It also chronicles the struggles that 
ultimately carried her and her husband to a 
prison ministry. An incredibly inspiring story, it 
shows how the Lord sends adversity in our 
lives—not only to reshape 
us, but also to teach us the 
enjoyment of His love, 
fellowship and peace that 
can only come through 
submission to His will. “…
Who teacheth like 
him?” (Job 36:22). Paper-
back. 315 pages. KJV.  
BKGFNMW $28.50 

They Looked for a City  
by Lydia Buksbazen 
The soul-stirring, true account of 
a Hebrew Christian family tossed 
by many national and personal 
problems, yet preserved by a 
merciful God. This fascinating 
book tells the incredible but true 
story of a Jewish family in Eastern 
Europe and their bitter but 
triumphant struggle for survival. 
Travel back in time to a busy market street in 
Poland, where tragedy strikes as savage Russian 
Cossacks brutally ride down shoppers. Witness 
the heroic sacrifice of a young Jewish mother 
protecting her daughters. Meet Yente and 
Benjamin who, despite bitter opposition, discover 
love in the Warsaw Ghetto, which was then the 
heart of European Jewry. Their lives weave a tale 
of betrayal and separation, confusion and 
desperation, failure and success. Caught in the 
maelstrom of war, their little family it torn apart by 
a devastating series of events, producing a 
heartbreaking situation with no apparent solution. 
In the midst of international chaos and conflict, 
months of agonizing separation result in a truly 
miraculous family reunion. Paperback. 244 pages. 
Friends of Israel.   
BKFOITLC $12.55 

Dr Sa’eed of Iran: Kurdish Physician to Princes 
and Peasants, Nobles and Nomads  
by Jay M Rasooli & Cady Allen 
This is the thrilling story of a Kurdish doctor (1863-
1942), his acceptance as a mullah and teacher of 
his people, his struggles in turning from Islam to 
Christianity, his resulting banishment and 
persecution, and his faithfulness and service to his 
Lord. All this adds up to a fabulous tale, more 
absorbing than fiction or a 
mystery, yet all of it is true. This 
story of the highest Christian 
courage is told against a 
backdrop of events that brought 
this region once more into 
focus, as a center of world 
political struggle and 
importance. 
Paperback. 192 pages. William 
Carey Library. 
BKBTP6047 $35.20 

Mission to the Headhunters  
by Frank & Marie Drown 
Frank and Marie were missionaries in Ecuador for 
thirty-seven years. During that 
time they saw huge changes as 
they reached the Indian tribes with 
the gospel. This gripping book 
presents their remarkable story. 
Frank and Marie Drown were 
pioneers in the Ecuadorian 
Rainforest. They prepared the way 
for, and were contemporaries of 
Jim Elliot. Paperback. 384 pages. 
Christian Focus Publications. 
BKCFMTH $18.35        
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 Biographies for 16 Years to Adult 

Amy Carmichael: Let the Little Children Come 
by Lois Hadley Dick 
The story of Amy Carmichael and her remarkable life as a young 
missionary in Japan and India. Amy Carmichael worked in street 
missions for several years before serving for two years as a 
missionary to Japan. At twenty-eight, she left for India, with high 
hopes of spreading the good news of Christ to the Indian people. 
This is the story of her significant and remarkable work, her main 
accomplishment being rescuing Indian children as young as five 
or six from a life of temple prostitution, disease, and certain death. 
Amy's ministry testifies to the power of the God whom she loved, 
and for whom she gave up everything. Paperback. 160 pages. 
Moody. 
BKKOACL $9.35 

My Father’s World by Pablo Yoder 
A beautifully 
presented book 
full of 
fascinating 
information 
about flora and 
fauna of South 
America 
described in a 
very interesting 
manner. God is 
honoured as 
Creator 
throughout and creation is not to be 
worshiped. However, the gift of His 
Son is even greater. Spectacular full-
colour photographs. Hardcover. 150 
pages.  
TGS International. For ages 10-99. 
KJV. 
BKTGMFW $21.95 

 Creation Books 

Wonders of Creation: Design in a Fallen World 
by Stuart Burgess, Andy McIntosh & Brian Edwards 
Enjoy the panorama of a Creation so beautifully detailed, 
ordered and complex that it would be unbelievable if it was 
not there in front of us. As you look at the world around you, it 
is impossible not to experience the incredible awe and 
wonder of its design. Is this the result of an unlimited number 
of immeasurable odds or a more satisfying and reasonable 
explanation of a Creator? What is the purpose of it all? This 
spectacular book gives a taste of the amazing details that 
God has created in His creatures - animals of all kinds and 
humans, as well as the universe.  
Hundreds of full-colour illustrations. Reading level: 10 years to 
Adult. Hardcover with dust jacket. 164 pages. Size: 22.3 x 

27.8cm. Day One Publications. Bible Version: NKJV, NIV 
BKKOWOC $23.50 

The Wonder of Man by Werner Gitt 
In this book, the author shows just how remarkable 
the human body is. He looks at the senses: the eye, 
ear, sense of smell, sense of taste and sense of 
touch. Then he looks at the way the inner organs like 
the heart, blood system, kidneys, cells, DNA and the 
brain. Werner Gitt uses these examples to reach 
people who are lost with the message about a 
Creator who looks for the lost until He has found 
them. This is a beautiful book with excellent 

illustrations and makes an ideal present for Christians and outsiders 
alike.  
Full colour illustrations. Reading level: 14 years - Adult. Hardcover. 156 
pages. Size: 15.4 x 21.6cm. CLV. Bible Version: not KJV 
BKG1034330 $8.25 
 

Stars and Their Purpose: 

Signposts in Space by 

Werner Gitt                          

This book deals with ques-

tions such as: What are the 

origins of the universe? Is 

its existence a coincidence 

or does it have predestined 

design? Why are there 

stars in this enormous 

universe? Who is their 

Creator? What was the star of Bethlehem? 

Reading level: 16 years - Adult 

Paperback 

216 pages 

Size: 11 x 18cm 

Christliche Literatur-Verbreitung 

Bible Version: not KJV                                          

BKG1034290 $2.75 

In the Beginning was Information by Werner Gitt                                                  

Powerful evidence for the existence of a 

personal God! Information is the corner-

stone of life, yet it is something people 

don't often think about. In this fascinating 

book, Dr. Werner Gitt helps the reader 

see how the very presence of infor-

mation reveals a Designer: Do we take 

for granted the presence of information 

that organizes every part of the human 

body, from hair colour to the way internal 

organs work? What is the origin of all 

our complicated data? How is it that 

information in our ordered universe is organized and pro-

cessed? Gitt explains the necessity of information - and more 

importantly, the need for an Organizer and Originator of that 

information. The huge amount of information present in just a 

small amount of DNA alone refutes the possibility of a non-

intelligent beginning for life. It all points to a Being who not only 

organizes biological data, but also cares for the creation. 

Reading level: 16 years - Adult. Paperback. 256 pages. Size: 

13.4 x 20.5cm. Bible Version: not KJV                                    

BKG1034270 $27.10 

The Pilgrim's Progress by John Bunyan 
Often rated second in importance to the Bible as a Christian 
document, this famous story of man's progress through life in 
search of salvation remains one of the most entertaining allegories 
of faith ever written. Set against realistic backdrops of town and 
country, the powerful drama of the pilgrim's trials and temptations 
follows him in his harrowing journey to the Celestial City. Along a 
road filled with monsters and spiritual terrors, Christian confronts 
such emblematic characters as Worldly Wiseman, Giant Despair, 
Talkative, Ignorance, and the demons of the Valley of the Shadow 
of Death. But he is also joined by Hopeful and Faithful. An 
enormously influential seventeenth-century classic, universally 
known for its simplicity, vigor, and beauty of 
language, The Pilgrim's Progress remains one of the 
most widely read books in the English language. 
Complete and unabridged. Deluxe antiquarian 
facsimile edition. Large selection of black and white 
woodcuts - illustrations on many pages. 16 Full 
colour illustrations. 440 pages. Paperback. 
Ambassador Emerald.  
BKGFPRO $12.60 

 John Bunyan’s Works 

The Pilgrim's Progress by John Bunyan 
Although Bunyan wrote "The Pilgrim's Progress" more 
than three hundred years ago, his stirring spiritual 
narrative still bears the power to challenge and 
encourage readers on their own spiritual journeys. This 
print and audio package will be of great interest both to 
people that know Bunyan's work, and to those who are 
just discovering its riches. 
Special Features: An affordable combination of the 
repackaged print and MP3 audio of 
John Bunyan's allegory on living the 
Christian life. Includes a fresh, new 
audio version of the text by 
renowned narrator Stephen 
Johnston. 
Complete and unabridged. 
Paperback. 270 pages. Includes 
unabridged audiobook in MP3 
format on one DVD. 
Hendrickson Publishers. 
BKHPPRO $16.95 

The Pilgrim's Progress in 
Today’s English  
by John Bunyan (retold by 
James H Thomas) 
The best allegory ever written 
is rewritten in modern English, 
making it 
clearer and 
more forceful 
to the modern 
reader. 
Black and 
white 
illustrations. 
Reading level: 
16 years to 
Adult. 
Paperback. 
256 pages. Moody Publishers. 
BKKOPPT $13.00 
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 Creation Books 

If Animals Could Talk by Werner Gitt 
If animals could tell us about themselves, using our 
scientific knowledge, if they could tell us about the 
way they live, the special way they are made and 
many details about their individual design - what 
they would say would be unique praise to the 
Creator. 
Did you know that while in flight, the 
sparrow's heart can beat up to 760 
times per minute? 
Or that a baby blue whale grows at 
a rate of 7.28 pounds an hour while 
it's nursing, a grand total of 17 tons 
by the end of the nursing stage? 
How about that glow worms have a 
light output efficiency of 100% as 
compared to only 4% for our 
incandescent bulbs? 
Dr. Werner Gitt, one of the foremost 
creationist speakers in the world, uses his scientific 
expertise in this book to show the unique design 
features of some of God's most captivating 
creations. All people, young and old, layperson or 
expert, will be able to understand and enjoy this 
straightforward book. Told from the perspective of 
the animals being described, If Animals Could Talk 
clearly shows the impossibility of life without design 
in simple language, provoking a sense of wonder 
and awe at the marvelous design of the Creator. 
For ages 16-99. 
Paperback. 115 pages. Master Books.  
BKKOIFA $10.80 

The Work Of Thy Fingers  by Pablo Yoder 
What has God’s fingers made? Let Pablo Yoder take you on a tour of 
nature’s paradise in Latin America and see the handiwork of God’s 
fingers. Whether you simply gaze at the photos, go deeper and read the 
stories, or get serious enough to digest the scientific information, this is 
one tour you can enjoy over and over again. Excellent gift. Hardcover. 231 
pages. Large format book (28.5 x 22.3cm) Christian Light Publications. 
KJV. 
For ages 10-99 
BKCLWTF $40.75 

The Celestial Message  
by Morris Yoder 
Our universe stretches 
across the vastness of space. 
Planets and moons, asteroids 
and comets, clouds and dust 
create stunning scenes of 
wonder. The enormity of it all 
dazzles us. The Celestial 
Message, in simple language 

and splendid photography, unveils the mysteries of 
the universe, providing a wealth of amazing facts. 
It moves beyond the facts, however, as it explores 
the heart of a Creator who birthed such enormity, 
yet cherishes frail humanity. This is a big beautiful 
book, full of astounding astronomical facts and 
awesome photographs of the universe. "The heav-
ens declare the glory of God . . . ." Profuse dra-
matic full-color illustrations.  For ages 12-99. Hard-
cover. 180 pages. Size: 248 x 248mm. TGS Inter-
national. KJV. 
BKTGCEL  $39.95 

The Work Of His Hands  by Pablo Yoder 
Sometimes nature shouts like the thunder of waves on a rocky shore. Sometimes it whispers like autumn 
leaves that dance from the treetops to the forest floor. Always it carries a message. God has spoken clearly 
through the work of His hands. Pablo Yoder treats us to another amazing 
tour of plants and wildlife in Central and South America in this book, a 
companion to his earlier book, The Work of Thy Fingers. From a two-toed 
sloth to the giant Amazon water lily to a lumbering hippopotamus, each 
chapter is brimful of joyful enthusiasm for God’s creation. Gain a deeper 
appreciation for God’s handiwork through stories, facts, and photographs 
that display His might, creativity, and magnificence. 
Hardcover. 280 pages. Large format book (28.5 x 22.3cm) Christian Light 
Publications. KJV. 
For ages 10-99 
BKCLWHH $42.75 

Guide to God’s Animals  
by Frank Sherwin 
The animal kingdom is a massive and amazing 

part of God's wonderful creation.  Whether they fly, 

swim, slither, gallop, or swing through trees, 

discover how the Lord created each animal to be 

unique and engineered for its own habitat.  This 

book covers a number of animals, from sharks and 

jellyfish to dragonflies and bees.  Learn about 

creatures that have some very unique features - 

camouflage, bioluminescence, and echolocation 

among them.  Discover 

creatures that live in some of 

the most extreme 

environments in the 

world.  All of these creatures 

and more are a testament to 

God's glory.  

Full colour 

photography. Reading level: 

8-14 years. Hardcover. 120 

pages. Size: 22.4 x 28.6cm. Harvest House. 2015. 

Bible Version: NKJV 

BKKOGGA $17.45 

Guide to Creation  
by Institute of Creation Research 
Knowing where we came from is extremely 
important.  If natural processes made mankind over 
billions of purposeless years, then our lives mean 
nothing, and our ideas about reality are mere 
chemical interactions occurring inside our brain 
cells. 

But if God made mankind supernaturally, then each 
day of our lives is packed with meaning. Our Creator 
set each of us on the stage of an unfolding history to 
play our parts according to His 
excellent and loving purposes. 
And if God made humans 
recently, like the Bible clearly 
indicates, then Scripture is 
error-free, worthy of our 
complete trust, and authored 
by a Creator whose Word 
settles the matter - whatever 
that matter might be. 

This comprehensive guide, 
authored by ICR scientists and 
scholars, is loaded with hundreds of full-colour 
illustrations. Reading level: 8 years to Adult. 
Hardcover. 120 pages. Size: 22.4 x 28.6cm. Harvest 
House. 2015. Bible Version: NKJV 

BKKOGCR $17.50 

Guide to Dinosaurs by Brian Thomas 
Millions of years ago, before mankind, monstrous 
lizards ruled the earth and were suddenly wiped out 
by a huge asteroid that blackened the sky... at least 
that's the popular theory. Guide to 
Dinosaurs challenges the 
evolutionary model that 
pervades the study of 
dinosaurs and presents a 
biblically minded interpretation 
backed by solid science. 

Dinosaurs were amazing 
creatures.  We're learning 
more about them all the time, 
but there are still many 
question.  How do they fit with 
the Bible?  Are they really 
millions of years old?  Did 
they live at the same time as humans?  Were 
dinosaurs on the Ark?  If so, why are they extinct 
today?  Examine the evidence and discover that the 
Bible tells the real dinosaur story. 

Learn all about the history of dinosaur fossils, 
different dinosaur types, and mankind's interaction 
with 'dragons' in the years following the 
Flood.  Great for the dinosaur-lover of any age! 

Full-colour illustrations. Reading level: 8 years to 
Adult. Hardcover. 120 pages. Size: 22.4 x 28.6cm. 
Harvest House. 2015. Bible Version: NKJV 

BKKOGDN $17.15 Guide to the Human Body: 
God’s Amazing Design  
by Institute of Creation 
Research 
Every day our bodies process 
massive amounts of 
information and enable us to 
perform incredible feats. The 
ability to move our fingers 
across piano keys, fill a glass 
with water, read a book—all 
these simple actions mask 

miracles beneath the skin. 
Have you ever wondered…                                                   
How a baby develops in the mother's womb? How 
our eyes capture the world around us? How we 
breathe, chew, and walk?                                                
Discover astonishing facts about the circulatory, 
nervous, respiratory, and immune systems. Find out 
how DNA serves as the basic building instructions 
for every part of the body. 
Guide to the Human Body will show you how the 
complexity of our design points to one magnificent 
Engineer!                                                                             
Full colour photography. Reading level: 8 years to 
Adult. Hardcover. 120 pages. Size: 22.4 x 28.6cm. 
Harvest House. 2016. Bible Version: NKJV 

BKKOGHB $19.70 

Destination Africa  by 
Marcellus Beachy 
Join an African safari to 
see many animals up 
close through 
exceptional photography 
often seen only in 
expensive magazines. 
Also learn facts about 

each animal and marvel at the variety of God’s 
creation. Featuring rich, vibrant images of wildlife. 
Many species found in the Maasai Mara National 
Reserve of Kenya are featured in this book including 
the Big Five of Africa, the Elephant, the Cape 
Buffalo, the Lion, the Leopard, and the Rhino. 
Interesting facts and statistics about each animal are 
highlighted throughout the book. Experience the 
incredible beauty of the creatures that inhabit the 
vast savannas of Kenya, Africa. Note: While this 
book doesn’t have much Christian content, it is also 
a refreshingly free of evolution’s teaching. 
Hardcover. 92 pages. Large format book (27.9 x 
22.7cm) TGS International. For ages 10-99 
BKTGDES $29.95 
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Non-Fiction 

Shalom and Israel by Jan Rouw 
A message of peace presented by the postage 
stamps of Israel. Profusely illustrated with full color 
photos of Israel's stamps. The postage stamps 
issued by the state of Israel interestingly illustrate 
the prophetic destiny of both the land and the 
people, the only country to put Bible texts on its 
stamps. Written from an 
evangelical stance, this book 
uses the stamps to present a 
wonderful message of peace. 
Paperback. 48 pages. 
Chapter Two. For ages 12-
99. 
BKC2SHA $9.00 

Who Wrote Our Hymns?  
by Christopher Knapp 
Which hymn writer was exiled 
for his faith in Christ? Who 
wrote one of our favourite 
hymns while a permanent 
invalid? Which famous hymn 
writer was the youngest of 18 
children? Inspiring stories of 
Frances R. Havergal, John N. 
Darby, John Newton, Philip P. 
Bliss and 26 more writers of 
beloved hymns. Paperback. 
224 pages. Bible Truth 

Publishers       
BKBTP3130  $27.30 
 

Gems Tell Their Secret by Jan Rouw 
Profusely illustrated, in full colour, showing all the 
gems and precious materials of the Bible, and 
describing their significance. In this booklet you will 
find many interesting facts about gems with choice 
photographs of gems and the play of light. There is 
also a list of important gems with their facts and 
figures, their quarries, and more. This book with its 

dramatic color photos of gems, 
teaches the truths of the 
gospel through the stories of 
the gems. A most interesting 
presentation.  
Paperback. 64 pages. Chapter 
Two. For ages 12-99. 
BKC2GEM $3.95 

Our Hymn and Their Writers by Faith Cook 
The people of God have always had cause to 
sing, and who has more reason to sing than the 
one who knows the Lord Jesus Christ, the joy of 
sin forgiven and the certainty of a life to come? 
Throughout the Old and New Testaments, 
believers marked God's mighty acts of 
deliverance in song. 
Hymns based on the great themes of the Christian 
message have their own unique ministry to mind 

and heart, renewing faith and hope in God especially in days of 
spiritual decline and apathy. In this work, Faith Cook traces the 
development of the Christian hymn from the early period of the 
Christian Church to the present day. 
Biographical sketches of a number of our best-known writers 
from the past figure here. We are also introduced to some of 
the lesser-known poets such as Paul Gerhardt, Samuel 
Crossman and Samuel Medley. Love for God and the great 
truths of the gospel shine out through the words of these men 
and women of faith. More than this, we also discover how their 
individual personalities and circumstances are reflected in the 
hymns they wrote. 
We can only stand amazed as we read of the demonstration of 
their faith, often in the face of severe persecution and hardship, 
which has been so wonderfully expressed in verse. It is our 
privilege to have available to us the lives and work of such 
gifted writers to enhance our worship. Their words stir us up, 
both as congregations and personally, to express our 
thankfulness to God. One day the whole redeemed church of 
the Lord Jesus Christ will join in one great anthem of praise to 
his glory. 
Includes sketches on Isaac Watts, Philip Doddridge, Charles 
Wesley, William Williams, Joseph Hart, Augustus M Toplady, 
John Newton, William Cowper, James Montgomery, Henry 
Francis Lyte, Horatius Bonar, Frances Ridley Havergal and 
Fanny J Crosby. 
Paperback. 396 pages. Evangelical Press. 
BKEPOUR $16.80 

The Wonders of God by William Macdonald 
The works of the Lord are wonderful beyond 
description. Everything that He has created is a 
marvel. A single cell is as amazing in its order and 
complexity as the starry heavens. The great English 
preacher Charles Haddon Spurgeon said it well: "In 
design, in size, in number, in excellence, all the 
works of the Lord are great. . . Those who love their 
Maker delight in His handiworks. They perceive that 
there is more in them than appears on the surface, 
and therefore they bend their 
minds to study and understand 
them. The devout naturalist 
ransacks nature...and hoards up 
each grain of its golden truth." In 
this fascinating and highly 
readable book, the author 
presents an array of evidence - 
from creation, providence, and 
redemption - that God is the 
most wonderful Person in the 
universe. Know Him better and 
love Him more through this 
stirring real-life drama all around us. Paperback. 120 
pages. Gospel Folio Press. 
BKGFWG $12.95            

Christian Living 

The Best is Yet to Be  
by Henry Durbanville (George 
Henderson)  
Full of edification, exhortation and 
comfort for all seniors, this booklet 
covers themes that are of increasing 
interest and sometimes concern as 
old age advances. Each chapter is 
tied to a particular key verse or 
passage of Scripture,. Henderson 
wrote under the name of 
H. Durbanville. Paperback. 60 pages. 
B McCall Barbour.  
BKC2BYB $5.55 

House of Gold by Jan Rouw  
Welcome to the House of God. A study and 
commentary of the Tabernacle God commanded 
the people of Israel to construct after their 
deliverance from 400 years of slavery in Egypt. 
Gives an excellent overview of the Tabernacle 
plans. This is the basic educational aid to 
understanding the book of Exodus and in particular 
the spiritual significance of the Tabernacle of 
Israel. Beautifully 
illustrated. Written in 
simple, short sentences 
and are superbly 
illustrated in full colour 
useful for Bible study 
groups or Sunday 
school or young 
people's classes. 
Paperback. 52 pages. 
Chapter Two.  
BKC2HGL  $3.45 

100 Best Loved Poems  
by J Danson Smith 
To countless men and women the 
poems of this much-loved writer have 
brought comfort in sadness, help in 
times of trouble, and encouragement 
for the future. Paperback. 120 pages. 
B McCall Barbour.  
BKBT5989 $13.95 

 

Answers to My Catholic Friends  
by Thomas F Heinze 
There are certain things that Roman 
Catholics would like to know about 
the faith of the Protestants and 
about the Bible. Moreover, they want 
clear, honest answers. Written 
lovingly to the Roman Catholics, this 
book uses Scriptures to explain 
major differences between Catholic 
and Protestant beliefs. So Catholics 
won't think this is Protestant theology from an 
"unapproved" Bible, Heinze uses their own New 
American Bible. The reader will come face to face 
with the fact that the Catholic church cannot save, 
only faith in Jesus can.  
Paperback. 62 pages. Chick Publications  
BKCK218 $12.00 

Answers to My Jehovah’s 
Witness Friends  
by Thomas F Heinze 
Answers you need to witness 
effectively to Jehovah's Witnesses  
When Jehovah's Witnesses come 
to your door, have you ever wished 
you could get them off their 
memorized scripts and show them 
what the Bible really teaches? 
Using many quotes from 
Watchtower leaders, this small book exposes the 
errors of this false religion, presenting thought-
provoking questions Jehovah's Witnesses can't 
answer. Paperback. 
127 pages. Chick Publications  
BKCK135 $12.50 

Answers to My Mormon Friends  
by Thomas F Heinze 
Mormonism stands or falls on the life 
of its founder, Joseph Smith. That's 
why you (and Mormons who read 
this book) will be amazed as you 
learn about Smith's personal life. 
This well-researched book also 
exposes serious problems with the 
doctrines Smith created, as well as 
facts you need to know about his 
abilities as a translator. This easy-
reading book provides powerful 
information to convince Mormons 
that their religion cannot be of God. It was written to 
be read by either Christians or Mormons, and 
includes a clear presentation of the gospel and an 
invitation to trust Christ alone for salvation. 
Paperback. 75 pages. Chick Publications  
BKCK126 $9.75 

Other Religions 
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Daily Light by Samuel Bagster 
Daily thematic Scripture readings for 
morning and evening. King James 
Version. 
Pocket paperback. BKTBSDLP 
$11.70 
Brown leathergrain hardback with 
marker ribbon. 792 pages. 

BKTBSDLH 
$18.20 
Calfskin leather with marker 
ribbon and gift box. Black or 
burgundy. 792 pages. 
BKTBSDLCL $54.30 
 

Devotionals 
One Day at a Time  
by William MacDonald 
How you live each day makes all the 
difference. One way to ensure that our days 
on earth count for God is to fill our minds and 
hearts with the "engrafted Word" that we 
might grow by it. And there's no better way to 
start the day than with an encouraging portion 
from God's Word. Each daily meditation is just 
a page long, but with each scripture 
presented in a fresh way stirs the heart to 
practical devotedness to the Lord. These 
devotionals are not intended to replace the 
reading of the Word, but to stimulate your thinking on Scripture, 
and, by God's grace, to help you apply the truth to your daily 
walk. (Scriptures taken from a variety of versions). 
384 pages. Gospel Folio Press. 
Paperback edition BKGFODA $20.60 

Hardcover edition Laminated dust jacket, leather-like hard cover 

with ribbon marker. BKGFODH $30.30 

Daily Light for the Daily Path  
by Samuel Bagster 
Daily Scripture readings for morning 
and evening. Each morning and 
evening devotional is designed around 
a biblical theme, giving you new insights 
into powerful spiritual 
truths. Paperback. 
382 pages, Whitaker 
House. NKJV 
BKKODLP $7.10 
 

Bible Study 

Everyday Life in Bible Times by Tim Dowley 
This fully illustrated book of everyday life in Bible 
times answers many questions about the everyday 
life of the Bible times while giving today's readers a 
glimpse ito the past. It covers everything from 
chariots to clothing, health to hair-
styles. ploughing to pottery. The 
topics are also indexed for easy 
reference. 
Essential Bible Reference series. 
Reading level: 14 years to Adult 
Paperback. 32 pages 
Candle Books. 
BKELBT $3.95 

 

Bible Facts and Figures by Tim Dowley 
This fully illustrated book is a a treasury of 
Biblical information, including time-charts and 
diagrams, Bible background features, and use-
ful verse-finders. A unique resource containing 
invaluable and informative Scripture tables, 
charts, diagrams and lists 
in full colour.  
Essential Bible Reference 
series. 
Reading level: 14 years to 
Adult. Paperback. 32 
pages. Candle Books. 
BKBFAF  $3.95 

 

 

Bible Study Companion 
A treasury of information! Includes a cyclopedic concord-
ance, outlines of Bible books; brief articles on basic Bible 
doctrines; 15 full-colour maps and much more. Based on 
the KJV.  
Reading level: 13 years to Adult. Paperback. 472 pages. 
Bible Truth Publishers.  
BKBT41691 $6.95 

Daily Life at the Time of Jesus 
by Miriam Feinberg Vamosh 
Vivid, original illustrations of life in 
New Testament times, maps, 
photographs of the Holy Land and 
the most significant archaeological 
finds of the past half-century com-
bine to bring alive the times of 
Jesus in a novel and fascinating 
way. From the inspiring historical 
background of the unique period 
which has affected the lives of so 
many to the succinct, in-depth explanations that 
accompany each illustration, this is a perfect book for 
all ages. Reading level: 10 years to Adult. Paperback. 
104 pages. (NKJV) 
BKFOIBY12  $28.05 

Cruden’s Compact Concordance  
by Alexander Cruden 
For over 250 years, Cruden's Concordance has been a standard tool 
for serious study of the Bible. This compact edition with its straight-
forward, uncluttered style offers the most accurate, comprehensive, 
and readable rendering of Alexander Cruden's master work, letting 
readers select from over 220,000 Scripture references to locate the 
exact words, topics, verses, and passages they are looking for. 
Based on the KJV. Compact format. Slightly abridged from the com-
plete concordance. Paperback. 563 pages. Zondervan. 
BKZNCRC $28.90 

Bible Reading Companion by N Berry 
The Bible Reading Companion provides the equivalent of a godly father sitting next to you while you read through the Scriptures. Like any wonder-
ful teacher, he won't simply give you all the answers but lead you to them while filling in some of the harder passages with direct instruction. This 
book isn't a verse-by-verse commentary, even though it provides abbreviated notes on more than 80% of the chapters in the Word of God. Instead 
it is a personal trainer in the habit of regularly reading, meditating on and applying God's wonderful Word. You'll find help with moral applications of 
each passage, constant encouragement in the perfection of God's Word, and guidance in seeing for yourself the treasures in the chapter. Also, it 
includes very thoughtful cross references and how to apply them, types and symbols, dispensations and hard verses explained. 
A simple help for systematic reading through the Scriptures. 3 years' worth of daily readings (undated) 
Paperback. 524 pages. Based on the KJV. Bible Truth Publishers.  
BKBT42305 $7.20 

NEW! A Time Travel Guide to the 

Land of Jesus by Peter Martin                                                     

Pack your walking sandals, your 

shekels, and your phrase book and 

take a journey back in time! The year 

is 50 AD and Galilee is THE place to 

be. This handy guide will show you 

the must-sees, the history, the bar-

gain buys, and so much more! 

Packed full of tips to keep your holi-

day to the land of Jesus mesmeriz-

ing, you will never be at a loss for something to do with advice 

on tours, hiking routes, places to eat and the best places to 

stay. Kids will have so much fun traveling back in time! Hard-

cover. Reading level: 7 and up. 64 pages. Size: 20.95 x 17.14 

cm. Reading level: 7-11 years. Lion Children's Books.             

BKTIMET $15.00  

The Holman Bible Concordance for Kids                             

Now young readers have a Bible concordance to call 

their own. Carefully designed to appeal to younger 

readers this book will help children discover the many 

exciting facets of Scripture at their own pace, and will 

prepare them for a lifetime of exploring the Bible. Kids 

will see the cross-referencing as a treasure-hunting 

adventure. Their parents will see it as a way to encour-

age a lifelong interest in God's Word. Filled with easy-

to-follow tips and citations, this unique resource will be 

invaluable for children of all ages in Sunday School, at 

Christian Schools, in the home, or just for the sheer joy 

of discovery. 

Hardcover. 350 pages. Black & white illustrations. Recom-

mended for 8 years and older. Mostly uses KJV with some 

NIV references. Size: 16 x 23.6cm.                                                                                 

BKKO3733 $16.65  
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 Women 

On His Heart: Our High Priest’s Loving Care  
by Madge Beckon 
The heart of the universe is the 
heart of God, and that love was 
unveiled in the love of the 
Saviour. But the One who died for 
us 2000 years ago also lives for 
us today. As our Great High 
Priest, He is watching over us, 
providing for us, and praying us 
home each step of the way. We 
are always on His heart.. An 
excellent book of short essays for 
the encouragement, comfort and 

growth of women of all ages. Paperback. 167 
pages. Gospel Folio Press. KJV 
BKGFONH  $14.70 $4.12 

At His Feet: Lessons Learned from the Master  
by Madge Beckon 
Where would you go when you 
infant daughter lay seriously ill in a 
land where you didn't know a word 
of the language? Or when your 
town was surrounded by 
Communists ready to move in? Or 
when you sat by your dying 
husband, his body wracked with 
pain? Where would you go when 
your spirit longed to know God as 
one knows a bosom friend? Or 
when your heart was so full of gratitude it was 
nearly bursting? To His feet of course: the feet 
where Mary sat; the feet that once were nailed to a 
cross; where every knee shall bow.  
Paperback. 197 pages. Gospel Folio 
Press.  
BKGFFEE $14.70 $4.12 

At His Table: Feast in the Presence of the Lord  
by Madge Beckon 
Madge Beckon takes us on a journey 
through her life to share with us a 
collection of thoughts gleaned from 
her experiences shared during a 
meal, fellowship, or when working 
together. We learn from our parents, 
friends, peers, mentors and Christian 
leaders, and a great quantity of what 
we learn is taught informally, such as 
around a kitchen table. We are taken 
to peek in on the gatherings in many table scenes 
throughout scripture, and the author imagines some 
of the advice and help shared. Whenever the Lord is 
present and invited to be the host, that table 
becomes His. It is a privilege to feast at His table 
and to share His blessed hope with others at our 
tables, and what a joy it will be to feast in the 
presence of the Lord when He returns. Paperback. 
142 pages. Gospel Folio Press.  
BKGFTAB  $14.70 $4.12 

Heart to Heart: Godly Wisdom, Woman to  
Woman by V Hallowell & others 
A collection of helpful articles by Christian women 
for Christian women. God views things in the 
scope of eternity, and He can see everything 
clearly. Our vision is limited, but sometimes when 
we are farther along a trail, we can look back and 
see things we did not see before. God our Father 

has put us all on the road of life 
together. He has asked women 
who are older, which includes 
the contributors to this book, to 
be “teachers of good 
things” (Titus 2:3),  to share His 
ways with younger women. You 
will find Heart to Heart brimming 
with “good things” for your vary-
ing roles as a woman of God. 
Paperback. 210 pages. Large 
print. Bible Truth Publishers.  
BKBT41865 $12.95 

A Life Surrendered: A Women’s Bible Study  
by June Kimmel 
In this interactive devotional 
Bible study, June Kimmel re-
flects on Christ s life of perfect 
submission. She unveils the 
delight that every Christian 
woman can find through submis-
sion to God s will. The wealth of 
biblical examples, the conversa-
tional style, and various support-
ing questions make this book 
ideal for personal or group study 
Paperback. 98 pages. Journey-
forth. 

BKJFALS $12.55 

A Life Exalted: A Women’s Bible Study  
by June Kimmel 
Companion Bible study to A Life 
Surrendered. June Kimmel 
shows how to continue along the 
pathway of surrender to living A 
Life Exalted. Christ’s life, sacrifi-
cial death, and resurrection 
exemplify the miraculous truth 
that to “take up your cross” is to 
find the greatest joy of the Chris-
tian life. Drawing from Philippi-
ans 2:5–8, Christian women are 
encouraged to abandon their 
rebellious, complaining, ques-
tioning spirit and discover the joy-filled freedom of 
following in Christ’s footsteps of submission. Step-
by-step Bible study and practical, spiritual applica-
tion draw out valuable lessons from God’s Word for 
women today and make this book ideal for disciple-
ship and personal or group devotions. Paperback. 
98 pages. Journeyforth. 
BKJFALE $12.55 

My Heart Restored by June Kimmel 
Christian women face abundant demands on their 
time, energies, and emotions while following their 
God-given callings in the home and workplace. 

Whether your weariness stems 
from a hectic job, constant minis-
try, busyness at home, or all 
three, you can find rest and heal-
ing in the Saviour. Join the author 
in this devotional study as she 
traces her own journey from 
spiritual weariness to renewed joy 
in her Christian life. Paperback. 
137 pages. Journeyforth. 
BKJFMHR $18.25 $5.08 

A Look Within: A Women’s Bible Study  
by Alvis Taylor 
Interactive Bible study that 
takes a look within the lives 
of eleven women of the 
Bible. In what they thought, 
did, and said, these women 
revealed the nature of their 
characters, directly affecting 
those around them for good 
or ill. By learning from their 
failures and successes, 
Christian women of all ages 
find practical biblical princi-
ples that apply to the daily 
Christian life. Step-by-step 
Bible study and practical, spiritual application draw 
out valuable lessons from God’s Word for women 
today. Ideal for discipleship and personal or group 
devotions. Paperback. 76 pages. Journeyforth. 
BKJFALW $13.55 

A Woman of Prayer by Betty Henderson 
Most of us would acknowledge that we don't pray as 
much as we should. And we admire the great men 
and women who seem to have 
found the answer to fervent 
praying. But we too can find the 
answer by asking the right ques-
tion. What must change for me 
to spend more time alone with 
God? 
In her uplifting and practical 
Bible study, Betty Henderson 
invites you to live life as A Wom-
an of Prayer. Believers 
acknowledge that prayer is an 
integral part of Christian living, 
but how many of us know what 
prayer entails? From the basic “Prayer Principles” to 
the realities of “Prayer Practiced,” Henderson takes 
Christian women step-by-step through Scripture, 
demystifying our prayer life with a challenge to 
simply converse with the God, who hears. Succes-
sive Bible study and practical, spiritual application 
draw out valuable lessons from God’s Word for 
women today and make A Woman of Prayer ideal 
for discipleship and personal or group devotions. 
Paperback. 90 pages. Journeyforth. KJV 
BKJFWOP $13.60 

Selah: Studying God’s Song-
book 
by Betty Henderson 
An easy-to-follow study of 
select psalms. Each of the 
twelve lessons presents a 
theme for the lesson, commen-
tary, and study helps. Lesson 
titles include "Songs for Wak-
ing or Sleeping," "Guidelines 
for Godliness," and "Something 
to Sing About." Psalms has 

long been a favourite book among Bible students 
and readers because of the wide scope of human 
emotions expressed and life principles taught. 
Women who enjoy the Psalms will delight in this 
Bible study. Step-by-step Bible study and practical, 
spiritual application draw out valuable lessons 
from God’s Word for women today. Ideal for disci-
pleship and personal or group devotions. Paper-
back. 105 pages. Journeyforth. KJV 
BKJFSEL $13.95 $3.90 SALE! 

SALE! 

SALE! 

SALE! 

SALE! 
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My Delight: Loving My Husband by Teri Maxwell 
Whether married three years or fifty, whether you 
have a great marriage or a ho-ho-hum one, do you 
want to delight in your husband? Does your heart 
yearn to love him better? In My Delight: Loving My 
Husband, Teri unlocks the treasure for ladies to 
build their marriages God's way. You’ll find help to 
make your home a haven, how to nurture yourself to 
be the best wife possible, practical examples to 
show your husband you love him, what it means to 
build him up, and much more! All of 
this is set on a Scriptural foundation, 
with thought-provoking questions 
incorporated at the end of each chap-
ter. 
No matter how long you’ve been 
married or what your marriage is like 
at this point, you’ll find help for de-
lighting in your husband and loving 
him. This book is even great for 
single ladies who desire to be mar-
ried as a perfect marriage-
preparation book. Paperback. 154 
pages. Titus 2. KJV 
BKT2MDE $19.60 

Filling the Empty Places 
by Beneth Peters Jones 
Winds of longing do you hear 
them in your own heart? The 
longing for a shining career, a 
better marriage, a stronger body, 
or a deeper relationship with 
God? If you have come to adult-
hood, you know the reality of 
empty places in your life. What-
ever they are, they demand a 
response. This book offers 
warm, practical advice to guide 
you closer to Jesus Christ, who can completely fill 
any empty space, no matter what its size or shape. 
Discover that place where there is no emptiness. 
Paperback. 238 pages. Journeyforth. KJV 
BKJFFEP $28.50 

The Wilderness Within by Beneth Peters Jones 
A frank view of the position of the modern woman 
and a promising picture of what 
God's power can do in her life. 
Personal and picturesque, The 
Wilderness Within chronicles 
the intriguing parallels of the 
ancient Israelites during forty 
years of wilderness wandering 
and the struggles and tempta-
tions of today's Christian wom-
an. See how Israel's God deliv-
ered, kept, comforted and 
guided and how He is still doing 
the same today. Paperback. 
185 pages. Journeyforth. KJV 
BKJFWWN $21.10 

Women 

Sweet Journey  by Teri Maxwell                   Wheth-

er you are struggling with 

discouragement, anger, fear, 

loneliness or simply want a 

closer walk with Jesus, Sweet 

Journey is a Bible study lead-

ing you in the right direction. . 

Many ladies long for a Titus 2 

woman in their lives. Through 

the words of Sweet Journey, 

Teri becomes that kind of a 

mentor.  This is a hands-on 

book that has Bible study questions interspersed 

throughout the text, allowing space to write your 

answers. At the end of each chapter, you'll find 

homework assignments plus Teri's answers. It's a 

perfect individual Bible study, mother-to-daughter 

study, friend-to-friend study, or large-setting group 

study. Paperback. 192 pages. Titus 2. KJV BKTISJ 

$19.60 

 

Sweet Relationships by Teri Maxwell                                                                                 

This is a powerful Bible study on Titus 2:4-5. 

Through this exciting book, you’ll 

discover what it takes to be a Titus2 

woman. How does one learn to 

treasure the most precious relation-

ships the Lord has entrusted to us? 

What does it take to be a keeper at 

home? Our children want to hear the 

love in our hearts through our words, 

communicated via our attitudes, and 

expressed on our faces. Our hus-

bands need to feel loved and re-

spected. This is book that has Bible-study questions 

interspersed throughout the text, allowing space to 

write your answers. Every chapter, has homework 

assignments. It’s a perfect individual Bible study, 

mother-daughter study, friend-to-friend study, or 

large-setting group study. Paperback. 175 pages. 

Titus 2. KJV BKTISR $22.80 

Home Resources 

NEW! Managers of their Schoools by Steve and Teri 

Maxwell                                                                        

Managers of Their Schools is a practical, how-to-

homeschool, confidence-building book. Steve and Teri, 

share their research, biblical basis, and what they found to 

be the most time-efficient, results-producing approaches 

for their homeschooling family. In this book, Steve and 

Teri share the benefits their family has gained from using 

textbooks. They review other methods and how textbooks 

favourably compare with them. There is a chapter written 

by four of their adult children sharing some of their home-

school thoughts, particularly with regard to using Christian 

textbooks. One of the chapters is directed specifically to 

dads and another one to moms. The appendix of Manag-

ers of Their Schools includes ten of their school sched-

ules, assignment sheets, a listing of the school curricula 

and resources they use, them, and their reading criteria. 

Whether or not you choose the same method to home 

educate as they do, you will find a wealth of tried-and-true, 

daily-life homeschool information. Paperback.176 pages. 

Size: 226.06 x 276.86mm. Titus2. Bible Version: KJV  

BKTIMOTS $43.45  

NEW! Managers of Their Homes by Steve 

and Teri Maxwell                                                                   

In Managers of Their Homes, you will dis-

cover practical help on planning and imple-

menting your schedule despite the challeng-

es you face. It sets a firm biblical foundation 

for scheduling, and presents the benefits 

you can realize. Filled with practical sugges-

tions for efficient ways to schedule a home-

schooling family’s days. Included is a 

Scheduling Kit which is a hands-on kit which 

helps you design your family’s own unique 

daily schedule. What’s Included: Managers 

of Their Homes book, Scheduling worksheets easily guide through the 

scheduling process, Colour-coding simplifies setting up individual sched-

ules, 30 sample schedules of varying size families in the Appendix to give 

you helpful ideas. Special chapter for Dads written by Steve. Paperback. 

60 pages. Size: 27.9 x 21.6 cm. Titus2. Bible Version: KJV BKTIMOTH 

$54.54 

Special order 


